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The job of editing is a fascinating and daunting one. To take 

the thoughts, contributions, and intent of so many others and to 

try to mould them into a coherent, engaging and hopefully 

worthwhile read is a task I take seriously. I am humbled to work 

with such great people who make my job so easy.

This year‘s magazine pays homage to a Brentwood legend, 

Nick Prowse, who passed away earlier this year. I apologize 

that we could not include the vast number of testimonials we 

received for Mr. Prowse. Clearly, his 35 years at Brentwood had 

an impact on generations of students. We have tried to capture 

some of that here.

We also pay tribute to a number of retiring faculty which sadly 

includes the dynamic Felix duo. As Marius and Andrea depart 

the West Coast to be with their family in Ottawa, they leave 

behind an incredibly enriched campus and numerous lives 

influenced and affected positively for years to come. As do Mrs. 

Martin, Mrs. Carr and Mrs. Patel. While Ms. Mais has left her 

beloved Alexandra House she will continue to be a larger than 

life campus presence in the Learning Commons.

I would like to thank everybody who contributed to this year‘s magazine, 

special thanks to Ms. Gagne for all her work. I hope you enjoy the read.

Ian McPherson 
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING
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Every school year is a 

series of moments that are 

woven together to forge 

memories that last a lifetime.

I am fortunate to see the stories of 

today that are written by our students 

and listen to the stories of the past 

that are shared by the Old Brentonian 

community. Most often there are 

timeless lessons imbedded in these 

reflections. I shared one of these stories 

during the 2019 Closing Ceremonies 

that I believe is worthy of a place in 

the Brentonian 

Magazine. 

As part of our 

Old Brentonian 

engagement 

strategy, for 

the first time in 

our history we 

created formal 

gatherings of 

the Brentwood 

community 

in London and New York. This trip 

reminded me of how impactful the 

Brentwood experience is - years and 

even decades later. The lessons learned 

on this campus cross generations and 

remain timeless. While my conversations 

with our Old Brentonians continue to 

amaze, it was one with a 2005 Gwynneth 

House (Allard House) graduate that 

sticks with me. 

During our travels Amy Weinberg, 

our Alumni Relations Manager – yes, 

she’s the ’05 Gwynneth graduate 

that I’m speaking of – shared the 

lessons of Don Miguel Ruiz. Hailing 

from Mexico, Ruiz is the youngest 

of 13 children - Happy Mother’s Day 

indeed! He worked his way through 

school to become a surgeon and was 

living a simple and happy life. In 1997 

things suddenly changed, he had his 

Black Swan moment - a near fatal car 

accident caused 

him to rethink his 

priorities, values 

and lifestyle. 

He recalibrated 

his philosophical 

morays by 

studying the 

ancient Toltec 

culture, an 

indigenous group 

from Mexico, 

and eventually wrote a book entitled 

The Four Agreements. Four simple, 

profound and timeless lessons that if 

mastered, can provide solace, direction 

and purpose. The 2005 Grad told me 

that these Four Agreements are the 

cornerstones of how she lives her life. 

Here they are.

Agreement 1 - Be impeccable 
with your word.  

”Speak with integrity.” – Ruiz writes. 

“Say only what you mean. Avoid using 

the word to speak against yourself or 

to gossip about others. Use the power 

of your word, instead, in the direction of 

truth and love.”

Every day we make promises - 

sometimes to others and, most often, 

to ourselves. We are then empowered 

to make or break these promises. Our 

choice impacts how others view us or 

how we view ourselves. 

When broken, people are put into the 

unreliable, disingenuous, and big talker 

bucket. If promises are kept, however, 

you are seen as someone who delivers. 

As someone that will get the job done. 

As someone who can be trusted.

Agreement 1 – Be impeccable with your 

word.

 

Agreement 2 - Don’t 
make assumptions. 

Ruiz says that we must ”Find the 

courage to ask questions and 

to express what we really want. 

timeless
agreements

Communicate with others as clearly as 

we can to avoid misunderstandings, 

sadness and drama.”

Every day our interactions with others 

can be complicated and it can, at 

times, cause us to jump to conclusions. 

When interpreting the tone of an email, 

Snapchat message or conversation, 

our fight or flight reflex often brings out 

our protective gene that automatically 

secretes negative assumptions.“They 

don’t like me. They don’t 

understand me. They’re not 

listening to me.” Fighting this 

initial assumption blast can be 

challenging, but Ruiz says we 

must take people at face value 

and take their word as an honour 

code.

Lesson 2 – Don’t make 

assumptions.

 

Agreement 3 - Don’t take 
anything personally. 

”Nothing others do is because of 

you” – he says. “What others say 

and do is a projection of their own 

reality, their own dream. When we 

are immune to the opinions and 

actions of others, we won’t be the 

victim of needless suffering.”

At times, we all have overpowering 

egos that push us to think that 

the world revolves around us. “No one 

has it tougher than me. My issues are 

far more important than yours.” This 

trick can move us into pity party mode 

and we begin to take even minor bits of 

feedback personally. A recent study of 

undergraduate students by four university 

professors confirmed Ruiz’s concern.

One finding from the researchers 

jumped off the page. “Students with high 

self-esteem based on false feedback 

are much more difficult to teach because 

many cannot take criticism and feedback 

without assuming that it is personal. 

Experimental research suggests that 

such people attempt to preserve 

their self-esteem, not by taking in the 

feedback and altering their behaviour, but 

by attacking the source of the threat.”

On February 2nd, our seniors were 

treated to a presentation by Valerie 

Young who spoke about “the imposter 

syndrome”. One thing she said that 

morning connects this Agreement to the 

professors’ findings. Instead of viewing 

feedback as a personal critique, she 

urged us to accept it as a gift to help us 

improve. that 180 degree reframing is 

what Ruiz is referring to - Don’t take it 

personally and instead accept it as a gift.

 

The Final Agreement 4 - Always 
do your best. 

”Our best is going to change from 

moment to moment;” - Ruiz says. “It will be 

different when we are healthy as opposed 

to sick. Under any circumstances, 

however, if we simply do our best, we 

will avoid self-judgment, self-abuse and 

regret.”

While I love the previous three 

Agreements, this lesson is perhaps 

the most important and the easiest 

to control. We don’t need a teacher, 

houseparent, art instructor, coach, 

advisor or parent to tell us that we’re not 

performing our best. The only person 

who really knows is the one staring 

back at us in the mirror. In our heart of 

hearts, we know if we have prepared 

for that exam, trained for that event, and 

completed that task. Not to a minimal 

standard but our best standard. 

We may not always get there 

but surely we must strive to be 

our best selves. 

Be impeccable with your word

Don’t make assumptions

Don’t take anything personally

Always do your best 

If we can do what Ms. 

Weinberg does, and live by 

these four simple Agreements 

that transcend generations 

and time, we will have a 

good chance of enjoying the 

wonders of Brentwood and the 

wonders of the world. 

To all students, staff, parents, 

past parents and Old 

Brentonians, thank you for 

sharing your stories and lessons 

with me.

Thank you Brentwood for making 2018-

19 a year full of wonders, lessons and 

agreements.
 

It is an honour to serve such a special 

community.

 

De Manu in Manum,

BUD PATEL 

Head of School

Bud Patel, Head of School

“We don’t need a teacher, 

houseparent, art instructor, coach, 

advisor or parent to tell us that 

we’re not performing our BEST. The 

only person who really knows is the 

one staring back at us in the mirror.”
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grade 8 PROGRAM Wendy Patel

With the 2018-19 school year in the rearview mirror, 
we take this opportunity to reflect on the accomplishments 

and achievements of both our graduating class and their peers 
in the student body during the last school year.

It is fair to say that each school year has its unique stories and rhythms. We had some tremendous highs 

and gut-wrenching lows. This is the stuff of life and clearly informs our character, building humility and resilience. 

Last year we grieved the passing of a Brentwood legend and stalwart of the school for over 30 years. Nick Prowse’s 

teachings in the classrooms and on the fields left an indelible imprint on generations of Brentonians. His dedication and 

the impact he had cannot be underestimated and will not be forgotten. We bid a sad farewell to a number of faculty members 

as they moved into new roles or, for some, hobbled into retirement - yes, that’s you, Marius Felix.

We celebrate what our students and staff have undertaken this year, and look forward to the positive changes 

that will inevitably take place as Brentwood continues to strive to be a transformative school and a community 

of learners.It was a memorable year of activities at Brentwood.

The Grade 8 Program continued to leave a 

positive impact across the Brentwood campus.

Our journey began at Camp Thunderbird. The 8s were given 

a plethora of chances to run and play. Orienteering, capture 

the flag, canoeing and the survival game were just a few of the 

activities that kept these young people active. Though intense, 

this experience forged friendships and started the school year 

on a positive note. The fall term had the 8s exploring the depths 

of the Horne Lake Caves, immersing themselves in various cul-

tures during our Night of the Notables event, and strutting their 

stuff - singing, dancing and acting - on stage during their stellar 

performance of The Jungle Book. 

The winter months had us indoors playing guitar and ukulele, 

scaling the climbing wall in the new Foote Athletic Centre and 

building virtual reality Google Cardboard. In addition, the group 

learned a great deal through their major diseases project. De-

spite some spring showers, we could not wait to get outdoors 

again. We spent third term as boat holders for the Brentwood 

Regatta, climbing the canopies at Wild Play, and camping and 

biking at Skutz Falls. Also, the students took photos to contrib-

ute to an art show and had an opportunity to create stop motion 

animation shorts. The students also acquired important life skills 

by learning how to change a tire, take the skin off a salmon, fold 

a fitted sheet, sew a button on, create a shelter in the wilder-

ness, and rescue an injured person using only sticks and coats. 

Students also embodied significant figures from the Ren-

aissance to educate guests attending our Renaissance Ball. 

Alongside all of the fun we had, we also managed to get down 

to business. Important skills were learned and practiced, 

including following instructions, time management, organiz-

ation, self-advocacy, assessment preparation, effective and 

polite communication, and mindfulness training. In true tripartite 

fashion, many Grade 8s also embraced the sports and fine arts 

programs available on campus. 

Many thanks to the teachers and staff who supported this ener-

getic group. The biggest thanks, however, goes to the students 

themselves who made the year-long journey a memorable one. 

After five wonderful years, Mrs Patel has passed the torch over 

to Mr Daryl Stevens. We wish him much joy with this program.

2018-2019 ANNUAL REVIEW

Grade 8 Night of the Notables
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campus LIFE Marius Felix

Student leadership 

is a vital part of our 

community. The 2018-19 

school year was 

no exception

Student citizenship once again 

came to the fore and student-led 

initiatives and involvement through 

all grades made our school a 

closer and more supportive 

community. This was evident in 

the projects our students and staff 

undertook both inside and outside 

the gates as we worked in our 

local community and beyond. 

The Student Activity Council (SAC) 

had a very busy year generating 

interest and energy throughout the 

campus with activities and events. 

Some favourites are repeated year 

after year while others were new 

last year.

Some of the traditional campus 

social events such as the End of 

Summer Bash & Dance, the Chil-

dren’s Christmas Party, and Java 

Hut continued to be popular. New 

to the agenda of events was the 

Fall Fun Fair held in early October 

featuring fair food, giant inflatables 

and contests. The end of the year 

was celebrated in much the same 

manner with the Fun in the Sun 

event, which replaced Beach Day. 

Returning with an expanded itiner-

ary was Fright Week which includ-

ed Costume Day, pumpkin carving, 

spooky meals, and a monstrous 

open house Halloween party.

The Spirit Week in January helped 

get students through the wet win-

ter days with activities happening 

for ten straight days. The students 

were able to show their spirit at the 

Showcase Hockey and Basketball 

games, Red and Black Day, Jersey 

Day, Interhouse Chili competition, 

Karaoke in the Kaf, Interhouse 

window decorating, a weeklong 

student designed menu, Brent–

rock, and more. 

Another event returning for the 

second year, with an expanded 

agenda, was Kindness Week. This 

is a collaboration between the 

SPARC, BEAT, and Grad councils. 

The event encourages students to 

be kind to themselves, each other, 

staff, and the environment. Events 

included Candy Grams, Have a 

Heart Day, a Staff Appreciation 

Lunch, Pride Day, 100km Dinner, 

and it ended in over 500 staff and 

students wearing pink on Pink Shirt 

Day in support of Anti-bullying.

For a third year, the SAC hosted a 

Senior Spring Formal with a Night 

In Paris featuring a 17 foot Eiffel 

Tower. The Grades 11 and 12s, 

dressed in formal attire, enjoyed 

a fun, elegant evening with good 

food, good music, and good 

friends. This night is becoming one 

of the favorite events of the year 

for the seniors. In between the 

week-long events, the SAC also 

hosted bonfires with s’mores and 

singing, open Mic events, Karaoke 

in the Kaf, movie nights, BBQs, and 

ice cream socials.

Other highlights of the year were 

the eighteen special International Orientation Week - Fun and Games
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Kindness Day

dinners prepared by our impressive 

Food Services team and hosted by the 

students. Brentwood students were 

treated to dishes representing Canada, 

Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, India, Mexico, The 

Philippines, USA, Thailand, Australia, 

Japan, Britain, China, South Korea, Ger-

many, Spain, Latin America, South Africa, 

Italy, Austria, Hong Kong, Singapore, 

Trinidad & Vietnam. These dinners are 

extremely popular, creating a full Crooks 

Hall with students serving and theme 

music playing throughout the meal.

The Grad Council, led by President Na-

dia Kendall and her council, and spon-

sored by Ms Alanna Martin, fundraised 

all yearmfor the 2019 Class Bursary 

Fund. Snowball, Candy Grams and 

Purdy’s orders, a water-pong tourna-

ment, and selling pizza at the Regatta 

were a few of the major fundraisers. 

Other events were organized solely 

for the enjoyment of the student body: 

Interhouse, Airband, Festival of Fear, 

Brentwood & Shawnigan Grade 12 

Games Night, Lifers’ Dinner and Grad 

Week. As well, in the spirit of Kindness 

Week, they created Grad-iTude Day. 

Students were encouraged to write a 

note about what they are grateful for and 

place it on a public board for all to see. 

The Grads also delivered personal notes 

written to people to whom the students 

wanted to show their gratitude. 

The Grad Council also joined forces with 

the SAC and held our third annual Spring 

Formal for senior students. The event 

was a huge success. The final event for 

this group was the organization of the 

Senior Class Dinner & Dance. The Grad 

Council prided itself on creating lasting 

memories for the students and staff at 

the school. Not only did they do this, but 

they managed to raise $13,000 for the 

Class Bursary Fund. Well done Class of 

2019!

The BEAT (Brentwood Environmental 

Action Team) led by Hayley Fear and 

sponsored by Ms Laura Richardson, was 

packed full of events last year, giving 

students and staff the opportunity to 

take action in order to make a difference 

in our community.

They started off the year with the BEAT 

bonfire hosted on the waterfront, com-

plete with hot chocolate, smores, and 

music. Their first project was to set up 

watershed markers on Wheelbarrow 

Creek which borders our campus to 

the south. This was the start of a 

cross-curricular learning experi-

ence which was entered into the 

2018/19 BC Green Games. As 

second term commenced, BEAT 

began implementing Trayless 

Tuesdays in order to cut down 

water, food and energy waste in 

the cafeteria. One of the most 

successful courses of action this 

year was our warm clothing drive, 

which took place during February’s 

Kindness Week. The BEAT col-

lected nearly 20 big bags of warm 

clothing that were donated to the 

Cowichan Valley Basket Society

As spring approached, the BEAT 

worked hard to allow students to 

get off campus with an invasive 

species removal at Somenos 

Marsh, a trip to the IMAX show-

ing of The Great Bear Rainforest, 

directed by Brentwood parent Ian 

McAllister, and a night of prep and 

exploration at Bright Angel Park. 

Encouraging students to enjoy 

nature has been a great way to spread 

awareness about what we are trying 

to preserve and protect! As part of our 

Earth Week activities, we 

had our annual “Pizza 

on Patel” where Houses 

competed to lower their 

energy consumption as 

much as possible and 

the winner got pizza, 

courtesy of Mr Patel! 

Then UVic’s Dr Peder-

son gave a lecture about 

climate change and the 

importance of renewable 

resources as we move 

forward. His sophis-

ticated and political 

approach to this issue 

simulated much conver-

sation.

The BEAT hopes that we 

opened up the hearts and minds of stu-

dents at Brentwood and inspired them 

to take action in our community and in 

the homes and nations that they return 

to. Thank you to everyone who made it 

an eventful year.

In the daily whirlwind of academics, 

arts, and sports that becomes routine 

for Brentwood students, it’s important 

to make time to connect with not only 

peers but our community outside of our 

beautiful campus. Last year SPARC had 

a jam-packed schedule with everything 

from school-wide water pong tourna-

ments to soup kitchens to puppy visits, 

while also training 96 Grade 11 and 12 

students to become certified student 

peer assistance resource counsellors, 

the newest SPARCles! 

The SPARC team kicked off the year with 

fundraising for breast cancer research 

in preparation for the annual Run for the 

Cure. Although getting on a bus at 6 am 

on a Sunday wouldn’t sound appealing 

to most teenagers, that morning doz-

ens of Brentwood students threw on as 

much pink as they could find and head-

ed down to the University of Victoria for 

what never fails to be one of the most 

powerful events of the year. 

Fall brought a multitude of off-campus 

volunteer opportunities for Brentwood 

students. As people settled into their 

routines, many chose to also connect 

with the community by spending time at 

Cairnsmore Place or Acacia Lodge, two 

long-term care facilities nearby, while 

others spent their Friday afternoons 

making soup for Khowhemun Elemen-

tary School. Even if it’s just an hour each 

week, this time spent outside the Brent-

wood gates provides valuable perspec-

tive and an incredible way to experience 

the joy of giving back, which is truly what 

SPARC is all about. 

When they weren’t volunteering, the 

SPARC team worked tirelessly in their 

houses to support their peers and 

organize a variety of workshops cen-

tred on peer education.  During Mental 

Health Awareness Day, a day long 

workshop for the Grade 11 class, stu-

dents had an opportunity to hear both 

students and staff share personal stories 

of mental illness, learn healthy coping 

strategies, and, of course, decompress 

with a room of puppies.

As the year came to a close and SPARC 

got ready to face its first year without 

our beloved Mrs Felix, it was important 

to reflect on the purpose of the program. 

SPARC isn’t about throwing the most 

extravagant event, or revolutionizing the 

world. SPARC is about the small ordinary 

acts of kindness that make the Brent-

wood community, first and foremost, a 

family.

Children’s Christmas Party
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The opening of the Eldon 

& Anne Foote Athletic Centre 

provided our students with 

new and expanded sports 

opportunities.

While the new space is inspiring and 

enabling, our goal of establishing in 

our students a passion for lifelong 

physical health remained the same. We 

are pleased to report that Brentwood 

continues to offer unparalleled 

opportunities in our athletic program. 

Recreational and lifestyle-oriented 

classes allowed non-competitive 

athletes to discover a passion for 

physical fitness. Rock Climbing was 

introduced as a new athletic offering and 

was a big draw. Our Outdoor Pursuits 

members were fortunate to be part of a 

program that takes students to pristine 

places about which the rest of us can 

only dream. Our cross-country runners 

ran all over Vancouver Island and some 

of our top runners competed in Island 

and Provincial tournament events.

Meanwhile, for a AA school we con-

tinued to offer a very large range of 

competitive teams. While most schools 

our size choose to aim for excellence in 

one or two sports, we have been able 

to achieve strong results at the provin-

cial and national levels across our many 

offerings. Here are some highlights of 

2018-2019:

Some highlights include:

• Senior Girls Field Hockey qualified  

 for the Provincial Championships and  

 finished 11th

• Senior Girls Volleyball won their  

 Mid-Island League and finished 3rd  

 at Islands

• Junior Girls Volleyball won their  

 Mid-Island League and competed at  

 Islands

• Junior Girls Soccer qualified for the  

 Island Championship

 Junior Boys Soccer won the Mid

 -Island league and placed 5th at  

 Islands

• Senior Boys Soccer finished an 

 impressive 7th at the Provincial  

 Championships

• Ice Hockey finished top 4 in the  

 prestigious Ross Cup Tournament

• Junior Boys Basketball won Mid- 

 Islands and finished 5th at Islands

 Junior Girls Basketball Won Mid- 

 Islands

• Golf won Bronze at Islands and  

 finished 6th at the Provincial 

 Championships

• Senior Boys Basketball won a third  

 consecutive Gold at Islands and  

 placed 12th at Provincials

• Track Captured our 1st ever Boys 2A  

 Provincial banner (Gold)

• Keaton Heisterman won Provincial  

 Silver medals in Senior Boys 800m & 

1500m.

• Junior Girls Tennis won Gold at 

Provincials

• Junior Boys Tennis won Bronze at  

 Provincials

• Senior Tennis won Bronze at 

 Provincials

• 1st XV Boys Rugby team won Silver at  

 Islands and Bronze at Provincials

• Senior Girls Rugby team finishing 5th  

 in the province

• Senior Boys 7s Rugby - won BC  

 Bronze

 • Rowing at the CSSRA National 

 Championships:

Gold: Senior Men’s Quad

Silver: Junior Women’s Quad

Bronze: Senior Women’s Double, 

Senior Women’s Single, 

Junior Men’s 8+

athletics UPDATE Blake Gage

New Turf Field

Senior Boys Basketball Island Champions
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academic UPDATE David McCarthy

The primary goal of 

the academic program 

this year was to take 

advantage of the 

opportunities offered 

by BC’s new curriculum 

that was being phased 

in for Grade 10 and in 

draft form for Grades 

11 and 12.

Our new curriculum focuses more 

heavily on core and subject-

specific competencies and less on 

specific content, allowing us more 

time to devote to skill development 

and to creative and critical 

thinking.

English

It was the last year for the English 

12 Provincial exam. We finished 

with a flourish as 58 of our Grade 

12s wrote an 86% or above paper 

on either the January or April 

sittings. Haley Hockin scored the 

top Brentwood mark with 97%. The 

department continued to provide a 

variety of avenues and venues for 

creative writing and experiential 

learning. The former included 

the three Melhuish contests 

(recitation, persuasive speeches, 

and composition), the school-wide 

Write for Rights campaign, the 

Harry Potter book club and three 

slam poetry evenings. The latter 

included the English 10 genre units 

such as KidLit where students 

wrote stories for kindergarteners 

and James Bond devotees ran 

around the campus on secret 

missions. Springsteen Night in 

Mill Bay and the English Literature 

AP Jane Austen Tea Party were 

amongst other highlights. My 

personal favourite remains the “5 

Minute Hamlet”.  

Social Studies 

and Business Department

With a continued focus on 

implementing new curricula 

that focus on big ideas and 

competency-based learning, 

teachers last year emphasized 

the articulation of skill acquisition 

in their daily classroom teaching. 

Employing Seixas and Peck’s “Six 

Historical Thinking Concepts”, as 

well as Brentwood’s own learning 

skills, students were challenged 

by developing research questions, 

identifying diverse perspectives 

and drawing conclusions on what 

is historically significant. 

Outreach was a second major 

focus in the department last year 

as several indigenous groups 

from the Cowichan Valley met 

with Mr Robinson’s Comparative 

Cultures 12 and Mrs Amiel’s BC 

First Peoples 12 courses. Mr 

Carr’s Geography 12 students 

were also encouraged to reach 

out to the Island community by 

interviewing sustainable energy 

companies, while Mr Wismer’s 

Political Studies 12 students 

hosted various provincial and 

federal politicians. The department 

continued to grow with additional 

course offerings such as AP 
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US History 12 and Introduction to 

Business 11. We look forward to the 

revamping of Social Studies 9 and 

21st Century Studies 9 for this year 

as they amalgamate with Science 9 

to create an exciting interdisciplinary 

approach called Metamorphosis 9. Law 

12 continues to grow in popularity with 

over 40 students this year, many of 

whom also experienced Mr Bryant as a 

debate coach. The course had 16 guest 

speakers this year from the RCMP, the 

judiciary - including a Supreme Court 

judge - and mediators, concluding with 

students enacting a mock trial at the 

Duncan Courts.

Our Regatta provided a great back-

drop for experiential learning in the 

Entrepreneurship course where students 

created their own business ideas, plans 

and earnings forecasts. The realities 

of building and running a concession 

booth over the three-day event then 

becomes one that they debrief for over 

a month: there is so much to learn from 

what they did. Microeconomics 12AP 

was also added to the list of courses, a 

natural supplement to Entrepreneurship, 

and the Grade 10 business elective 

was expanded to become a general 

Introduction to Business as opposed to 

Marketing 11.

Modern Languages

The acquisition method continued to be 

used and developed with its emphasis 

on high frequency vocabulary and the 

basic skills of listening, speaking, writing 

and reading. The particular methodology 

of basing lessons and even assessments 

around short stories that are deliberately 

somewhat bizarre or funny or ridiculous, 

to generate engagement, continued 

to be used and the results started to 

show. The focus on high frequency 

words permits the classes to be almost 

exclusively taught in the target language. 

Increased enrolment in language 

programs throughout the grades and 

in particular a large contingent in 

Spanish and French AP, were indicators 

of renewed excitement for languages. 

Mme Sharon Hall led experiential 

activities with students regularly visiting 

the local French Immersion Grade 2 

classes and having French 12 students 

access cooking classes to discover the 

art of making macarons - en français 

naturellement! Her students also went 

on a ghostly walk in Victoria, led by a 

French storyteller. Project work took on 

a global-minded approach with students 

presenting about different cultures and 

countries where the language is spoken.

Science

Our focus in science was to explore how 

to best provoke curiosity and wonder in 

students as well as other key scientific 

characteristics such as observation, 

critical thinking and perseverance. A 

greater emphasis than ever on “doing” 

science through more open-ended lab 

explorations and project-based activities 

was evident in many areas. Outreach 

to other areas in the community 

included our two physics teachers, 

Josie Olszewski and Giselle Lawrence, 

delivering some evening STEM activities 

to a local Girl Guide troop. Students 

came from a nearby elementary school 

with a nature-based program to learn 

about science activities such as stream 

sampling, garden box making, and bee-

keeping. Our senior students helped 

design and lead some of these activities. 

New course offerings included a version 

of Science 10 where students combined 

research into biomedical engineering 

and global health problems with service 

learning in Belize.

In biology, students used biotechnology 

equipment such as a PCR (DNA 

copying) machine and electrophoresis 

(DNA fingerprinting) to probe genetic 

differences. Mr Miller’s Biology 11 class 

visited the Raptors (bird of prey) Centre 

and were able to get some up close and 

hands-on encounters with many species 

of raptor. A science club was formed 

that met in prep with two students then 

deciding to enter the local science 

fair with a project researching plastic-

eating fungus. Students interested in 

obtaining volunteer hours assisted 

scientists around the world in several 

“citizen science” ventures. Through 

projects as diverse as counting African 

wildlife to reading through WWI journals, 

Brentwood students gained research 

experience and contributed to the 

shared on-line databases. One of the 

students, Book Plangsiri, finished in the 

top 3% of over 3000 students in the 

University of Toronto Biology Contest.

Mathematics

Last year’s mathematics department saw 

some excellent results in the Waterloo 

Math Competitions. For the Grade 11 

Cayley contest, Ian Van Leuwen earned 

top honours for Brentwood and was 

awarded a certificate of achievement 

for his excellent score. For the Grade 11 

Fermat contest, Michael Bhang earned 

top honours for our school and our top 

three finishers, Michael Bhang, Book 

Plangsiri and Maurits Freybe combined 

to give Brentwood first place on the 

Island. Michael was amongst the top 100 

finishers from a pool of 16,000 students 

and his outstanding score earned him 

a special invitation to a week-long math 

conference at the University of Waterloo. 

There he participated in several 

professor-led math lectures with other 

top math students from across Canada.

Mr Smith’s Brentwood Math Competition 

continues to grow - with more 

participants than ever.  Rei Kondo 

emerged as the top problem solver after 

weeks of fierce competition.

Teachers continued to work on 

collaborative problem-solving 

approaches to make the mathematical 

thinking “visible” and to engage 

students in their thinking processes. The 

mathematics department is also the first 

place many students encounter coding 

in Grade 9 with Mr Harold Wardrop who 

introduces them to the visual language 

by which they put together routines to 

operate programmable balls known 

as spheros. Though we are not trying 

to teach programming to all students, 

this introduction to what is now being 

termed “computational thinking” is a 

door through which many will go on to 

choose a computer science course.

Creative thinking was very evident in 

the Coding 11 course where students 

were able to use technology to make an 

actual “escape room” for other students 

to use. In Foundations 12 students 

created and ran casino games to explore 

probabilities. As always, mathematics 

contests at each grade level allowed for 

students to demonstrate excellence in 

novel problem solving.

Career Education

Ms Jessica Beausoleil brought a 

renewed emphasis to this area with 

the teaching of specific skills such as 

interviewing and resume writing to the 

Grade 10 class through the advisor 

system and in group sessions. The 

approach to Careers Day reflected this 

with all of the Grade 10s being involved 

in planning, hosting and learning from 

this special event.

Professional Development

Over the course of the year a sizeable 

group of teachers trained to become 

classroom observers willing to provide 

feedback to teachers who invited them 

into their classrooms to look for specific 

learning outcomes such as student 

engagement, skill development and 

collaboration.

Teachers collaborated in small groups 

known as PLC’s (Professional Learning 

Communities) on a wide range of 

topics from subject specific classroom 

pedagogy to LGBTQ inclusivity, health 

and wellness, to action research. In 

addition we had several in-service days 

where faculty had workshops on First 

Nations perspectives and principles of 

learning with guest facilitators who were 

able to give us a greater understanding 

of indigenous issues, culture and 

traditional values. Other workshops 

included facilitator Les McBeth from the 

Future Design School who took a day to 

introduce faculty to the “design thinking” 

approach to planning and creating 

course content. We all also had multiple 

opportunities to provide input into the 

design of our new academic facility 

and in doing so consider the future of 

teaching and learning. Finally, many 

faculty went to professional conferences 

including the CAIS Leadership Institute 

and AP subject specific institutes to 

hone their craft and also rub shoulders 

with colleagues from across the country.

Amelia Hadfield ‘20 and Jaylynn Barth ‘19 took top prize at the National Debate 

Championships, hosted by Sacred Heart High School in Halifax in April
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arts UPDATE Edna Widenmaier

Looking back over 

the year, our gallery 

shows, performances, 

and concerts truly 

celebrated the diversity 

and depty of our unique 

Arts programming.

Students were able to practise their 

arts in outstanding facilities, mentored 

by a remarkable faculty of artists. From 

the studios and rehearsal halls to the 

public domain of show and performance, 

students challenged and tested the 

boundaries of their understanding of the 

world, conceptualizing through word, 

music and medium, their various creative 

impulses.

Art connects us to each other. With 

a high participation rate in all of our 

music and performance classes, the 

Killy Stage in the T. Gil Bunch Centre for 

The Performing Arts seemed to be a 

revolving door of rehearsals and shows. 

Beginning in December with our annual 

food bank fundraiser Concert for a Win-

ter’s Eve, new and experienced singers 

and musicians were put through their 

paces by our music faculty. Last year’s 

musical, West Side Story, an artistic 

magnus opus, which ran for five suc-

cessful performances at the end of the 

second term, was a vehicle for inspired 

performances by both principles and the 

large ensemble. Following on its heels, 

Almost Maine, the directing debut for 

our new acting teacher, Mr Sal Interlandi 

was a tour de force for the senior acting 

company.

Strike the sets and lay down the dance 

floor. Rehang the lights and cue to Even-

ing of Dance: Colours, an outstanding 

showcase for our dance performers. The 

final concert, the popular Concert for a 

Summer’s Eve, was a bitter-sweet show-

case of over 125 music performers sup-

ported by the busy and 

very competent theatre 

production students. It 

featured our graduat-

ing Grade 12s for their 

finale and introduced 

some new voices and 

instrumentalists to the stage. This was 

an extraordinary year of competitive 

success for our ensembles. Five of them 

qualified through regional and provincial 

competition to attend the invitation-only 

Canadian Nationals, MusicFest. Of the 

three ensembles who made the jour-

ney to Ottawa, the Jazz Ensemble won 

Bronze, the Advanced Rock Band, Silver, 

and Almost A Cappella brought home 

the Gold.

Over at the Centre for Arts, the painters, 

sculptors, photographers, and potters 

were challenged to exhibit in two public 

shows: Legacy for the American Thanks-

giving Evening, when the entire school 

in their finest theatre dress attended an 

Opening, and Luminosity, the Regatta 

Show, which astonished student and 

public guests with its vivacity, colour 

and various interpretations of the given 

theme. The conversations flowed be-

tween artist and viewer: so many hours 

of work encapsulated on the gallery 

walls and plinths - so many opportunities 

for students to learn about themselves 

through the various media.

 

Evening of Dance: Colours

Polarize: Robbie Krysl ‘19 at Brentwood’s Photography Show 

in Duncan in May & June
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university COUNSELLING Rick Rodrigues

The Graduating Class of 2019 are 

attending 48 different schools in 10 

different countries, five Canadian 

provinces, and nine US states.

Nearly 40% of them pursued studies in the Arts, Humanities and 

Social Sciences; one-third of them study in the STEM fields; and 

nearly 1 in 5 entered into business programs.

86% of the graduating class received an offer of admission from 

their first-choice university.

552 offers of admission were received from 111 schools around 

the world at an acceptance rate of 76%.

47% of the graduating class received a scholarship offer from 

at least one of the universities to which they applied. They 

accumulated scholarship award offers, both merit-based and 

athletic, in excess of $1.48 million.

The top five destinations of the Class of 2018:

University of Victoria = 28

University of British Columbia = 25

Queen’s University = 18

University of Alberta = 8

McGill University = 7

128
numbers of schools 

conveying offers

55%
of grads received 
scholarship offers

75%

# of students who 
received an offer 

from their first choice 
of university 

$3.1M
in merit and athletic 

scholarships to 
universities in 2018

students earneduniversity placement

100%

Brentwood Closing Day 2019 – New Graduate Ashley Duyvesteyn
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INTRODUCING  THE

class OF 2019

Benjamin Abro – Vancouver, BC  
Concordia University, QC – Mathematics & Statistics: Actuarial Science

Zaid Al–Jumaily – Duncan, BC 
University of Victoria, BC – Science 

Maxton Anderson – Ladysmith, BC

Gap year, then university for visual arts

Luke Androski – Dhahran, Saudi Arabia–University of Alberta, AB – 
Engineering 

Sevien Aubuchon – Walnut Creek, CA–Stanford University, Stanford, CA – 
Arts & Humanities: Linguistics 

Arianna Avalos – Querétaro, Mexico–New York Film Academy, CA – Acting 
for Film

Tochukwu Ayadiuno – Dhahran, Saudi Arabia–University of British 
Columbia–Vancouver, BC – Biomedical Engineering

Jackie Barr – Puerto Vallarta, Mexico–University of British Columbia–
Okanagan, BC – Arts 

Jaylynn Barth – Canmore, Alberta–McGill University, QC – Arts: 
International Law

Margherita Battaglia – Venice, Italy–Istituto Cavanis, Italy – Completing 
the Italian Secondary Diploma

Alexander Bell – Newcastle, Australia –University of Victoria, BC – Social 
Sciences: Economics

Mika Benoit – West Vancouver, BC–Simon Fraser University, BC – 
Engineering 

Rashi Bishnoi – Duncan, BC –University of Victoria, BC – Social Sciences: 
Psychology

Jacob Bossi – Victoria BC–University of British Columbia–Vancouver, BC 
– Kinesiology 

Maggi Bresden – Dhahran, Saudi Arabia–Sciences Po, France – 
Interdisciplinary Social Sciences, Menton

Natalie Broomfield – Ottawa, ON–Dalhousie University, NS – Engineering 

Jotei Browne – Victoria, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Health & 
Recreation Education

Madeleine Butler – Calgary, AB–McGill University, QC – Arts: Psychology

Hannah Caldwell – Fort McMurray, AB–University of Alberta, AB – 
Science: Pharmacology

Nicholas Cameron – Victoria, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Social 
Sciences: Political Sciences

Lia Carinci – Tamarin, Mauritius–University of Toronto–Mississauga, ON – 
Social Sciences

Camryn Carty – Grande Prairie, AB–Canadian National Institute of Health, 
ON – Dental Hygiene

Veronica Chrenek – Grande Prairie, AB–Queen’s University, ON – Science 

Hillary Chua – Mill Bay, BC–Bond University, Australia – Film & Television 

Blake Cleasby – Lake Cowichan, BC–Queen’s University, ON – Arts  

Allulah–Beth Collins – Canberra, Australia–Oregon State University, OR – 
Health Science & Kinesiology

Joel Cook – Mississauga, ON–Bishop’s University, QC – Arts: Political 
Sciences

Taryn Corkery – Ponoka, AB–Southern Alberta Institute of Technology, 
AB – Business 

Sunil Cotterill – Wawa, ON–Waterloo University, ON – Management 
Engineering

Alexander Culberson – Mill Bay, BC–Dalhousie University, NS – Civil 
Engineering

Varshabh Dahiya – Nanaimo, BC–University of St Andrews, Scotland – 
Medicine 

Dylan David – Victoria, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Computer Science

Erika de Asis Chan – Vancouver, BC–University of Exeter, England – 
Computer Science

Grant Dillard – Portland, OR–University of British Columbia–¬Okanagan, 
BC – Arts: Political Science

Zjaya Doman – Duncan, BC–Brock University, ON – Sports Management

Evan Donegani – Parksville, BC–Gap year, then post–secondary studies

Ashley Duyvesteyn – Powell River, BC–Queen’s University, ON – Science

Joseph Eche–Ameh – Edmonton, AB–Queen’s University, ON – Nursing 

Ameera Essabar – Vancouver, BC–University of Toronto–St. George’s, ON 
– Humanities

Axel Ewashko – Fort McMurray, AB –University of British Columbia–
Vancouver, BC – Wood Products Processing

Haley Fear – Banff, AB–Dalhousie University, NS – Pre–Veterinary 
Medicine

Jack Figueirinhas – Mill Valley, CA–University of Colorado–Boulder, CO – 
Mechanical Engineering

Sophia Franco – Terrace, BC–Queen’s University, ON – Science

Elliot Furney – Port McNeill, BC –Gap year for travel and work, then post–
secondary studies

Dylan Gay – Mexico City, Mexico–University of Victoria, BC – Science 

Marta Gionso – Milan, Italy–Istituto Leone XIII, Italy – Completing the 
Italian Secondary Diploma

Brayden Glazier – Prince George, BC–University of Calgary, AB – Arts

Ian Grabher – Nanaimo, BC–University of British Columbia–Okanagan, BC 
– Arts: International Relations

Bronte Grimmer – Beijing, China–Scripps College, CA – Liberal Arts: Legal 
Studies

Fabiana Gutierrez – Dhahran, Saudi Arabia–University of Calgary, AB – 
Concurrent Education & Mathematics

Théa Guy – Yellowknife, NWT–Carleton University, ON – Industrial Design

Phoebe Habkirk – Toronto, ON–University of Victoria, BC – Social 
Sciences

Benjamin Hachamovitch – Bellevue, WA–Santa Clara University, CA – 
Math & Sciences

Anne Hamilton–Lane – Priddis, AB–McGill University, QC – Arts  

Martha Hamilton–Lane – Priddis, AB–Gap year, then University of 

Alberta, AB – Arts 

Abdullah Hammawa – Calgary, AB–University of Alberta, AB – Science: 
Pharmacology

Jesse Harold – Nelson, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Science: Math & 
Statistics
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Noah Hart – Salt Spring Island, BC–Gap year for work and travel then 
University of Victoria, BC – Humanities 

Cooper Haz – Shawnigan Lake, BC–Gap year before applying to Royal 
Military College of Canada

Yannick Hillier – St. Georges, Bermuda–Loughborough University, England 
– Sport & Exercise Science 

Haley Hockin – San Francisco, CA–Boston College, MA – Liberal Arts & 
Secondary Education

Maya Hodges – Nanaimo, BC–Dalhousie University, NS – Sciences 

Thea Hogendoorn – White Rock, BC–Western University, ON – Humanities: 
Art History

Jacqueline Holmes – Metchosin, BC–Gap year then University of Victoria, 
BC – Social Sciences

Jeremy Hounsome – Duncan, BC–Vancouver Island University, BC – Music: 
Jazz Studies 

Kirtis Hubbard – Kirkland, WA–Indiana University–Bloomington, IN – 
Business 

Ella Humphries – Nanoose Bay, BC–University of British Columbia–
Vancouver, BC – Arts: Psychology

Lulu Jama – Udhaillyah, Saudi Arabia–University of British Columbia–
Vancouver, BC – Arts 

Maya Jenner – Shanghai, China–University of British Columbia–Vancouver, 
BC – Arts & Masters of Management Dual Degree 

Sumin Kang – Seoul, South Korea–University Toronto–St. George’s, ON – 
Humanities

Marie Karekezi – Kigali, Rwanda–Gap year, then post–secondary studies

Rassul Kazhimuratov – Almaty, Kazakhstan–University of Toronto–
Scarborough, ON – Finance & Management

Fiona Kelly – Shanghai, China–Boston University, MA – Science: 
Biochemistry 

Nadia Kendall – Sooke, BC–Applying to universities in Australia – Social 
Sciences 

Téa Kleinschmidt – Mill Bay, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Visual Arts

Caden Koontz – Cowichan Bay, BC–Georgetown University, DC – Walsh 
School of Foreign Service

Molly Kortzman – Udhailiyah, Saudi Arabia–University of Victoria, BC – 
Child & Youth Care

Robbie Krysl – Campbell River, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Computer 
Science & Media Studies

Yuma Kuga – Kobe, Japan–Claremont McKenna College, CA – Finance

Zachary Lambert – Vancouver, BC–Corpus Christi College, BC – Arts

Anastasiia Lapatina – Kiev, Ukraine–University of British Columbia–

Okanagan, BC – Arts: Economics & Writing

April Lavigne – Cobble Hill, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Social Sciences 

Long Le – Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam –University of Victoria, BC – Computer 
Science

Grace Liang – Port Moody, BC–McGill University, QC – Science 

Michael Liu – Yunnan, China–George Washington University, DC – 
International Relations

Eme Lorente – Mexico City, Mexico–Gap year then applying to Universidad 
Anahuac, Mexico for Medicine

Ben MacDonald – Revelstoke, BC–Queen’s University, ON – Kinesiology

Clifford MacFarlane – Duncan, BC–Dalhousie University, NS – Science

Mattieu MacNeill – Saskatoon, SK–Gap year then university to study 
business 

Michelle MacPherson – Nanoose Bay, BC–University of Edinburgh, 
Scotland – Veterinary Medicine

Hala Manai – Tripoli, Libya–University of British Columbia–Okanagan, BC – 
Arts: International Relations

Emma Mandziuk – Osoyoos, BC–Tufts University, MA – Fine Arts and 
Liberal Arts & Science Dual Degree

Brylee Martin ¬– Cobble Hill, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Social 
Sciences: American Sign Language

Bilel Matmti – Montréal, QC–University of British Columbia–Okanagan, 
BC – Arts

Venetia Mavromihalis – Walnut Creek, CA–University of British Columbia–
Okanagan, BC – Arts

Zoe McDougall – Comox Valley, BC–University of Minnesota, MN – 
Kinesiology 

Graeme McKay – Duncan, BC–University of British Columbia–Okanagan, 
BC – Science

Matthew McNally – Nottingham Road, South Africa–Queen’s University, 
ON – Arts 

Leila Mégevand – Geneva, Switzerland–McGill University, QC – Sciences

Sebastian Miranda Cerda – Mexico City, Mexico–Bond University, 
Australia – Commerce 

Liam Mitchell – Cobble Hill, BC –University of Victoria, BC – Science: 
Biochemistry

Lily Moen – Melbourne, Australia–University of Bath, England – Sports & 
Exercise Sciences

Caitlin Moreland ¬– Mill Bay, BC–University of Toronto–St. George’s, ON – 
Humanities: Theatre Performance

Anna Murekatete – Kibungo, Rwanda–George Brown College, ON – 
Fashion Techniques & Design

Hadi Nassereldine – Edmonton, AB–MacEwan University, AB – Civil 
Engineering

Jemma O’Malley – Cape Town, South Africa–McGill University, QC – Arts: 
International Development

Chloe Oldland – Montreal, QC–Savannah College of Art & Design, GA – 
Performing Arts

Haruka Onishi – Tokyo, Japan–Keio University, Japan – Environment & 
Information Studies

Austin Owens – Terrace, BC–Queen’s University – Arts: Psychology

Vlad Pak – Almaty, Kazakhstan–Chapman University, CA – Business 
Administration 

Chantal Pavlis – Beaverlodge, AB–University of Alberta, AB – Education 

Jessica Pawlovich – Abbotsford, BC–Dalhousie University, NS – 
Management 

Lindsey Penner – Dhahran, Saudi Arabia–University of Alberta, AB – 
Kinesiology

Matthew Percillier–McDougall – Mill Bay, BC–University of British 
Columbia, BC – Commerce

Liam Philipp – Yellowknife, NWT–University of Victoria, BC – Computer 
Science

Willemijn Poelen – Powell River, BC–Queen’s University, ON – Science

Valerie Pringle – Cobble Hill, BC–University of British Columbia–
Vancouver, BC – Arts: Psychology

Hannah Putterill – Sandspit, Haida Gwaii, BC–Dalhousie University, NS – 
Pre–Veterinary Medicine

Ope Remi–Adelasoye – Mill Bay, BC–Dalhousie University, NS – 
Engineering

Brandon Robbins – Leduc, AB–St. Francis Xavier University, NS – Human 
Kinetics

Grady Robson – Duncan BC–University of Alberta. AB – Arts: Urban 
Planning

Maria Rossouw – Duncan, BC–University of British Columbia–Vancouver, 
BC – Arts: Psychology

Aranza Sanchez Gallegos – Mexico City, Mexico–University of the Arts, 
London, England – Fine Arts Foundation & Architecture

Bhavjit Sandhu – Chandigarh, India–Gap year, then Kwantlen Polytechnic 
University, BC – Business

Samuel Segovia – Dhahran, Saudi Arabia–University of Victoria, BC – 
Engineering

Emily Shaw – Cobble Hill, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Social Sciences

Kady Singh – Mill Bay, BC–University of British Columbia–Vancouver, BC – 
Arts: International Relations

Kristyn Skorey – Powell River, BC –University of British Columbia–

Vancouver, BC – Commerce

Darcy Smith – Shawnigan Lake, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Human & 
Social Development

Benjamin Stephenson – Bath, England–St. Francis Xavier University, NS – 
Arts: Psychology

Isaac Stevens – Campbell River, BC–University of Victoria, BC – 
Engineering

Zoe Tucker – Yellowknife, NWT–Vancouver Film School, BC – Fine Arts: 3D 
Animation

Haden Umdenstock – Stockton, CA–University of Oklahoma, OK – Sports 
Management

Lucas Ursprung – Hamburg, Germany–Kingston University, London, 
England – Art Foundation

Vanessa Van Decker – Toronto, ON–Ryerson University, ON – Mechanical 
Engineering

Birkley Van Oostrom – Duncan, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Science

Omkar Varma – Hong Kong–McGill University, QC – Arts

Sanjana Verma – Dhahran, Saudi Arabia–University of British Columbia–
Vancouver, BC – Arts

Hannah Vincent – Comox, BC–Queen’s University, ON – Arts: Political 
Studies

Cale Ward – Edmonton, AB–Gap year, then post–

secondary studies

Nouhad Wehbe – Edmonton, AB–University of Alberta, AB – Arts

Omar Wehbe – Edmonton, AB–University of Alberta, AB – Science

William Weirmier – Shawnigan Lake, BC–Gap year, then post–secondary 
studies

Daniel Wheaton – Regina, SK–University of Victoria, BC – Commerce

Cole Whist – West Vancouver, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Visual Arts

Lindsay Winship – Mill Bay, BC–University of Victoria, BC – Social Sciences

Tyler Witham – Hong Kong –Gap year, then University of Victoria, BC – 
Social Sciences

Hazel Woodbridge – Victoria, BC–Gap year, then University of Victoria, BC 
– Social Sciences

Joshua Yanowitz – Philadelphia, PA –Queen’s University, ON – Computing

Marc Yoon – Seoul, South Korea–University of California–Berkeley, CA – 
Letters & Science: Political Science

Marquita Zollmann – Vancouver, BC~University of British Columbia–
Vancouver, BC – Urban Forestry & Sustainability

Ettore Zuffa – Ravenna, Italy~Loughborough University, England – 
Internation Relations
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It is difficult to accurately measure the impact of Mr Felix 

on Brentwood. Not only has he been a student, RFA, 

Houseparent, teacher, coach, and most recently Deputy 

Head of School, but he has worked tirelessly on behalf 

of the students and his colleagues.

His mentorship to Houseparents and students at the School will be 

remembered long after he has left. He was a Brentwood graduate, a na-

tional calibre athlete in rowing and rugby, and an inspiration to those who 

played and worked alongside him through the years. As much as Mr Felix 

will be missed, we all know that he believes in the motto of the school 

and will gratefully pass the torch to the next generation of Brentwood 

staff to carry the school into the future. He will be greatly missed.

Andrea has given so much to the Brentwood family. She is responsible for 

championing the SPARC program which has grown into the largest 

student organization on campus, but her contributions, like so many other 

long-time Brentwood faculty, have seen her wear many hats. She has 

been a tennis coach, teacher of psychology and health education, and 

has served many years as a House mom and duty staff in Whittall House. 

Her children, Ben and Tessa, are eager to have her join them in Ottawa 

where she and Marius plan to enjoy their retirement close to their children 

and grandchildren.

THANK YOU

marius & 
andrea

felix 

“I loved having you as my 

rugby coach. It was the first 

time that I’ve really enjoyed 

playing a sport, and I’m so 

glad for all the memories!”

Shannon McBride ‘14

Marius Felix ‘77 Deputy Head, Student Life and Andrea Felix, Health Education, 

Student Peer Counselling Facilitator, Clinical Counsellor
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My first memory of Mr Felix was meeting him 

during Orientation of my first year. My father 

had just left, and in a sudden flash, I realized 

I was alone in the middle of nowhere. But 

standing tall as ever by the Ross Building was 

Mr Felix, a lighthouse drawing in students 

who felt lost. 

Recognizing him from the stories my father, an Old 

Brentonian, had told me, I walked up and introduced 

myself. Although I cannot remember the exact words 

he said, I felt so at home after my talk with him that all 

the fear went away. 

Mr Felix is the epitome of Brentwood for me: his 

values, his love and dedication to the School showed 

me early on that this wonderful place would be what I 

made of it. That’s why it is sad for me to say goodbye 

to him as he retires after more than 19 years of 

housemastering, teaching, coaching, and running the 

school. Working with him through the SEC this year, 

I appreciate his unparalleled love for this school and 

those around him. He strives to make sure Brentwood 

stays contemporary and adjusts to modern needs 

while providing insight into the history and traditions 

of our school. 

Mr Felix, who’d been a student here for three 

years, returned to Brentwood in 2001 after working 

at Shawnigan for 17 years. Once back, he taught 

humanities and was the House Parent of Whittall. 

Later he moved from Assistant Head to Deputy Head. 

Mr Felix has tackled numerous jobs at Brentwood. 

He describes his roles over the years as “Satisfying, 

sometimes challenging, and interesting. There were so 

many different stages, but it was great fun.” His work 

in the School allowed him to touch the lives of many 

different staff and students. Such varied experiences in 

his positions meant he was able to make connections 

with many who passed through Brentwood. 

Andrea Felix has had many roles at Brentwood. 

Whittall House advisor, tennis coach, 

humanities teacher, counselor, and creator 

of our SPARC program that has transformed 

the school’s culture. Perhaps her biggest 

and most challenging role, however, is living 

with Mr. Felix! She is the proud parent of 

two Old Brentonians  - Ben and Tess - that 

currently reside in Ottawa. She and Mr. Felix 

are relocating to Ottawa to reunite the family 

that now includes 3 grandchildren with, I’m 

told, more on the way! Mrs. Felix, thank you for 

making Brentwood your home, your priority, 

and your passion.

Bud Patel
Head of School

2006 Staff Lunch Andrea with Rebecca Day ReynoldsAndrea at relay for life

Run for the Cure - Head Shaving Event.
Jennie O’Connor, Andrea Felix & Peggy Elmes
show their spirit and don some cute wigs

Marius 2018 assembly

2002 Marius in the Whittall common room

Rowing in 1977As a Prefect in 1977
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It is my pleasure and honor to speak about Andrea Felix. It is difficult 

to summarize all that she has done for Brentwood over the past 18 

years in such a short time, 

but I will do my best.

Mrs. Felix came to Brentwood in 2001 along with her children and Mr. Felix who 

had wisely abandoned his position at Shawnigan Lake School to start working 

here. Although Mrs. Felix was still employed off campus, she plunged into the role 

as House Mom, helping Mr. Felix run Whittall House. Mrs. Felix treated all the boys 

with great affection; like they were her own children. She continued doing duty 

and advising in Whittall for 15 years.

In 2002, she joined the staff at Brentwood. She began her legacy of firsts. She was 

the first person to officially hold the position of Health and Wellness Instructor, which 

essentially gave her a blank slate to develop the program into what it is today.

Her philosophy has always been to encourage students to lead and so she quickly 

saw the opportunity to spearhead the beginning of the Service, Peer Assistance, 

Resource Counselors (SPARC) program. Initially, the number of participants was 

limited but they were keen to create activities and support others. Today, the program 

has grown and 100 students are trained annually, helping to influence and contribute 

to the well being of all the students at Brentwood.

Service is definitely an important aspect of the program. For example, SPARC 

started the initiative of making soup for Khowhemun Elementary School, where 

food insecurity is a challenge. They even grew vegetables in the Felix gardens to 

supplement the purchased supplies. 

There were many other service projects that included helping our local families 

through the food bank with food, gifts during special occasions, and helping the 

homeless with essential supplies.

Supported by some Mack girls, Mrs. Felix was the first to start organizing a group 

of Brentwood students going to the annual Run for the Cure in Victoria. Over 

the past 15 years, Brentwood has been the high school that consistently raises 

the most money to support this cause. A survivor herself, she has championed 

this cause to help support cancer research. Mrs. Felix also started the annual 

Brentwood Blood Drive, which continues today to be a critical service piece that 

the school participates in. In addition to all the other commitments, she also 

started teaching the first AP12 Psychology course at Brentwood and taught it for 

10 years.

When a student approached Mrs. Felix years ago asking how the school could help 

support a LGBTQ alliance group, she immediately recognized how important it 

was to have a place that was safe and homophobic-free. She agreed and so plans 

were made to host the first OMNI (Open-Minded Non-Discriminatory Individuals) 

event at her home. Rainbow cupcakes were prepared for the 12 students that were 

anticipated to attend. To the group’s surprise, students kept coming, more than 

60, to the inaugural event and since then, all sorts of events and initiatives have 

taken place and continue to expand the mandate of the OMNI group, wonderfully 

supported now by Mr. Neufeld.

Mrs. Felix is a kind, empathetic, and loving person, always seeing the best 

in people and wanting to help them. This led to her decision to take a leave 

of absence and complete her Masters in Counseling. She now has a private 

practice and has helped guide many students with their, sometimes challenging, 

adolescent journey.  

In the end, we start and end with our own family. And so, we wish Mrs. Felix the best 

as she reunites, along with Mr. Felix, with their children and grandchildren in Ottawa. 

We will miss you. Thank you for everything you have done for Brentwood.

Donna Decker
School Nurse

Marius leaves our school today as Deputy Head – Student 

Life. That role is not glamorous, it requires a variety of 

skills including patience, persistence and poise. Marius 

was never afraid of hard work, hard conversations, or hard 

decisions. The question that every staff member must ask 

is “did I leave the school a better place.’’ From 1974 to now, 

the answer is a resounding yes. Thank you, Marius for your 

partnership, mentorship, and friendship. Please join me in 

thanking our cultural leader – Mr. Marius Felix.

Bud Patel
Head of School

His hard work is visible outside of the class and 

boardroom as well. While he was a student at 

Brentwood he participated in rowing, basketball, 

rugby, ice hockey, and track and field. Though he 

wouldn’t brag about it, I have heard the legend of how 

he was Captain of the basketball, rowing and rugby 

teams all in one year. His passion for sports continued 

as he grew up, and he received an invite to the 1980 

Summer Olympics as a rower. Then he played for 

Canada on the rugby pitch. All his expertise in sports 

helped lead to coaching of girls and boys rugby as 

well as basketball. Hayley Fear, the Captain of the 

2019 Girls Rugby team, said “Mr Felix is amazingly 

dedicated to the things he loves, especially the girl’s 

rugby team. He is passionate and hard headed, but 

treats every girl on the team like a daughter. He sees 

potential in even the smallest girls on the team. He 

has taught me to work hard, play hard, and love every 

moment of it. He is definitely one of the most inspiring 

men I’ve met.”

After all his time at Brentwood, Mr Felix was most 

affected by the people around him. “I would say 

the best thing about Brentwood is the people, the 

students first and foremost, and my colleagues, many 

of whom are my friends. All of these folks fully commit 

to the school and making it run, and that’s always 

been the way Brentwood operates.” 

One of the best things about Brentwood is Mr Felix, 

his kind and thoughtful personality are what made 

an impact on me the first time I met him, but each 

meeting with him I learn more and more about the 

wonderful man he is. With that, I learned his wicked 

sense of humour.

So we say goodbye to the excellent and dutiful Mr 

Felix after 19 years of hard work at our school. Though 

we lose a big part of the Brentwood family, it brings 

me great joy to imagine him finally being able to 

take a well-deserved break surrounded by his wife, 

children, and grandchildren in Ottawa. This school 

wouldn’t be the same without his hard work and love. 

He’s truly touched each person here. So on behalf 

of students, staff, and colleagues present and past, 

I wish him good luck in his retirement and happiness 

the rest of his life.

Phoebe Habkirk
Hope ‘19
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In 2014, Mrs Patel spearheaded a 

new Grade 8 day student program at 

Brentwood. This program was designed 

to bridge a gap between the local public 

schools and the students entering the 

high school in Grade 9. Since then, she 

has contributed greatly to a large number 

of students overall Brentwood experience.

It is quite common to see Mrs Patel out 

supporting her former students in all 

walks of their Brentwood journey. Mrs 

Patel will be greatly missed, but she will 

still be around campus, cheering on her 

ex-students and also taking PJ for walks.

The speech below was delivered by Maria Rossouw, 

Mackenzie ‘19 at assembly in honour of Mrs Wendy 

Patel’s five years at the helm of the Grade 8 program.

Four years ago I made a bet with Mrs Patel that by 

the day I graduate she would be able to do the splits. 

Obviously spending class time trying to prove this 

worked out in my favour, and was something that could 

only ever happen in Grade 8. Two years before this, 

Mrs Patel joined the Brentwood family. She began by 

working as an advisor in Rogers and Privett House; and 

also in laundry, where she sewed kilt hems and blazer 

crests. Since then, she has created a program that has 

benefitted the lives of over a hundred young students. 

Many of you may know her as Mr Patel’s better half, 

or the mother to Mitali and Antara who graduated not 

too long ago, but there are 125 of us - most of us here 

today - who know her to be one of the most loving 

teachers we’ve had.

 

I was fortunate enough to be a part of the very first 

Brentwood Grade 8 class led by Mrs Patel. She 

worked hard, and succeeded, in creating a safe place 

where we could prepare for high school and life after. 

Along with helping in our academics, she became our 

friend, and helped us to navigate the transition into 

Brentwood. Over the last four years she has remained 

a significant role model in my life, and I’m sure in many 

others.

I think it’s fair to say that this is a woman who doesn’t 

receive enough credit, whether that’s for putting up 

with Mr Patel calling her out in Assembly, or for having 

to deal with more than a score of 13 year olds every 

day. Mrs Patel, I commend you on following your own 

advice, and getting out while the party is still good. 

Although you will be greatly missed, you have kept 

your promise, and learned how to split.

On a personal note, I would like to thank you for ev-

erything you have done for my family. My brother and 

I came to Brentwood at a difficult period of our lives. 

Without us knowing, you were aware of our situation, 

and went above and beyond in providing the resourc-

es we needed to move on with our lives.

While I can only account for the experiences I’ve had 

with Mrs Patel, I know for a fact that she has the same 

amount of care and dedication for each of her stu-

dents. Back in Grade 8, I’m not sure if any of us real-

ized how special Brentwood would become to us, and 

how much you, Mrs Patel, would be a part of that. So, 

on behalf of all your students, thank you for helping 

us learn, for coming to watch our performances, our 

practices, our speeches, and our games. I know I can 

speak for the whole community in saying that you will 

be missed. Thank you for everything you have done, 

and enjoy all the well-deserved happiness waiting for 

you in the years to come.”

Maria Rossouw
Mackenzie ‘19

“She has created a 

program that has benefitted 

the lives of over a hundred 

young students”

Maria Rossouw ‘19

wendy 
patel
FAREWELL
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ODE TO

alanna
martin

Ms Martin has worn many hats in her time 

at Brentwood. From mathematics teacher 

to field hockey coach, and most recently 

the very important role Grad Class Spon-

sor. Whether it was organizing events for 

our grads during the year, or the immense 

responsibility of ensuring our Grade 12s, 

and their families, enjoy a fitting end to 

their time at Brentwood, Ms Martin has 

done it all with humility, a positive spirit 

and a love for the students at the School..

Below is a speech made in honour of retiree Mrs Alanna 

Martin by Marci McLean at assembly on June 6, 2019. 

I have been asked to introduce Mrs. Martin who, after 16 

years, is retiring from her positions here at Brentwood 

at the end of June. While at Brentwood, she has taught 

math, been the Athletic Assistant, the Grad Council 

Faculty Sponsor, an Advisor in Hope House, Head of 

Field Hockey, and Coach of the Senior Girls Field Hockey 

team. I have known Mrs. Martin for about 18 years and 

have spent a significant amount of time with her since I 

came to Brentwood 10 years ago. We have coached field 

hockey and tennis together, worked out together, deco-

rated together, and we hid out in the Party Office in the 

bottom of Crooks by the elevator - which most people 

don’t know exists.

So what should I tell you about Mrs. Martin? First, the 

facts: She lives with her family in Cobble Hill: one hus-

band, one son, Connor, two daughters, Delaney and 

Brylee, and two cats. All three of her children attended 

and graduated from Brentwood. She also has taught 

school for two years farther north, in Duncan, and 13 

years at Shawnigan, plus 16 years at Brentwood, is 31 

years working with teenagers.

She is an accomplished Field Hockey coach and player: 

She won the National Championships while a member 

of the UVic Vikes, represents Canada on the women’s 

masters world cup field hockey team, is Head of field 

hockey and coach of the senior team at Brentwood. She 

is also an avid outdoors woman; she can hike and fish 

with the best of them. She is vertically challenged and 

has crazy hair - which she says is natural.

But people aren’t just about the facts. There is much 

more to people than just where they live or what tasks 

they do at work. The four words I would like you to 

remember about Mrs. Martin are enthusiasm, kindness, 

and fried onions.

If you have spent any time with Mrs. Martin, you know 

she has unlimited energy and enthusiasm. She makes 

the Energizer Bunny look like a slug. She gets excited 

about good things that are happening to everyone, re-

gardless of whether they directly affect her or not. She 

is everyone’s biggest cheerleader.

Her empathy and kindness are unparalleled. I have 

never seen anyone who will change an entire 800 

person seating plan because one student wants to sit 

with their friend. You will never meet another person 

who organizes events who would do that. Her focus 

is always on making sure everyone is happy. It is truly 

mind boggling to see her do this, with no thought to the 

amount of time and effort it will take her. I have tried to 

talk her out of it numerous times, but she is also very 

stubborn. Throughout your life you will meet many peo-

ple, and often you think to yourself, “Are they really that 

nice?” Mrs. Martin is REALLY that nice!

And lastly, there are the Fried Onions. No one, and I 

mean no one, has the love affair with fried onions that 

Mrs Martin does. At every BBQ, no matter the menu, 

she always wants the fried onions. They cannot be just 

diced, they must be fried.  According to her, the smell 

is irresistible to customers and they will come running 

like a herd of stampeding elephants. I am not entirely 

convinced, but occasionally I honor her wish.

Mrs. Martin will be greatly missed at Brentwood, but no 

one will miss her more than me.

Marci McLean, B.Sc, P3 

Head of Tennis, SAC Faculty Sponsor 

Interhouse Coordinator

Mrs. Martin was the first teacher from Brentwood I met other 

than Mr. Johnston. She made me feel more confident about 

the intimidating start of school and it was so amazing to see 

a familiar face. She has also done an amazing job organizing 

events for grads year after year. Thank you so much for being 

a duty person in Hope, and being so awesome!

Zara Pachiorka ‘18

Ms. Martin thank you for everything you have done for the 

house and all of the grad:) you are always willing to go above 

and beyond to be there for the girls and all of duty staff. Even 

though it sometimes give me a heart attack when I didn’t 

know where the girls were when I was on duty, but I love you 

so much because I know that you asked because you really 

did care.

I still remember going up to you at the end of the grad and 

listening to you saying how much of an impact I’ve made to 

the girls in the house. Even though I kind of know that I’ve 

done good things, I always discredit myself that I could have 

done better. Therefore, by you saying that almost made me 

cry because it was the moment when I realized that it’s then 

time for me to actually step back and be proud of all of the 

work I have done. Thank you so much for everything you 

have done:) I love you so much and I wish you happiness for 

the future.

Noey Tarasansombat ’18
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A COURAGEOUS PIONEER

leslie carr
Leslie moved onto the Brentwood cam-

pus with her family in 2007 to take the 

Houseparent role in Allard House. She 

was a caring presence for the “Mermaids” 

in her care, while also raising Old Bren-

tonians, Natalie and Aidan, who grew up 

on the Brentwood campus from a young 

age. We will all miss her positive nature 

and bubbly personality.

Below is a speech made in honour of retiree Mrs Les-

lie Carr at assembly on June 6, 2019 by Deputy Head, 

Marius Felix.

I am going to start in the present, with a perspective 

of Mrs Carr shared with me from her Assistant House 

Parent, Mr Smith.

Mr. Smith says: “I have been in awe of Leslie’s skills 

as a Houseparent. Her instincts are razor sharp; she 

can spot BS a mile away, and is always attuned to 

the deeper, underlying story. Many students have 

received “the look”: Leslie’s head down, eyes looking 

over glasses, one eyebrow raised as if suspended 

from a wire. Just ask Mr Carr!”

Her empathy is real, and comes from a place of lived 

experience.  “I know anxiety” she recently told a stu-

dent, spoken with a genuineness that was so real that 

you could hold it like an artifact. It is clear that while 

she is retiring, she is retiring at the top of her game.

Leslie’s history with Brentwood extends all the way 

back to 1985, when as a young teacher, Leslie also got 

her start in boarding as an Assistant in Alex House. 

In 1988, Shawnigan became co-ed and Leslie became 

their first female houseparent. She was the lone wom-

an HP among seven men (I was one) in a school that 

had been staunchly male since 1916. Unintimidated, 

Leslie improved the quality and atmosphere of those 

meetings (and the School as a whole) by bringing a 

level of elegance that helped the men around the 

table adjust their thinking. Frankly, and as only Leslie 

can do, she put several of us in our place and rightly 

so! Remember that look Mr. Smith described. 

Imagine Leslie sorting us out - a group of men used 

to the longstanding all male environment and along 

comes Leslie, a woman who possessed an iron will 

and immense moral courage. Deep respect came 

quickly. Leslie often had to stand her ground, for 

herself and for the students she represented. I fondly 

Thank you, Mama Carr, for being 

such a great houseparent to me. I still 

remember you helping me fitting into 

Brentwood when I first arrived in the 

middle of 10th grade. You have been so 

great, caring, and funny during my time 

at Brentwood! I love you!

Caroline Shen
Allard ‘15
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recall overhearing one of the First XV 

rugby players who I was coaching at 

the time say, “Don’t mess with Mrs 

Carr- she is TOUGH!” Female leaders 

in independent schools were rare in 

the late 1980s, but Leslie challenged, 

changed and vastly improved leader-

ship norms at Shawnigan. 

The Carr family returned to Brentwood 

in 2003 and when the Allard Housepar-

ent role became available in 2007, Les-

lie’s background and skills were a nat-

ural fit. Leveraging the wonderful work 

that Ms Blake had done to establish 

Allard, Leslie put her own touches into 

the house, creating her classic “home 

away from home” for the students.

House Captain Hayley Hockin ob-

served that “The Brentwood “All In” 

attitude emanates from Mrs Carr. You 

cannot fake being a Houseparent, 

which means managing all behaviours, 

not just the good ones! She always be-

lieved in my character, especially when 

I made mistakes. She has provided this 

mentoring to years of Allard students 

and we are better people for it.”

Ms Jill Fouger comments that “Leslie 

is deeply committed to Allard House 

and the girls who call it home. She 

eats, sleeps and breathes Allard and 

is always passionately advocating for 

her charges. I am always in awe of how 

much time and energy she puts into 

the house and the girls every minute of 

the day. There has never been a “day 

off” for Les.”

Mrs Reynolds says that “Leslie feels 

things profoundly, and responds pas-

sionately and honestly. This informs 

and animates her every action, from 

defending and celebrating her mer-

maids, to consoling and sometimes 

chastising them. Leslie is richly en-

dowed with unshakeable loyalty and 

fathomless love.”

Her husband, Brian Carr adds that 

“Leslie is deeply caring, compassion-

ate, and committed to quietly changing 

the lives of many for the better. She 

has mentored generations of women 

at Brentwood and Shawnigan to be, 

above all, good people. It has been a 

wonderful legacy.”

Leslie has lived her role with deep 

authenticity. Parenting 100s of teenag-

ers over your career requires a special 

commitment and Leslie (and Brian) have 

delivered year after year. Brentwood is 

a better boarding school through their 

efforts and commitment.

I know that there are many more good 

wishes coming Leslie’s way in the 

weeks ahead. In the meantime and 

on behalf of the School, thank you, 

congratulations and enjoy your next 

chapter. You have earned it!

Leslie and her Mermaids at her Goodbye Dinner, 2019
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In 1978 Brentwood appointed its first female 

Head Prefect, Tammie Toriglia. It was a watershed 

moment for a school which only five years 

before had been the first boarding school in 

Canada to go coeducational with the introduction 

of a small cohort of Grade 12 girls.

2018-19 Head Prefect Lulu Jama sat down with Tammie, a current board 

member and past parent, to reflect on her experiences at the School and 

how the role has changed over 40 years.

Lulu: “So we are here today with the first female Head Prefect of Brent-

wood, Tammie Toriglia, grad class of 1978-79. She was in Alexandra 

house where two of her daughters also boarded. She had the nickname 

Mother Goose, and I’m curious to know where that came from. She was 

also the winner of the Appleton Trophy for leadership which doesn’t 

seem like much of a shock. Welcome Tammie.

Tammie: Thank you. 

DE MANU IN MANUM

40 years 
of female 

head prefects 
TAMMIE TORIGLIA
(MORRISON) ‘79 
& LULU JAMA ‘19
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Lulu: We’re happy to 

have you here. My first 

question is, how many 

years did you attend 

Brentwood?

Tammie: I was here from 

1977 to 79. So, when I 

went to Brentwood, girls 

were only here in grade 

11 and 12. 

Lulu: What was boarding 

like at the time?

Tammie: I think your 

boarding experience 

and my boarding experi-

ence were probably very 

similar. You know, when I talk to my girls who were, well Megan’s 

ten years out now so, still fairly recent. It was a very similar routine, 

the number one inspections, the busy life that we all led. Certainly, 

there are a lot more girls now so it’s a little bit more equal when it 

comes to sports and things. For example, it was harder to make up 

school teams back in the day when we were a lot smaller part of 

the graduating class. But I think for the boarding experience, it felt 

very similar. 

Lulu: Have your kids told you things about Alex House that you 

were like, ‘Oh, I remember that’? 

Tammie: I think that there are the things you go through you know, 

like the changing seasons and the different creaks in the house 

and house meetings. All the different roommate things that we all 

experienced, right. It’s a very similar experience for sure. 

Lulu: So, when you came to Brentwood in grade 11, what pushed 

you to become Head Prefect? 

Tammie: Oh, that wasn’t on the radar. Not at all. I mean, girls were 

only really here for a year before you were in grade 12. 

Lulu: True.

Tammie: So, the opportunities to even be noticed were slim, it just 

wasn’t even expected that a girl would be Head Prefect. The year 

that I was in grade 11 though, there was a girl, Cathy Mills, who was 

the Assistant Head Prefect, so, girls were starting to get noticed. 

And that was good. I think, it certainly wasn’t anything I aspired to 

when I came to Brentwood at all. I mean I was just trying to survive!

Tammie: So, one of the things that’s really different about the way 

you became Head Prefect and the way I became Head Prefect, is 

you were named by the end of the year at the school closing. And 

the School picked all the leadership team for the next year right?

Lulu: Yes.

Tammie: You get announced and 

everything. And the students vote, is that 

right?

Lulu: Polled. 

Tammie: Ok students are polled. And 

then the staff have all their input. So, 

when I went to Brentwood we didn’t 

even find out who was our House Cap-

tain or Head Prefect or anything until we 

came back to Brentwood the following 

year. So, we were all in the dark and 

potential candi-

dates were invited 

back for orien-

tation. And then 

we were given 

all these tasks. 

Organize this, 

supervise this, 

you know, interact 

with new students. And then we were 

almost graded. The staff would get 

together and say, “Wow. That person 

really shone. They did a great job.” And 

then when all the old returning students 

came back, there was an assembly it 

was announced. So, we didn’t really 

have much say. And back in the day, you 

were House Captain and then you were 

Head Prefect as well. So, all the House 

Captains and Assistant House Captains 

were part of the school prefect team and 

then out of that team the Head and the 

Assistant were chosen. So, it was very 

different. We had a lot of responsibility 

for running a house and the School. I just 

remember being so busy I can’t even 

remember how 

I got through 

some days. 

Probably very 

similar to you. 

Lulu: So, how 

were the reac-

tions? I mean ob-

viously, you were 

probably taken 

aback. But how did the School react?

Tammie: Well it was quite interesting. 

Of course, the girls were over the moon 

excited that there was a female Head 

Prefect. The boys were not as excited 

because, of course, a lot of the people 

who were House Captains of the boys 

houses were what you call lifers. You 

know, they’d been here since grade 8 

and were very well known. And were 

incredible people. I mean my Assistant 

Head Prefect was Blair Horn who went 

on to be an Olympic gold medalist and is 

now Chair of our Board. A really accom-

plished and amazing assistant even 

back then. So, you know, there were so 

many good people to choose from and I 

was very lucky to have all those people 

supporting me. But it took a while for the 

boys to come around. For sure.

Lulu: That’s really interesting. I can’t even 

imagine.

Tammie: And once they got to see what 

my expectations were it was all fine. I 

think the grade 8 boys were always on 

my team. 

Lulu: So is that possibly where the name 

Mother Goose came from? Where did 

that start?

Tammie: Oh, okay. The story goes that 

“I think that what is common 

across all the generations of 

Brentonians is that the faculty are 

the most caring people. And they

become friends and mentors.”

Signe attended McGill University for 3 years after 

Brentwood, where she discovered that medicine 

was not her calling. She attended the Canadian 

Coast Guard College from 1993-97 and graduated 

as a ship’s Navigation Officer. In 2009, she earned 

the position of Commanding Officer working on the 

CCGS Samuel Risley from 2009 to present. The 

Samuel Risley is a medium endurance, multi-tasked 

Coast Guard Ship primarily engaged in Navigational 

Aids work and icebreaking for commercial shipping 

on the Great Lakes and connecting waterways. 

Signe’s other missions have included support in the 

Arctic and Atlantic regions carrying out similar tasks 

and working in Arctic communities. Signe describes 

the work as challenging, but dynamic as she has 

had the chance to visit many wonders of Canadian 

waters from the Great Lakes, to the Arctic and the 

Atlantic.

Signe Gotfredsen 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 1986-87

Sita politely declined to be part of this article

Sita Rao 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 1988-89
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Tammie’s Yearbook Photo 1979

Archival Photo - 1978-79 Prefects; Bill Ross is centre with Tammie to his left
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one day I was doing hall duty and I 

don’t know if you still do this but, in the 

morning you’ve got to get everyone 

into class and Mr. Bunch was notori-

ously strict about when the bell went, 

you were already in class sitting in your 

seat. So the warning bell rang and I was 

running down the hall trying to get these 

kids into their class, “Scurry along! Come 

on, move! Move! Mr. Bunch, I can hear 

him!”. You know, stomping down the hall-

way. And this one grade 10 girl from my 

house said, “Hang 

loose Mother 

Goose we’ve got 

lots of time”. And 

that’s how it stuck. 

I was called Mother 

Goose after that. It 

just sort of caught 

on and even to this 

day I get mail from my old Brentwood 

roommates saying, “Hey Mother Goose 

what’s up?”. 

Lulu: Considering the kind of influence 

you had as Head Prefect, who would you 

say we’re you’re biggest influences at 

Brentwood?

Tammie: There’s so many people. I think 

that is what is common across all the 

generations of Brentonians, is that the 

faculty are the most caring people. And 

they become your friends and mentors. 

Mr. and Mrs. Pitt certainly as a start with 

swimming, were very instrumental in me 

getting summer jobs as a lifeguard and 

volunteering for years as a lifeguard. In 

fact, I met my husband through aquatics. 

I kept in touch with Mrs. Pitt for a long 

time. All of the different teachers that I 

had, Mr. Bunch was larger than life and 

taught me so much about English and 

his classes were like he was on stage. It 

was a performance. I was just telling this 

story about how every time he dotted 

an ‘i’ the chalk exploded. There was so 

much that happened in that class that 

was just humorous and fun. And I’m sure 

you guys have the same experience. 

You look out the window at the water 

and it’s so easy to daydream during a 

class. And if he ever caught you doing 

that you were probably in his office after. 

He really did influence me as far as pas-

sion. Mr. Carr Senior was my chemistry 

teacher and in my grade 12 report card, 

Mr. Carr wrote a comment that I should 

think seriously about taking further 

chemistry. You know, I’d been a little 

distracted maybe being Head Prefect, 

my chemistry mark 

was just average, it 

wasn’t exceptional. 

And then I went on 

to do a degree in 

science and phar-

macy, which had a 

lot of chemistry. So 

I think that maybe 

his comment spurred me on to pursue it. 

So there are lots of people that influ-

ence you in different ways. Mr. Burrows 

my math teacher. He was phenomenal. 

Math wasn’t my favourite and he got me 

through a lot of hard math. There are 

just so many people that help you and 

guide you and influence you. And of 

course my houseparent, Anne Duncan, 

was an amazing 

lady. Unfortu-

nately, she died 

of breast cancer 

several years 

ago. She was a 

lady that kept us 

girls connected 

once we left 

Brentwood. She 

would write us 

letters and tell 

us where all our 

friends were. She travelled the world 

and if she was in your neighbourhood 

she looked you up. She was just really 

passionate about the School. So it was 

really neat to keep connected with 

her. And I think her gentle, kind, strict, 

organized manner was something that I 

took with me in my role as Head Prefect 

and in life leading people, with your kids 

or at work or whatever. I remember just 

how detailed she was and how she had 

expectations but they were expectations 

you worked to never disappoint. 

Lulu: It sounds like it was the demeanour 

with which she carried herself influenced 

most of the girls to do the same. 

Tammie: Exactly. And we all have fond 

memories of her. She’ll be talked about a 

lot at our summer reunions. 

Lulu: Who was the Headmaster during 

your time?

Tammie: Mr. Ross. 

Lulu: What was it like working with him?

Tammie: He was really a good leader. 

He was fairly new when I was Head Pre-

fect as he had only been Headmaster for 

a few years. He was inclusive and always 

asked for opinions and basically let us 

lead the way we wanted to lead. He kept 

in touch really well after I left Brentwood 

because he wanted to know how the 

School had prepared me for university. 

He would handwrite me a letter saying, 

“Hope university 

is well. What are 

your challen-

ges?” I remember 

writing back and 

saying “Calculus”. 

Calculus at uni-

versity was tough 

because we didn’t 

have pre-calculus 

or anything back 

then. 

The thing that I 

remember most 

about him is, he was the one that inter-

viewed me for Brentwood. It was a good 

interview and I got an offer to come, and 

I was so excited, and on the first day I 

walked down the driveway scared like 

every student with my parents, and Mr. Ross said “Tammie! Wel-

come to Brentwood, Mr. and Mrs. Morrison”. He knew my name, 

and he knew my name every time he met me. And to this day I’ll 

run into him at a Brentwood alumni event or something and he’ll 

be like “Tammie!”. And he will remember things about my past that 

I probably don’t remember. So it’s interesting that he had a really 

incredible, and still does, ability to remember people. And that’s 

such a gift. 

Lulu: What was a passion you had at Brentwood that you found 

carried through the rest of life? That maybe was sparked at Brent-

wood. 

Tammie: Well, I was always interested in science so I did my career 

in science. But I would say sort of on the reverse of that, the one 

thing that I wish I would have done was more of the social sci-

ences. Probably my biggest regret at Brentwood was that I never 

got to take a history class with Mr. Prowse. He was legendary. Like 

Mr. Bunch. If you had asked any of the boys or girls from my year 

who took his class who was their most inspiring teacher they’ll 

tell you Mr. Prowse. He instilled a love of history that I don’t really 

feel I ever got. I was on a science track and I never really did a lot 

of history. So that’s one of my regrets. I travel the world now that 

I can. And I go to all these amazing places and hear about these 

wars and all the things that are out there. And I just wish I would 

have studied it more when I was at Brentwood. But you are so 

busy and there aren’t always the opportunities. I think one of the 

things with girls being able to start earlier, is they can do some of 

those courses.

Lulu: So would you say your advice for new students is that they 

should try everything?

Tammie: Try everything. I’m really a believer in that. Because you 

never know. You might think, I don’t think I’ll like rowing but you go 

out there and it may be something that becomes your passion. 

Lulu: I think what Brentwood tries to do most is shape us for the 

future and help you discover what you’ll become as leaders. What 

is something that you would tell a girl going into grade 11 about the 

potential of becoming a female Head Prefect? What would you say 

to her?

Tammie: It doesn’t matter if you’re a female or a male. The oppor-

tunity is there, if it’s something you are inspired to do and you’re 

a good leader, you’ll do a fantastic job. And I don’t think people 

should ever think that because they are female  . . . I honestly think 

that Mr. Ross in his day when he picked me as the first female 

Head Prefect was thinking about that gender balance back then. 

So it’s interesting that the opportunities existed… we were the first 

co-ed school, the only co-ed school for years that started that. 

Whoever steps up and is a good leader should be the leader. It 

shouldn’t matter. For that grade 11 person, I think the most import-

“It doesn’t matter if

you’re female or a male.

The opportunity is there, 

if it’s something you are 

inspired to do.”

After leaving Brentwood in ‘98, Alana attended Duke 

University in North Carolina. She then returned home 

to Southern California where she earned her B.A., 

summa cum laude, in Sociology from UCLA. In 2009, 

Alana was married in Santa Barbara, California with 

her lifelong Brentwood friends - Bryony Baker, Lydia 

Kingsbury, Louise Pickles, and Rebecca Whitney - by 

her side. After a 10-year career in Investor Relations 

at a Los Angeles based private equity firm, Alana, 

with her husband Michael, moved out of the city to 

raise their two daughters, Emily (7) and Liv (3). 

Alana Getz (Silverman) 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 1997-98
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Asha politely declined to be part of this article

Asha Rao 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 1991-92

Lulu at Assembly
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ant thing to tell them is how much work it is. And are they prepared for 

that? Because I don’t think you can ever be prepared for that. Think of 

all the speeches you’ve had to write and all the times, like today, that 

you’ve got to carve out that hour in your schedule where you could be 

studying for an exam. So there is definitely pressure there. 

Lulu: How has your experience been now that you’re on the Board of 

Governors?

Tammie: It’s a great opportunity to see the School in action as it is 

today, and to try and help shape where it’s going. And make sure it’s 

here for your children. That’s my goal. To make sure that it’s attainable 

for all students. I really wanted to use my voice to have an impact 

on things like scholarships, making sure we maximize the money for 

kids who can’t afford to come to Brentwood. I know, myself, when I 

told my parents I wanted to go to Brentwood, and they looked at the 

cost, they groaned and thought how are we going to do this? But they 

made it work. It was a struggle at times. But they understood the value 

of a Brentwood education. And it was something I wanted to make 

sure I could do for my children. You know, a lot of parents sacrifice a 

lot for their kids to come here. And that’s something that as a board 

we take to heart. We want to make sure that the kids that deserve to 

be here are here. Because it’s such an amazing opportunity to meet 

people from all over the world. I have classmates in Australia and 

Germany, and all over the States and all over Canada. You don’t get 

those opportunities every day. And my kids had that same experi-

ence. I have my Alex House girls, and they have their Alex House 

girls. They’re even more connected because of how easy it is to stay 

connected. It’s neat to have that.

Lulu: Shifting gears, what was the food like?

Tammie: It wasn’t a highlight (laughs). 

Lulu: Really?

Tammie: Yeah. I think girls started to influence the change in the food 

when they showed up because a salad probably wasn’t even part of 

the menu back then. We started to get a healthier mix of food. 

Lulu: And you think that’s the girls influence?

Tammie: I think so. We all got here and started eating all the carbs that 

they gave us and all the girls started gaining weight. So, we’ve got to 

throw something healthy in here. When I visit and go have lunch in 

the dining hall now and it’s just amazing compared to the food that we 

had. The choices! Oh my gosh. 

Lulu: I don’t think anyone appreciates the dining hall as much as they 

should. 

Tammie: No. Or the laundry ladies. 

Lulu: They are heroes. Absolute heroes. 

Lulu: Looking back then to your grade 12 self, what advice would you 

have given her?

Tammie: I think looking back I would say, stop and smell the roses. Not 

Annabelle lives and works in Vancouver as a product 

manager at Safe Software. By day, she helps decide 

what makes it into the product and coordinates 

efforts between stakeholders to ensure the right 

features are shipped out to customers. It has been 

a winding path from an undergraduate Geography 

degree from Colgate University to where she is now, 

but she has learned important lessons every step of 

the way. She shares a home with her husband Sam, 

and her adopted greyhound, Honey Bun (who is a 

champion napper). She recently completed her first 

Ironman happening in Whistler in July which took 10 

months of training!

Annabelle Glass 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 2006-07 

just at Brentwood, but in life. I was in such a hurry to get to univer-

sity because that was the advice back then. Everybody said, don’t 

take a year off or you won’t go back. So you ploughed through 

your degree, you went straight to work. You bought a house. You 

got on with your life. My comment earlier about history and travel, 

I think if I had taken a step back and maybe done some travelling 

and seen the world, it might have changed my view of the things 

that might have become my passions in my free time. I really wish 

that I would’ve had an opportunity to do that. And, it’s not like I 

can’t do that later in life. But I still think it would’ve influenced my 

journey along the way. It might have been different. I think we just 

really need to appreciate what we have. I look at the grit and joy of 

Brentwood, and I definitely got the grit part. And I look back and 

there are so many happy memories from Brentwood. But I think 

taking that forward into life is the harder part. Because we all want 

to succeed. And you go to university and you get caught in all the 

grit. You really need to figure out that balance so that there is still 

that joy. And if it means that you take a couple less classes and it 

takes you a year longer to get a degree then there is no shame in 

that. People need to realize that you want to do the best that you 

can do but sometimes maybe looking at things as part of a job 

and school instead of going to school full time. There are so many 

different options nowadays. And I just think that the world’s your 

oyster, that old saying. And we just need to figure out how to do it 

smarter than say, my generation did. 

Lulu: What are some things that really are different from your time 

to the school of today?

Tammie: The only thing that I remember that probably is very 

different than your time, is mail was such a big thing for us. Getting 

a letter from home. Getting a parcel from home. You know, mum 

made fresh baked cookies and they were in a box you were the 

most popular person on campus. So every morning right after 

class there was an old part in the school block where the reception 

would post a list of all the students and if you had mail you had a 

cheque. And if you had a parcel you had a ‘p’. We would go and 

scour the list to see who had a ‘p’. If we had mail it was so exciting. 

It was a big thing because, you know, it was really hard to stay con-

nected to home at that time. You had a pay phone in your house 

that people would line up at to call home on a Sunday. In some 

ways I think it was easier as a student because you were sort of 

cut off from the outside world. There weren’t all those distractions. 

I think kids today with cell phones, and emails, and Snapchat and 

all those things have a lot of distractions. So that is a very different 

world for you policing the cell phones!

Lulu: Yeah. It seems like, at least from what I can tell, your Brent-

wood experience versus my current Brentwood experience, 

although similar, were very different at the same time. 
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Kris attended Columbia University (where she fell 

in love with NYC) and majored in Neuroscience 

and Behavior. She stayed at Columbia for medical 

school training, residency training in Pediatrics, and 

a fellowship in Pediatric Cardiology (she also met 

her husband there). After 14 years in New York City, 

Kris and her husband moved to Texas for advanced 

fellowships (including an extra year in Advanced 

Cardiac Imaging and Fetal Echocardiography) and 

to be closer to family. She’s now the proud (and 

tired) mother of a 2.5 year old boy named Lukas 

and is expecting another baby boy soon. She 

currently works at Cook Children’s Medical Center 

as a Pediatric Cardiologist with a focus on cardiac 

imaging and fetal echocardiography.

Kristal Woldu (Larsen) 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 2001-02 
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After graduating from Brentwood, Nellie went to 

Middlebury College in Vermont, and majored in 

English Literature. She then did a teaching internship 

at a boarding school in Connecticut and completed 

a 200-hour yoga teacher training course. Nellie went 

on to teach 9th and 10th grade English at another 

school in Connecticut before moving to the Bay Area 

in 2015, taking a job as a Curriculum Designer at a 

small education tech start-up. She’s now a Learning 

& Development Specialist at Uber. Nellie lives with 

her boyfriend, Ned, in San Francisco where they’re 

soaking up as much of the city as possible before 

moving to the East Coast to be closer to their families..

Nellie Pitoniak 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 2008-09 

After Brentwood, Connie moved to the South of France 

to pursue a 3 year B.A. in Political Science and Middle 

Eastern Studies. Rather than completing her final year in 

Cairo as planned, she moved to her parents’ farm while 

struggling to recover from major depression, anxiety 

and an eating disorder. It wasn’t until 2018 that she 

accepted the need to ask for help. For a decade Connie 

was living with undiagnosed depression interrupted 

with spells of hypomania, believing it was her fault; that 

the ups and downs were due to an inability to deal with 

life. Years of waitressing and farming have allowed 

Connie to reconnect with family and home, take time off 

when needed, travel, and ultimately to get well. Thanks 

to the patience, love and support of family and friends, 

she is finally feeling stable and now lives happily in 

Squamish with her partner and dog, working on food 

policy and sustainable food systems and enjoying the 

great outdoors!

Constance Wylie 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 2009-10 
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Since leaving Brentwood, Katlan has travelled to 

more than 15 countries, graduated from University, 

and is only now getting the chance to think about 

what’s next. Katlan attended the University of 

Victoria where she graduated in the Summer of 

2019 with a major in Psychology and a minor in 

Business. Next, she’ll travel to Sri Lanka and Bali to 

teach English for a few months and volunteer with 

a mental health organization. There she’ll work 

alongside psychiatrists and local professionals to 

learn valuable skills that she can bring home with 

her. In the future, Katlan hopes to attend Graduate 

school to continue her studies either in consumer 

psychology or child development and she can’t wait 

to see what comes next!

Katlan Scragg 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 2015-16 
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Andjela is currently an engineer on the research 

and development team at Portal Instruments - a 

medical device start-up in Boston, MA, where she’s 

been collaborating on the design optimization of 

a needle-free auto injector with a team of highly 

driven engineers. Andjela has had the opportunity 

to learn the ins and outs of the biotech industry at 

an early stage in her career, while working on a 

product that can help improve the lives of millions. 

Next fall, she’ll attend Duke University to pursue a 

Masters in Electrical and Computer Engineering with 

a concentration in medical devices, with the hope 

of taking her new-found knowledge forward into a 

product development role in the industry. Andjela 

says she is grateful to Brentwood for instilling a 

desire to learn and serve others from a young age.

Andjela Stojkovic 
HEAD PREFECT DATES: 2012-13 

Tammie: For sure.

Lulu: So, I think it was awesome that you were able to remember that 

stuff and go through all those stories that you probably don’t want to 

admit to yourself or anyone else. But, I’m not necessarily going to say 

that you are the reason that I am able to do this. But there was def-

initely a path that you being the first female Head Prefect paved for 

me. I think that different milestones have been placed at Brentwood 

between your time and mine. And I think that yours is a major one. I 

appreciate that you had the time to sit down and talk about it. 

Tammie: Well, I’m still very passionate about the School and I believe 

in the opportunities that you young people get coming to this school. 

I’m happy to be a part of the history and to have had the opportunity 

to come here and hopefully make a difference. And it’s certainly not 

the School I went to. I mean, I walk around here and I’m just in awe of 

all the opportunities and the success of the School. You’re a part of 

that success. So, congratulations on your year! And I wish you all the 

best in your future. I look forward to following it.

Head Prefect Lulu Jama ‘19 with Lindsay Winship ‘19

If you’re interested in attending the 2020 Summer Reunion weekend 
at Brentwood, then this photo contest is for you!

Send us a favourite “throwback” photo, with a caption, of you 
during your Brentwood days and you’ll be entered to win two all-inclusive registrations 

(for you and a guest) to attend next year’s reunion weekend, valued at $500!  
This includes dorm accommodations, activities, meals and beverages for the 

entire weekend (travel expenses not included).

Send your entries to: contest@brentwood.ca

Alumni from ANY grad year are welcome to attend the 2020 Summer Reunion where we’ll be 
celebrating milestones for the classes of 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005 and 2010. 

For dates and details on the Reunion, see page 88

 

SUMMER REUNION PHOTO CONTEST
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alumniupdate

/brentwoodalumni                                /OldBrentonians                            Brentwood College School Group

“You can’t live a perfect day without doing something for someone who will never 

be able to repay you.” These words from John Wooden, renowned and much-loved 

coach of the UCLA Bruins men’s basketball team (1948-75), were front and centre at 

a recent conference I attended for Alumni Relations professionals, held at UCLA this 

April. Under Wooden’s leadership, the Bruins won ten NCAA national championships 

during his 12-year stint as head coach; he was later inducted into the basketball hall of 

fame, receiving many other honours and awards throughout his career.  
 

Basketball honours aside, Wooden was equally known for his unrelenting service to 

his community and his inspirational, altruistic leadership and coaching style. At the 

core of his philosophy, were the simple reminders to “help others” and “give thanks” 

on a daily basis. His humility and service have arguably been as big a part of his 

legacy as his athletic accolades. 
 

If asked to sum up our Old Brentonian community in a few words, without hesitation 

I would say “humble, helpful and caring.” Considering the many ways we solicit our alumni to engage and give back 

to the Brentwood community, it has been yet another exceptional year. More Old Brentonians than ever before 

made a contribution to our Annual Giving campaign, many directing their gifts to bursary funds that keep Brentwood 

accessible to deserving students. An exceptional number of Old Brentonians chose to attend our first-ever alumni 

events in London (UK) and New York as well as our inaugural Brentonian Connect Weekend, to show their support for 

Brentwood.  
 

Most impressive is the response we had when a call-to-action went out for alumni willing to try their hand at 

mentoring, to join our Brentonian Connect platform and make themselves available to our Grade 10 students, each 

tasked with finding a mentor as part of their Career Education course. In just one school year, we saw 190 unique 

mentoring and networking relationships grow between current students and alumni. Some of you took on as many 

as four mentees and connected over the platform, phone, some even in person. Taking precious time out of your 

already busy lives to pass on experience-based advice and wisdom to our students has had a greater impact than 

you know. Not only has it helped prepare them for life ahead, it has also taught them the importance of giving back to 

future generations when their time comes.  
 

The same goes for our donors. Not only have your gifts deeply impacted the lives of students, they have spread a 

message about the importance of giving back or as we like to say “passing the torch” to future students in need of 

financial support.  
 

As Wooden says, our student mentees and bursary recipients “will never be able to repay you” but you’ve taught 

them to do something better - to help others in the future. For that, we are truly grateful.

Amy Weinberg ‘05 
ALUMNI RELATIONS MANAGER

February 26 – 29, 2020  
T. Gil Bunch Centre for the Performing Arts | 7.30 pm

BOOK ONLINE  theatre.brentwood.bc.ca
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alumni
EVENTS

 5

Calgary
October 10, 2018

1 Group shot of our Calgary event-goers

Edmonton
October 11, 2018

2 Group shot of our Edmonton event-goers

Seattle
October 25, 2018

3 Seattle Back Row: Ryan Ringstad, Gillian 

Milne ‘05, Amy Weinberg ‘05, Berit Anderson 

‘05, Sarah Fraser ‘86, Ray Benson ‘03, Karli 

Pickett ‘03, Jessica Kameron ‘01, Garrett Morkill 

‘09, Mark Collinson ‘00, Crystal Harvey ‘93 and 

Tom Honeybone (parent of Max ‘20); Front Row: 

Everett Milne and Elliott Milne

  1 

 2

 4

 2

  1 

 2

 3  4
 2

Vancouver
November 22, 2018

4 Alumni and parents mingle during this year’s reception at 

the Vancouver Club

5 Harrison Pokrandt ‘13, Hailey Toriglia ‘12, John McCollum 

‘12, Zander Willms ‘12, Sarah Moug ‘12, Sophie Carr ‘12, TK 

McNair and Felipe Pardo Suarez ‘12

6 Mark Wheaton ‘18 and Kayla Butcher ‘18

7 Ian Standish ‘15, Ian McPherson and Simone Henderson ‘15

Young Alum Pub Night, Victoria
November 29, 2018

8 Rick Rodrigues and Logan Phillips ‘05 

9 Galen Malthouse ‘16, Jason Bullis ‘16, Hayden Frisch ‘14 

and Liam McNie ‘14

10 Avi Sharabi ‘16, Ciel Arbour-Boheme ‘15 and Mark Dayton 

‘15

11 Thomas di Fiore ‘16 and Nate Elmes ‘16

12 Rick Rodrigues, Katlan Scragg ‘16 and Conner Crabtree ’16 
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Victoria Reception
January 31, 2019

13 Ladies of Allard (Gwynneth) House gather 

for a group photo with faculty members Rebecca 

Day Reynolds ‘80, Jill Fougner and Alanna Martin

14 Fletcher Evans ‘06, Maggie Flynn and Simon 

Adnams ‘07

15 Group shot of our Victoria event-goers

16 Rob Rose, Dave McCarthy and Keith Digby

SoCal Hollywood Mixer, LA
April 4, 2019

17 Event co-hosts Lauren Selman ‘03 and 

Brock Harris ‘93

 2

 3

 4

alumni
EVENTS

18 Patrick Choy ‘77, Linda Choy, Hans Harn ‘01 and Sheng-

Pei Wang

19 Katie Nartonis, Phil Miller ‘65 (sporting his Brentwood 

tie and crest) and Brock Harris ‘93

20 Garey Gan ‘15, Kyle van Wiltenburg ‘17 and Flora 

Handler ‘18

21 Jeanie Croll, Scott Kameron ‘95 and Melck Kuttel ‘14

22 Lauren Selman ‘03, Christine Pierce ‘05 and 

Amy Weinberg ‘05

Prince George Alum & Admissions 
Get Together
April 11, 2019

23 Group shot of our Prince George event-goers

24 Mike Brine ‘08, Rick Brine ‘73 (father and son) and 

Crystal Harvey ‘93

25 Trevor Nimmo (parent of Emily ‘22), Dean Fortier ‘89 

and Jason Garland ‘85

13

15
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18

 17

 14
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21
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Regatta Reception
April 27, 2019

26 Guests enjoyed Unsworth Wine, Red 

Arrow Beer and canapes from Hudson’s on First 

under the tent

27 Lanna Lalonde (parent of Edward ‘22), 

Susanna Carmichael (parent of Sofie ‘22) and 

Alison Patton (parent of Callum ‘20)

28 Chenoa Honsinger ‘18, Sarah Labonte ‘18 

and Tegwyn Curtis ‘17

29 Enjoying the deck and the ocean view!

30 Tony Carr, legendary Brentwood rowing 

coach and our Regatta Reception co-host

31 Front: Jamal Hasan ‘18, Mason Shadlock 

‘18, Sam Helpard ‘18; back: Carter Krasny 

‘18, Liam Carson ‘18, Jacob Phillips ‘18, Oliver 

Wilson ‘18 and Oliver Amiel ‘96

32 Catharine O’Brien-Bell ‘77 and Ruth Depew ‘77

33 Michael Moran ‘72 meeting with his student 

mentees Derek H ‘21 and Adrienne R ‘21

 4

alumni
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26

 3

 28

 29  30

31

32 33

 27

London Mixer
May 14, 2019

35 Group shot of our London event-goers

36 Emily Bradbury ‘15, Erin Vos ‘14, Alexandra Ratcliffe, 

Francis Von ‘18 and Kevin Dada ‘15

37 Alison Ukrainec ‘08 and Yvain Rumalean ‘87

38 Emma Horsfield ‘12, Emma De Paoli ‘14, Maggie Jean 

Davies ‘12, Emilia Gibson ‘12 and Joseph Hutchison ‘12

39 Stephanie McClellan ‘05, Jessica Hall ‘06, Patrick 

Johnston ‘06 and Amy Weinberg ‘05

 35

 39 38

 37

 36
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New York Mixer
May 17, 2019

48 Our venue: the Campbell Apartments & Bar at Grand Central 

Station

49 Jan Bernard ‘13, Evelyn (Katie) Zhang ‘12 and Rachael Kelly ‘12

50 Dylan Glazier ‘11 and Andrew Lai ‘13

51 Denver Simmermon ‘16, Nanhi Kim ‘11, Jae Won Hyun ‘11 and 

Perry Savas

52 Andrew Lai ‘13, Beth Ann Burkmar, Aetheline Chua ‘14, Hannah 

Ward and Chris Burkmar ‘96

53 Chris Kim ‘10, Paul Bosco ‘09 and Nicholas Raffin ‘10

48  49

 50

53

51

52

Toronto Reception
May 16, 2019

40 Group shot of our Toronto event-goers

41 Myles Atwood, Brooke Huestis ‘08 and Claire 

Vannelli ‘11

42 James Larsen ‘99, Alexis Cruz de Echeverria 

Weber ‘16, Ozgur Tarim ‘16, Tamara Cruz de 

Echeverria Weber ‘16, Patricia Pham ‘16 and 

Lauren Yanick ‘16

43 Katie Clifford ‘94, Jackie Allen ‘94, Pilar 

Hernandez ‘94 and Rob Dixon ‘94

44 Kevin Hare ‘84, Scott Rairdan ‘13 and Chris 

Spicer

45 Sean Jack ‘14, Tom Griffith ‘14 and Loet Huis 

in ‘t Veld ‘13

46 Ian Mitchell ‘12 and Mike Greenwood ‘12

47 Luis Mangubat ‘18, Elliot Gonzalez, Laura 

Cabrera ‘12, Lindsay Chan ‘12, Warren Chan ‘12 

and Minh Cao ‘13

alumni
EVENTS

 41

 42

43

44  45

 46 47

 40
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Reunion
June 28 - 30 2019

53 Class of 2009

54 Class of 1999

55 Class of 1994

56 Class of 1989

57 Class of 1979

58 Class of 1969

59 Eileen Mais with some of her Alex House 

girls: Emma Head ‘09, Eve Laird ‘09, Nell Welch 

‘09, Megan Toriglia ‘09, Rebecca Pointon ‘09 and 

Mary Nielsen ‘09

alumni
EVENTS

60 Former Mackenzie houseparent Fiona Morrison (Linn) 

with Jackie Allen ‘94, Sarah Storey ‘94, Gillian Gonzalez-

Risso (Baker) ‘94, Pilar Hernandez ‘94 and Kamil Lakhani ‘94

61 Our three most recent Heads of School: Bud Patel, 

Andrea Pennells and Bill Ross

62 Friday night welcome reception

63 Jill Fougner, Rachelle Young ‘09, Alanna Martin, Rachel 

Reynolds ‘09, Rebecca Pointon ‘09, Alex Hatton ‘09

64 Angela Dennett, Ryan Dennett ‘94, Mackenzie Jaims ‘94 

and Melanie Dumas

65 Don Hickman ‘68 and Sheri Hickman

66 Geoff Kawchuk, Bobbi Kawchuk (Wiese) ‘89 and Dean 

Fortier ‘89

67 Ro Hindson ‘69, Grant Naruse ‘69 and Jock McKinnon ‘69

68 Robert Whitehead ‘99, Zachary Chan ‘99 and Derek 

Allan ‘99

69 Andre Coquillard ‘09, Ted Whitley ‘09, Kit Browning ‘09, 

Scott Whitley ‘09 and Sean McCarthy ‘09

 4
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Reunion (cont’d)
June 28 & June 30 2019

70 Dan Hindle ‘79, George Peng ‘79 and 

Lawrence Chan ‘79

71 Susan Quinton and Andrea Felix

72 Douglas Baird ‘94 and Sheila Sutton ‘94

73 Tammie Toriglia (Morrison) ‘79, Karen Girard 

(King) ‘79, Lori Massey ‘79 and Paula Brown 

(King) ‘78

75 Andre Coquillard ‘09, Quinn Erickson ‘09 and 

Paul Bosco ‘09

76 Nathalie Delesalle ‘79 and Lori Massey ‘79 

flipping through their 1979 yearbook

77 Saturday morning oceanfront yoga

78 Having fun on the Brentwood dock

79 Andy Cheng ‘99 and Ruby Fan

alumni
EVENTS

  1 
 3  4
 2

80 Rowing was one of many waterfront activities on offer

81 Angela Dennett, Ryan Dennett ‘94, Elena Parlatore, 

Saverio Parlatore ‘94, Kamil Lakhani ‘94, Sarah Storey ‘94 

and Gillian Gonzalez-Risso (Baker) ‘94 enjoying the wine at 

Unsworth Vineyards

82 Sporting Brentwood PJs from the School Store: 

Gillian Gonzalez-Risso (Baker) ‘94, Jackie Allen ‘94, Pilar 

Hernandez ‘94 and Sarah Storey ‘94

83 Class of ‘99 enjoying Saturday night’s Gala Dinner

84 Chris Corkal ‘09

85 Applauding the class speakers

86 Class of ‘89 at their dinner table

87 Clayton Johnston, Brian Carr ‘80 and Sloan Dickey ‘09 

sharing a laugh

 4
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Reunion (cont’d)
June 28 - 30 2019

88 Rick Rodrigues chats with Donald Wheaton 

‘09 (left) and Andrew Butler ‘09 (middle)

89 DJ James Woods ‘99

90 Karaoke in full swing

91 Rob MacLean touring reunion alumni through 

the Centre for Arts & Humanities

92 Cherry Cheng and Matthew Chow ‘99 enjoy 

breakfast on the patio

  1 

alumni
EVENTS

 88

90

 91

 92

 89

Brentwood’s distinctive tripartite program and 
schedule is designed to provide students with a 
timetable that leads to unrivalled opportunities.

The fact that students choose Brentwood is 
what makes this place so special. Because 
when a student truly wants to be here, and 
they’re surrounded by a family of like-minded 
friends and supporters, we believe they can 
choose to be . . . anything.

Find out why students from over 40 countries choose Brentwood for their high school education
Co-ed  |  Boarding  |  Grades 8-12  |  Mill Bay  |  BC  |  Canada  |  www.brentwood.ca  | admissions@brentwood.ca
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class
NOTES

6 Lauren Selman ‘03 sports a Brentwood head wrap at the 

November Project workout in Los Angeles on May 8, 2019

7 Alexis Cruz de Echeverria Weber ‘16 representing his 

family’s polo organization, La Patrona Polo Club, at the 

Agua Alta cup in Costa Careyes, Jalisco, Mexico

8 Chris Van Vliet ‘81 shows his Brentwood pride during a 

trip to Ko Samui, Thailand this Spring

9 Lori Massey ‘79, Alison Gilmour (Sawers) ‘79 and 

Tammie Toriglia (Morrison) ‘79 recreate a photo from their 

senior yearbook, 40 years later during the Brentwood 

Summer Reunion weekend

10 Congratulations to Mike Holmes ‘78 for his induction 

into the UVic Sports Hall of Fame in recognition of his 

contribution to Vikes rugby 

11 Congratulations to Blair Horn ‘79 and the Canadian 

Men’s 8+ crew for their induction into the Canadian Rowing 

Hall of Fame this April (Horn pictured top left after the 

team’s Olympic gold medal win in 1984)

12 Thank you to the Old Brentonians who came out for 

the annual student-alum basketball match on June 8; 

alumni (in white jersies) from left to right: Ray Kim ‘08, 

Ozgur Tarim ‘16, Peter Ehrlich ‘16, Jordan Charles ‘13, Will 

Nemeth ‘18, Ender McDuff ‘17, Jonathan MacDonald ‘18, 

Brendan Sullivan ‘18 

class
NOTES
1 Alumni from the Class of ‘76 at a Summer 

gathering in Armstrong, BC at the home of Valerie 

Dacyk (Knowles) ‘76

2 The Class of ‘76  enjoying boating and tubing 

on the Shuswap River

3 Celebrating alumni from the Class of ‘76 

who turned 60 this year at their mini-reunion in 

Armstrong, BC

4 Mateo Ocejo ‘93, David Stroble ‘94 and Gordon 

Turnbull ‘93 get into the spirit at the Vancouver 

Rugby Sevens this March

5 Ro Hindson ‘69, Noel Prowse, Alun Rees (former 

Brentwood rugby coach), Peter Scarrow ‘69 and 

Dean Sawyer ‘69 at the Celebration of Life for Nick 

Prowse on May 12, 2019

 2

1

3

4

5

2 6 7 8
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1 Ji Yeon Baek ‘07 married Sun Ku in Grasse, 

South France on April 26, 2019; the couple is 

pictured here with wedding guests Kevin Sam 

and OB Lorraine Yuen ‘07

2 Ashley Perry ‘07 and wife Grace welcomed 

their first child, Beatrice Helen Perry, on January 

11, 2019 in London, UK

3 Alexandra MacCarthy ‘03 married Scott Rees 

on August 25, 2018 on the Brentwood Campus

4 Clifton Murray ‘98 and wife Rachel Carvalho 

welcomed Theodore James Anthony Murray 

on July 18th, 2019; “he surprised us with an 

early arrival but Mom and baby are home and 

healthy...thank you to the doctors and nurses at 

BC Women’s Hospital and to everyone who has 

reached out with your love and support

5 The wedding of Alexandra MacCarthy ‘03; 

the wedding party included Old Brentonians 

Cameron MacCarthy ‘00, Michelle Symington ‘03, 

Charlotte Philippson ‘03 and Gillian Gregory ‘03

6 Owen Madrick ‘99 and wife Chelsea welcomed 

their first child, Madeline Grace on September 

30, 2018 in Victoria, BC 

7 Andre Gallant ‘04, wife Trish, and big brother 

Marc Andre welcomed baby Colette (Coco) 

Susanna on September 11, 2019

8 Gillian Milne ‘05 and partner Ryan Ringstad 

welcomed daughter Fia Olympia on February 3, 

2019; Fia is already trying to keep up with her 

two big brothers Elliott (8) and Everett (7), who 

were adopted in 2015

9 Friends since childhood, Justin Glazier ’09 and 

Jenna Purdey ’10, tied the knot on July 13, 2019 on 

Justin’s family farm in Prince George, BC

weddings
&BIRTHS
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OBITUARIES
Richard Oak 
Corkal 
OB 2007 
SEPTEMBER 25, 1989 – 
NOVEMBER 21, 2016 
 

Richard passed away 

peacefully, surrounded 

by his family and so much 

love, on November 21, 

2016, at St. Paul’s Hospital 

Intensive Care Unit in 

Vancouver, BC.  

Richard is survived by his 

parents, Jim and Linda Corkal, his brother, Christopher (Class 

of 2009), grandmother Fay Corkal, great Aunt Vera Michell, 

and aunts, uncles and cousins. Richard was predeceased 

by his grandparents Margaret and Kenneth Michell, and 

grandfather Frank Corkal.  

Richard was born in Chilliwack, BC and moved to Yellowknife, 

NWT at the age of one. He enjoyed traveling with his family, 

downhill skiing, karate, computer gaming, golfing, camping 

and boating, and was an avid Dallas Cowboys fan. Richard 

had a passion for music and mastered the violin at a young 

age. He took particular pleasure in beating his Dad at chess.  

Richard excelled at math and graduated with honors from 

Brentwood. He received a scholarship and went on to study 

commerce at the University of British Columbia Sauder 

School of Business. He carried on the family tradition of 

banking, working for the Royal Bank during the summers 

while he was a student.  

Richard was a good friend to many and his knack for making 

people laugh is sorely missed.

Ralph Dale 
OB 1967 
DECEMBER 10, 1948 - 
JUNE 24, 2018 
 

Ralph was born in Alert 

Bay, BC. He was the fifth 

of Claude and Audrey 

Dale’s six children. His 

earliest years were 

spent in Port McNeill and 

Terrace. In the hills behind 

his boyhood home in 

Terrace, he loved to recreate battles in the trenches left by 

army trainees stationed nearby. His early boyhood fostered a 

lifelong love of sports and drama; as a young baseball catcher 

- the toughest position on the field - he had the intelligence 

and creativity to enjoy the strategy of the game and he loved 

its dramatic moments, which he also found in other sports 

and in literature and theatre. At Brentwood he excelled in 

history, English and, of course, drama.  

At University he read widely and began the great book 

collection which he was always known for, endless 

bookcases filled with the obscure and fascinating. At one 

time he even owned a bookstore, but he discovered he’d 

rather read than sell his books. He graduated from the 

University of Victoria with a B.Ed in 1971. After some time in 

Toronto, and then in England, he returned to BC. He began 

his teaching career in Prince George where he taught English, 

Drama and Humanities. In Surrey he taught at LA Matheson 

and Semiahmoo Secondaries, and then he settled finally at 

Tamanawis Secondary, where he spent much of his teaching 

career.   

Ralph was a natural teacher; he encouraged students to take 

responsibility for themselves and at the same time he inspired 

their creativity and took great delight in their achievements. 

He will be remembered fondly by them. His close friends will 

remember his many kindnesses. He leaves behind his loving 

family, brother Russell, sisters Carole, Joan, Lynda and Terry, 

nephews, nieces, and grand-nephews and nieces.

Arne Dahl, OB 1967 

“I’m so sad to hear that Ralph Dale has died. He was a 

gentleman. He was a good tennis player. Ralph was on the 

school tennis team coached by Gil Bunch. Gil was a stickler 

for all tennis clothing to be as “WHITE AS THE NEW DRIVEN 

SNOW”.  Ralph was good with following this strict code and 

looked like a giant snowman with a “mace” that was his tennis 

Jeremy Dufton 
OB 1992 
FEBRUARY 21, 1974 - 
JANUARY 31, 2019 
 

Jeremy Dufton, age 44, 

beloved son, brother 

and friend passed 

away earlier this year. 

Jeremy loved everything 

outdoors: photography, 

fishing, surfing and 

gardening. His family 

will always remember his passion for nature and wildlife. He 

was happiest when he was on a river, somewhere remote in 

Northern BC. Jeremy was an accomplished fly fisherman and 

was so proud to have worked as a fly fishing guide. He was a 

kind person who always wanted to help others. He inspired 

and comforted many.  

Chris Martini ‘92 observed: “Jeremy always seemed older, 

wiser and more compassionate than the rest of us at school. 

He was quiet and had a good heart. Jeremy knew early on 

that connections and friendships would always be important 

to him.”  

Jeremy leaves behind his father, John Dufton; sister, Kate 

Cahill; brother, Ian Dufton and nephews, Owen, Liam and 

Jackson as well as numerous friends in Victoria and beyond.

racket. One Sunday afternoon we went to Victoria to see an 

art exhibition and missed the last bus back to the school. 

All hell, would be paid, if we were not back before midnight. 

We collectively had $5.00 between the two of us and I did 

not know what to do. Ralph being the more cunning, talked 

a cab driver into driving us up the island, with a hint of a 

“generous tip”. Upon arrival we had to pass the hat, amongst 

the students, to collect the $38.00 to keep us out of jail and 

a possible caning from the duty master. It took a while to pay 

the debt off, because our weekly allowance was only $2.00.   

The last time I saw Ralph was the summer after graduation, 

when I came up to play rugby at UVic. I saw him at the game. 

We enjoyed numerous beers that evening chatting about friends 

and the school. Little did I know it would be the last I would see 

of him. Ralph will be sorely missed by me and our class.”

Judith Harder 
OB 1977 
OCTOBER 9, 1958 – 
DECEMBER 17, 2018 
 

Judith left this world 

far too early and in her 

own words, with much 

left to do. She was an 

accomplished woman 

who gave generously of 

her time and resources, 

contributed extensively to 

the groups and organizations she was affiliated with, and she 

had a knack for recruiting others to help with her infectious 

passions. These communities all rallied around during her brief 

but courageous fight with cancer to support and encourage 

both her and her family through her journey.  

Her achievements were many and included such honours 

as taking a year in Bolivia as a Rotary Exchange Student, 

UBC Fine Arts Degree, Director of the Vancouver Marathon, 

Past-President of the West Van Sunrise Rotary Club, Founding 

Member of the Comox Valley Community Foundation, 12 

years on Courtenay City Council, creator and owner/operator 

of Comox Valley Party Rentals, President of the Vancouver 

Water Ski Club and co-founder/owner of a mineral exploration 

businesses in BC and Argentina.  

Somehow in her busy life she always managed to make time 

for her extensive family from all over the world connecting 

everyone together despite vast geographical space.  

Judith was a proud Old Brentonian; she was a member of the 

Old Brentonian Association for several years and volunteered 

her time for fundraising and events. Judith was always the 
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OBITUARIES
ringleader in bringing her Grad Class together for their 

milestone reunions. She was instrumental in creating a family 

legacy at Brentwood by encouraging her brother Ian Harder 

‘78, daughters Rhiannon Foster ’98, Amber Harder ‘03, son 

Julian Harder ‘17, niece Kelsey Harder ‘14, godson Toby Green 

‘11 Goddaughter Mollie McPhee Green ‘14 to all attend.  

Judith was predeceased by her mother Jeanie and is 

survived by her father Bent (Annette); her brothers, Ian 

(Louise) and Lorne (Saskia); her children, Julian, Rhiannon 

(Tony), Amber and Webster as well as many extended family 

members she cared deeply for. She will be truly missed.  

When you are sorrowful look again in your heart, and you 

shall see that in truth you are weeping for that which has 

been your delight. -Khalil Gibran

Lily Jackson 
OCTOBER 17, 1967 -  
APRIL 13, 2019 
 

Anna Lilian Jackson “Lily”, 

mother, sister, daughter, 

was truly loved and will 

never be forgotten. On 

April 13, 2019, Lily died 

suddenly, predeceased 

by her husband Reid, and 

survived by her daughter 

Simone, two stepsons 

Jesse and James, her mother Irma, and brother Nicholas.  

Born October 17, 1967, in Montreal, Quebec to Irma and Aris 

Argyriou. The family moved to Victoria, B.C. when Lily was 

seven. Following her high school years at Mount Douglas 

Secondary School, she travelled to Europe for a year and 

worked for IBM in Germany. On her return to Canada, Lily 

participated in the excitement of Expo’ 86 in Vancouver in the 

food and beverage industry. Never being one to shy away from 

hard work and adventure she then found herself in northern 

British Columbia in the fishing industry. Lily married Dave 

Henderson and it was in Prince Rupert that her lovely daughter 

Simone came into this world. Simone and Lily returned to 

Victoria in 2000.  

Lily married Reid Jackson in 2011 and became the mother to 

Jesse and James. She continued her work in food services at 

Brentwood College School. Lily had a love of animals that was 

consistent throughout her life and one of her simple pleasures 

was walking her dogs in the quarry. Being a loving mother to 

her three children was Lily’s greatest joy.

Alison McKerrow 
MAY 24, 1921 - 
MAY 5, 2019 
 

Many Brentonian girls 

may remember Mrs. 

Alison McKerrow (Alex 

House 1975-1983) who 

passed away peacefully 

May 5, 2019 at Acacia Ty 

Mawr, Shawnigan Lake.  

Alison Stewart Caldwell 

‘Allie’ was one of seven 

children who grew up in Milnthorpe, Westmorland, England 

where her father was a doctor. At the age of 17, she undertook 

pediatric nursing training at Great Ormond Street Children’s 

Hospital in London. During the London blitz, the nurses were 

evacuated to nearby towns, and Alison was transferred to a 

hospital in Stanmore, Middlesex.  

From this brush with war, she moved to Surrey where she 

worked as a “Sister” in a boys boarding school near Caterham, 

responsible for the health of boys in three schools. In July 1948, 

she married James Kennedy McKerrow, her “significant other” 

with whom she shared 63 years of adventures.  

In Mill Bay, she joined Brentwood and formed a close working 

relationship with Miss Ann Holden (later Mrs. Ann Duncan), 

Head of Alex House. She wrote: “If we had a problem, Ann 

always used to say to me, ‘Don’t worry – it’s all part of life’s 

rich mosaic’ and this became our watch-word and comfort.”  

Retired, Mrs. McKerrow and her husband fulfilled their dream 

of exploring Canada’s national parks, venturing as far north as 

Pelican Rapids along the Hay River in the NWT, the Yukon and 

Alaska. With their boat, they explored the bays and sounds of 

their beloved Vancouver Island. Inspired locales included the 

north end of Lake Cowichan where pink fawn lilies, Erythronium 

Revolutum, grew in spring. Violas - Viola Adunca and Viola 

Glabella – were among her favorite flowers as well. After her 

husband passed, she wrote five books of poetry and prose.  

She was fond of many Brentwood teachers including former 

headmaster Mr. Bill Ross, and the late Mrs. Ann Duncan.

Keith Hutton 
OB 1974 
JANUARY 5, 1957 - 
JUNE 8, 2019 
 

The class of 1974 were 

saddened to learn of the 

untimely death of our 

friend Keith Hutton on 

June 8, 2019. A member 

of Senior House and 

resident of the much 

loved but now defunct 

‘Hilton’, Keith was an 

enthusiastic participant in all facets of campus life including 

serving as Vice Captain for the First XV in both rugby and 

soccer, organizing retaliatory midnight raids on Alex House 

and weekend treks to The Magic Forest. However, he will 

best be remembered for his acclaimed performance as the 

devilish Mr. Applegate in the T.Gil Bunch production of ‘Damn 

Yankees’ for which he was awarded the E.V. Young Memorial 

Award for Best Performance. Keith revelled in every fiendish 

nuance of the role and imbued the character with his own 

incisive wit, charming mannerisms and sense of humour that 

was wicked but always kind. He not only stole the show; Keith 

was the show. The rest of us, his fellow cast members, were 

merely along for the glorious ride. Keith’s wry observations, 

impersonations and hilarious commentary provided the 

background narrative to our life at Brentwood and he will be 

missed. In the words of Mr. Applegate: “The years may have 

flown but the memory stays...those were the good old days”. 

Brian Charles 
Moore 
OB 1966 
MAY 24, 1921 - 
MAY 5, 2019 
 

Brian was among the 

students who came to  

Brentwood in that first 

year the school was re-

established - September, 

1961. This first group 

of students were the 

Brentwood pioneers and 

still refer to themselves as such. It was the norm in those 

days to have a nickname and Brian was affectionately known 

as “Grub”. One fellow Old Brentonian noted: “ Brian was 

just a regular guy. Not a scholar. Not a jock. He was a kind, 

respectful person who always had a smile on his face and 

a kind word for everyone. He was a very fine human being 

and he will be missed.”  

His obituary speaks of Brian as, “a lover of nature, Cadboro 

Bay friends, music and drumming, Victoria, motorcycling, his 

Arbutus Taxi, and connections he developed with all kinds of 

people. Brian built up a vast network of good friends and will 

be missed by all of us lucky enough to have been a part of 

his life.”  

Brian wished no formal service but a “social held with music, 

Adieu my dear friends, 
it’s time to go – 

 
My words have been 

fairly said. 
 

The sum of it all is now set, 
 

Leaving behind no regret. 
 

My dreams and my life are 
now wed.

 
All worries are done, 

so be it; 
 

I’ll go out aware and 
not blindly. 

 
I’ll go out to the night, 

 
And turn out the light, 

 
And close the door gently 

behind me.

Alison McKerrow

My Little Epilogue
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Allan Wood 
OB 1976  
1958 - 2019 
 

Alumnus, houseparent, 

maintenance worker, and 

rowing coach, Allan Wood 

was a long-standing 

member of Brentwood 

life. His own ended 

much too soon after a 

battle with pancreatic 

cancer. As a Brentwood 

student, Allan won several medals in rowing including two 

Junior Canadian National Champ titles in the 4+ and 8+ in 

1976. Brentwood was also where Allan first discovered his 

love of rugby which would carry through after graduation 

playing for Castaway Wanderers and travelling throughout 

Europe searching out international tournaments and games. 

He was drawn back to Brentwood for the rowing program 

as a masters rower, a coach, a boatman, and a mentor. He 

was a fierce competitor and managed to always get the 

most out of the kids, both boys and girls. Friends, colleagues 

and students appreciated his big bear hugs which always 

conveyed genuine affection and compassion. Debbie Sage, 

Head of Rowing while Allan was a coach, remembers that 

“Allan was proud of his Brentwood roots and wore his red 

golf shirt and gear with pride. He proved over and over 

again what a great man he was: sensitive, caring, lovable 

and competitive. He was able to fix any of the equipment, 

no matter where they were or what had gone wrong: holes 

were patched with duct tape, and steering systems were held 

together with shoelaces when needed.”  

Allan was a quiet but powerful influence in the lives of many. A 

former rowing student, Hanna McNeill, remembers Mr. Wood 

as “a tall, broad man with a terrifyingly huge stature but a very 

kind face.” She reminisces, “Though I was not strong and my 

technique needed lots of improvement, he taught me not only 

to persevere, but how to be a strong leader and good person. 

He taught me respect and to always look on the bright side. 

Mr. Wood taught me to never give up hope, to work hard for 

what I wanted, and always, always be kind. For the lessons 

in perseverance, kindness and dedication, I will be forever 

grateful to him.”   

Hans Harn, also a former rower under the coaching of Mr. 

Wood, says “In addition to the rowing skills and techniques, 

I also learned discipline, mental strength and teamwork that 

have become the foundations of my life. Allan’s mentorship 

would later change the fate of the training program of several 

national Taiwanese rowers who raced in the 2014 Asian Games 

in Incheon, Korea. The German coach and I worked side-by-

side and rejuvenated the crew; we even organized and hosted 

a rowing training workshop for the local high school and 

collegiate coaches and rowers. Mr. Wood’s smile and kindness 

will forever be in my heart, and his wisdom and legacy will 

continually be passed on as he watches us from above.”

good treats and a chance for all his friends to be together”. 

Nine Old Brentonians attended “Grub’s” Celebration of Life 

including: Ian Scott-Moncrieff, Rod Garbutt, Jim O’Donnell, 

Paul Aikins, Tom Whiffen, Alun Rees, Keith Wilkinson, Mike 

Giles and Rob Hunter.
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2020 
Old Brentonian 

Awards
Extraordinary Young Brentonian Award

Outstanding Brentonian Award
Lifetime Achievement Award

Do you know an Old Brentonian who has made meaningful contributions to 
their community? Someone who has been a leader in their field and driven positive 

change? Someone who has made the world a better place?

Visit our website for:

• Awards Criteria
• Ways to Nominate

• Past Award Recipients

www.brentwood.bc.ca/alumni/old-brentonian-awards
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old brentonian AWARDS

Originally from Eugene, Oregon, 

Geoffrey attended Brentwood 

College School from 1962-1964 at 

the new Mill Bay campus, before 

returning to Eugene to complete his senior year of high school. He 

then attended the University of Oregon where he earned his BA 

(1969) and MA (1970) then later earned his PhD from Washington 

State University (1975). 
 

Geoffrey has spent his career working with components of the 

criminal justice system and academia. Much of his academic career 

has been spent at the University of Miami and the University of 

South Carolina. Currently, he is a Professor of Criminology and 

Criminal Justice at the University of South Carolina and holds an 

appointment at Griffith Criminology Institute at Griffith University in 

Brisbane, Australia. His specializations at the University of South 

Carolina include police training, police use of deadly force and 

police emergency driving. 

He is a Chief Research Advisor for the United States Department 

of Justice, National Institute of Justice. He has taught at the FBI 

National Academy, the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center 

and The Senior Management Institute for Police and is currently a 

Federal Monitor for the New Orleans Police Department and on the 

compliance team for the Portland, Oregon Police Bureau. 
 

In recent years, Geoffrey has testified to the President’s Task Force 

on 21st Century Policing and became a member of the International 

Association of Chiefs of Police Research Advisory Committee and 

Policy Center Advisory Group.  
 

Geoffrey is the author of 15 books and over 150 articles and peer-

reviewed works. For the past thirty years, his research interests 

have included socialization processes of prison inmates as well as 

the linkages between researchers and practitioners when it comes 

to police training and police use of force.

Yasyf is an entrepreneur and 

software engineer based in San 

Francisco, California. He holds a 

Bachelor of Science and Master of 

Engineering from The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 

He is currently the CTO of Karuna Health. Karuna is a technology 

startup in the healthcare space looking to drastically improve the 

patient experience of the most vulnerable populations in America 

by creating tools to build deeper, more impactful patient-care team 

relationships.

As a student at MIT, Yasyf was a Managing Partner at Dorm Room 

Fund, a student-led VC fund that manages and deploys millions of 

dollars in capital to student entrepreneurs working to tackle society’s 

toughest challenges. He later worked at First Round Capital, the 

foremost seed-stage venture firm in the USA, where he worked to 

explore the role of software in making venture capital more efficient 

and equitable as part of his Master’s thesis.

Yasyf has started several technology-focused companies across 

a variety of industries, including education, healthcare, civic 

engagement, and digital logistics. His entrepreneurial endeavors 

have raised millions of dollars in financing, and have impacted tens 

of thousands of people. His work has been featured in publications 

such as The New York Times, Fox News, NPR, Wired, The 

Washington Post, and The Huffington Post.

Yasyf has also worked as a software engineer at Facebook, 

Square, and Jane Street (a leading trading firm on Wall Street). He 

has spent time living in Boston, New York, London, and now San 

Francisco. He continues to shape the student-led entrepreneurial 

ecosystem through his work advising various groups at leading 

institutions. In his spare time, he enjoys traveling, eating, watching 

movies, and skydiving.

On Saturday, March 2nd, 2019, during the inaugural 
Brentonian Connect Weekend, over 600  Brentwood 
students, alumni, parents, faculty, staff and friends 
gathered in the Foote Athletic Centre’s Wheaton Gym 
to honour three special alumni for the Old Brentonian 
Awards. The fourth annual Old Brentonian Awards 
Reception was preceded by a morning of career 
exploration for our students who enjoyed their careers 
day talks and a new careers fair. After formally thanking 
our 18 careers day speakers, we honoured the following 
three alumni as the recipients of this year’s Old 
Brentonian Awards, as selected by our 
Old Brentonians Executive group of volunteers.

Student artist Bob B ‘20 presents recipients Claire Crooks and Yasyf Mohamedali 
with handmade pottery during the awards ceremony; another handmade piece 

was sent to recipient Geoffrey Alpert who lives in South Carolina and prepared a 
video acceptance speech which was aired at the ceremony

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Recognizes an Old Brentonian for distinguished lifetime career achievements 

and/or service to society.

Geoffrey Alpert (CLASS OF 1965) 
 

2019 Honourees

Claire Crooks is a Clinical 

Psychologist whose career 

is motivated by a passion for 

promoting mental health and 

preventing violence among children and youth. A professor at 

Western University and Director of the Centre for School Mental 

Health, Claire co-developed the Fourth R program, an innovative, 

evidence-based approach to teaching healthy relationships and 

reducing risky adolescent behavior. This highly effective program 

has been implemented in more than 5000 schools throughout 

Canada as well as internationally.  
 

Claire has co-authored more than 80 peer-reviewed publications 

on violence prevention, child maltreatment, teen dating violence, 

exposure to family violence, mental health promotion, and resilience 

among Indigenous youth. She has been called to testify in front of 

several provincial and federal government committees on issues 

related to violence and mental health. Claire provides professional 

development to judges as a member of the U.S. National Council 

of Family Court Judges to promote practices that make the justice 

system more responsive to victims of violence. 
 

Claire’s work and energy have focused particularly on our most 

vulnerable populations. She has worked extensively at designing 

and implementing approaches that are reducing health inequities 

among Indigenous, LGBTQ2+ and newcomer youth populations.

OUTSTANDING BRENTONIAN AWARD
Recognizes an Old Brentonian for outstanding career achievements 

and/or for service to society.

Claire Crooks (MACKENZIE 1991) 
 

EXTRAORDINARY YOUNG BRENTONIAN AWARD
Recognizes an Old Brentonian, 35 years of age or younger, for significant 

career achievements and/or service to society.

Yasyf Mohamedali (PRIVETT 2013) 
 



Offering Help?
Remember to fill out the 

“Offering Help” section of your 
profile, if you’re interested in 

mentoring a current student or 
young alum, or participating in a 
future Careers talk or TEDx event

This Spring, Brentonian Connect was officially 
recognized as a leading alumni platform in the 

independent school world, when we were awarded 
the “Outstanding Network Growth and Marketing” 

award by Graduway - the foremost provider of online 
software designed for alumni networking and career 

support. Graduway is the powerhouse company 
behind Brentonian Connect and their platform 

technology has been adopted by more than 1,000 
schools and universities around the world including 

Harvard, Oxford, University of Toronto, UCLA, UBC,    
                                   Columbia University, as well as Shawnigan Lake School, 

St. Michael’s University School, and many other North American independent highschools.

As an early adopter of this technology, 
Brentwood is so proud to be the recipient 

of this award and would like to thank 
CEO Daniel Cohen and the rest of the 

Graduway team for their continued support 
and excellence in the technology they’ve 

provided to our Old Brentonian community.

University Counsellor, Jessica Beausoleil, and Manager 
of Alumni Relations, Amy Weinberg, accept the 

“Outstanding Network Growth and Marketing” award 
from Graduway CEO Daniel Cohen, during the Graduway 

Leaders Summit at the University of California, Los 
Angeles (April 2019)

Our platform has grown 
to 2,100+ active users in

50+ countries! 

Brentonian Connect – 
There’s an App for that!

We’re excited to announce that Brentonian Connect is now 

available in App form and is both Android and iOS compatible! 

We want to thank Graduway, the provider of our Brentonian Connect platform, 

for their development team’s diligent work on creating the App for us, 

which will provide our alumni with a faster, easier way to connect to the Old 

Brentonian community and respond to activities and requests that 

they receive through Brentonian Connect.

iOS Users
•  Visit the App Store on your mobile device
• Search for and download the “Graduway Community” App
• Open the “Graduway Community” App on your device
• Type in and select “Brentonian Connect” as your institution
• Create or login to your account
• You’re finished! Enjoy connecting with your alumni 

community in App form

Android Users
• Visit the Google Play store on your mobile device
• Search for and download the “Brentonian Connect” App
• Open the “Brentonian Connect” App on your device
• Create or login to your account
• You’re finished! Enjoy connecting with your alumni 

community in App form

Brentonian Connect App
Powered By Graduway!

INTRODUCING 
THE BRENTONIAN 

CONNECT APPSign Up Today!
Sign up today to start 

leveraging your alumni 
network. 

Use the Directory to easily find 
and connect with other 

Old Brentonians in your region

www.brentonianconnect.com

Brentonian Connect 
Awarded for 

Outstanding Network Growth
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Brentwood College School
March 1-3, 2019

1 Andrew Higginson ‘03, Chris Van Vliet ‘81 and Dylan 

Lalonde ‘10 chat with the student cast and crew of West 

Side Story during the Alumni Musical Theatre Night

2 Brentwood alumna and vocal coach Laura McCarthy 

‘04 (middle) celebrating with some of the student cast

3 Careers Day speaker Codie Lowes ‘06 chats with 

Brian Carr ‘80 (middle) and Blake Gage (left) during the 

Old Brentonian Awards Reception in the Foote Centre 

Fieldhouse

4 Group shot of the players who participated in the 

Alumni (white jersies) vs. Student (black jersies) Volleyball 

Match, with coaches Mike Minckler and Jill Fougner

5 Group shot of the student-alumni yoga class 

participants 

6 Alumni and students working together at climbing and 

belaying

7 After dinner at the Head’s Residence, alumni gathered 

for a drink at the Cowichan Bay Pub

8 Brenna L ‘21 met with her alumni mentor Rhiannon 

Foster ‘98 and Julia Killy Serrano ‘98 during the Sunday 

Brunch event

1

3 4

2

5

8

brentonianconnect WEEKEND

7

6

In partnership with the Old Brentonians Executive (OBE) - a vital and dedicated group of alumni 

volunteers - Brentwood launched a new on-campus weekend event offering designed to connect 

alumni with today’s school and provide opportunities to work with current students, share career 

knowledge, network with other alumni, and participate in a range of campus activities.  

Anchored around the School’s annual Careers Day, the Brentonian Connect Weekend brought alumni 

back to a living, breathing campus where the best of our tripartite programming was showcased. 

Alumni came together with students to participate in the following events:  

• Alumni Musical Theatre Night & After Party with the student cast and crew of West Side Story.  

• Careers Day, where alumni guest speakers shared academic and career advice, lecture-style,   

  before setting up their tables for an all-new Careers Fair.  

• Old Brentonian Awards/Careers Day Assembly; this marked the first time that our entire    

  student body could witness the Awards Ceremony.  

• Dinner at the Head’s Residence.  

• Sunday Brunch, where student mentees and alumni mentors had a chance to meet face-to-face.  

With 50 alumni and another 50+ family members, special guests, board members and emeritus faculty 

in attendance, the weekend was truly in the spirit of Brentwood. We are looking forward to the 2nd 

Annual Brentonian Connect Weekend in 2020! 

  

“The world may be getting smaller as society advances but compared 

to the Brentwood College School campus, the world is huge. And 

while our motto is great for igniting a fire of motivation in our graduates 

- “Yes, you are the future” - this weekend is about showing current 

Brentonians that all alumni carry a torch that was handed down to us. 

Many of us are willing and excited to help illuminate a path for today’s 

students: we’ve all been in their shoes. We want to connect with current 

Brentonians in person so that they can seek out a familiar face when 

they need help shedding some light on their future.”

Marisol Van Vliet, OB, Mackenzie ‘05

A REVIEW OF THE INAUGURAL 
BRENTONIAN CONNECT WEEKEND

brentonianconnect WEEKEND
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careers WEEK

Near the end of the second term, Brentwood hosts its annual 

Careers Day when alumni of all ages return to campus to speak 

about and shine a light on many different paths that are possible 

in university and beyond. From Hollywood 

set directors, to environmentalists, to social 

workers, Careers Day covers a wide variety 

of futures. “It was really inspiring to see what 

so many Brentwood alumni have done with 

their education” observed Haley H. 
 

Every student picked two speakers to attend. I 

was fortunate enough to hear Hamish Purdy’s 

presentation. Mr. Purdy is an accomplished set 

decorator who has worked on many famous 

movies throughout the years, including Mission 

Impossible and The Revenant. It was fascinating 

to hear his story and how he got to where he is 

now. And this was only one of many fascinating 

presentations throughout the day. 
 

After the presentations, we moved to the Foote Centre where the 

Old Brentonians were set up in a Careers Fair. There we were able 

to visit multiple booths and ask the alumni questions about their 

education and careers while also receiving some great advice at the 

same time. It is very rare to be able to have so many well educated 

people with such successful but very different backgrounds in one 

place at one time. This event benefits everyone in the school, from 

Grade 12s who are about to graduate to Grade 9s who have many 

more years at the school to find their strengths 

and passions.  
 

After the Careers Fair, Brentwood hosted the 

annual Old Brentonian Awards in the Foote 

Athletic Center. The Brentonian Awards 

acknowledge alumni who have been successful 

throughout life and made a positive impact 

on the world. To receive this award is a great 

achievement and it represents the hard work 

and passion that they have carried with them 

through life, not just in their daily jobs but with 

community, family and friends. It was a great 

honour to attend this ceremony and watch the 

three awards be given to Brentonians who were 

once in the place we are now. 
 

Careers Week had a positive impact on me and I’m sure on many 

other students as well. I am grateful for all the speakers who took 

time out of their busy lives to come and share advice with us. 
Noah Hart, Privett ‘19

This year, Careers Day 

was expanded into a full 

week of activities to inspire 

students to think critically 

about the course selections 

they make in their senior 

years of high school and the 

postsecondary and career 

choices they will be faced 

with after Brentwood. 
 

For the first time, student 

leadership was truly at the 

heart of this event, as a 

group of keen Grade 10 

leaders struck a planning 

committee and surveyed the 

entire student population 

to find out what kinds of 

speakers they wanted to 

hear from. “Career Dress 

Up Day”, multiple speaker 

sessions, a bustling career 

exploration fair, and a 

Summer Job Fair were just 

some of the offerings of the 

week, not to mention face-

to-face chats and mentor 

meetings with our alumni.  
 
 

Right: Group shot of this year’s 

Careers Day speakers with their 

Grade 10 student hosts who guided 

them around the campus and 

presented them with thank you gifts

ONE STUDENT’S PERSPECTIVE ON CAREERS WEEK CAREERS DAY BECOMES CAREERS WEEK!

Above: Chris Walker, Privett ‘93 shares his experience as a journalist and broadcaster for CBC Radio

Below, Left: Students visit the booth of marine biologist Andy Clark during Brentwood’s first ever Careers Fair

Below, Right: Another popular Careers Fair booth was hosted by Petra Juzwishin-Warnock ‘99, veterinarian and owner of Elk Lake Veterinary Hospital

Thank you to the following Old Brentonians and guests who generously gave their time and career expertise 
to the students this year: Ray Benson, Privett ‘03, Caleb Beyers, Whittall ‘99, Nathan Cheng, Privett ‘08, Andy Clark, 

Dylan Clarkson, Andee Dale, Katherine Higginson, Gwynneth ‘05, Petra Juzwishin-Warnock, Mack ‘99, 
Codie Lowes, Gwynneth ‘06, Owen Madrick, Rogers ‘99, Don McGowan, Whittall ‘88, Alex Milligan, Privett ‘06, 

Shane Muldrew, ‘73, Georgia Murray, Gwynneth ‘02, Hamish Purdy, Rogers ‘85, Rowena Rae, Mack ‘89, 
Ariana Vito, Mack ‘07, Chris Walker, Privett ‘93.
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career MENTORSHIP

In the fall of 2018, students, 

staff, and members of our 

alumni community were met 

with an exciting opportunity 

to participate in Brentwood’s 

newest mentorship program. 

With the arrival of the new 

Career-Life Education 10 

course (formerly Planning 10), 

the School has fully embraced 

the Ministry of Education’s 

mandate, which places a major focus on mentorship.  
 

With such a large number of faculty and alumni actively engaged 

with the Brentonian Connect platform, we 

are very fortunate to have an incredible 

resource at our fingertips to help us facilitate 

this process. After creating an account, 

students gain access to a directory of alumni 

mentors who are prepared to offer advice, 

answer questions, and share their own 

personal stories relating to education and 

career experiences.  
 

After several months of piloting this program, 

the feedback from students has been 

overwhelmingly positive. Taking ownership 

of their own career-planning journey while 

communicating with one or more mentors, has helped students 

narrow their focus with respect to possible postsecondary and 

career options. This is an excellent supplement to the support 

and guidance students already receive from our University 

Counselling team. A few students were also able to meet their 

mentors in person through school-run events such as the inaugural 

Brentonian Connect Weekend and our annual Regatta.  
 

Moving forward, Career-Life Education 10 will have a designated 

place during the academic morning. Not only will this allow 

students to spend more time building relationships with alumni 

mentors, but there will be a greater focus on preparing students 

for the competitive world outside of Brentwood. Additional 

opportunities for alumni to visit our campus will emerge this coming 

September with a Speaker Series tailored to 

topics relevant to students in Grades 10-12. 

More information on this and other exciting 

additions to Brentwood’s Career Education 

program are coming soon!

Jessica Beausoleil

University Counselor, 

Career Education Coordinator

Left: Grade 10 students sent over one hundred 

hand-written thank you cards to our mentors 

this year

CAREER EDUCATION & MENTORSHIP UPDATE

MENTOR TESTIMONIAL 
Brianne Pavlis, MACK ‘17 

Brianne is currently a student at NUI Galway’s School of Medicine in Ireland 

and is an alumni mentor on Brentonian Connect  

“Connecting with my student mentee, Dylan, was very important to me. When I started looking 

into university overseas I didn’t know anyone I could talk to about what to expect, so being able to 

help someone else was very rewarding. It was also a great opportunity to look back at my time at 

Brentwood and my few years at university and reflect on what I learned from each experience and what 

advice I could give to someone looking at a similar career path. I think it’s a really important thing for 

alumni to do as it gives students a chance to make an informed choice going forward and gives them a 

contact to reach out to. It’s something I wish I had during my time at Brentwood.”

MENTOR TESTIMONIAL 
Mark Collinson, ELLIS ‘00 

Mark, a mechanical engineer, is the Director of New Glenn Manufacturing & Test at Blue Origin 

in Seattle, WA. Mark is an alumni mentor on Brentonian Connect.  

“At the 2019 Brentonian Connect Weekend I had brunch with 2 students, now my mentees, to talk 

about careers in Engineering. They had such great questions about what to expect at university, and 

the challenges/rewards of working in the profession. Although you try to give a balanced account of 

life at work, in that setting it’s hard not to get excited by the parts of your career that you love. Through 

mentoring, I’ve gained a renewed sense of appreciation for the better parts of my job. There are plenty 

of struggles to face in university and in one’s career, where it’s often unclear how to move forward. 

Wouldn’t it be great to talk with someone who shares a common set of experiences and has been through it before?”

MENTEE TESTIMONIAL 
Anna M, Alex ‘19  GRADE 12 STUDENT  

“Having an alumni mentor has helped me in so many ways. My mentor lives in New York and has a 

career in the fashion industry, which is where my interests lie. She gave me helpful advice, told me 

what to expect and most importantly what to be aware of in this industry. I’ve become much more 

familiar with what the fashion world looks like because of my mentor’s willingness to help. Many thanks 

to her and to Brentwood for giving us Brentonian Connect!”

MENTEE TESTIMONIAL 
Noel P, Whittall ‘21  GRADE 10 STUDENT 

“Finding a mentor on Brentonian Connect was a great experience for me. My mentor is a Vancouver-

based entrepreneur working in the biotechnology space. After connecting on the platform, we 

organized a FaceTime call. He was very open to talking with me and answered all the questions I could 

think of regarding my journey after Brentwood. Connecting with a mentor and having long discussions 

about the future really opened my eyes to what I can do with my life and what paths I can take to attain 

my end goal.”

78% 
of Grade 10s found

alumni mentors

190
unique mentoring/

networking relationships

123
alumni mentored

Brentwood students this year

1,177
potential mentors
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REUNION 2020
save the date!

“If you’re sitting on the fence wondering if you should go to the reunion weekend, 

let me tell you that it’s a no brainer to simply just go. The school does an amazing job 

of keeping you entertained and the food is so good! You’ll have an awesome 

time with fellow Brentonians from many different grad years...It’s fun...Go!” 

– Jessica Rozitis (Purdy) ‘88 

Friday, June 26th to Sunday, June 28th 

Registration Now Open!

Visit brentwood.bc.ca/alumni/events for more info and to RSVP

Alumni from ANY grad year are invited back to campus for a fun-filled weekend reliving your 

favourite Brentwood memories! We’ll celebrate milestone reunions for the classes of 

1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005 and 2010

GORGEOUS WATERFRONT CAMPUS | GOURMET FOOD

DORM ACCOMMODATIONS (JUST LIKE OLD TIMES!) | CHILDCARE AVAILABLE 

& FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

Plenty of activities including rowing, kayaking, stand-up paddle boarding, oceanfront yoga, tennis, 

lawn games, wine tastings, karaoke, dancing and storytelling!

al
um

ni
ev

en
tsOCTOBER 2019

10.09.2019 | Calgary Mixer
Hosted by John McNeill ‘82 

and Amy Weinberg ‘05
THE PARLOUR ROOM | MODEL 
MILK RESTAURANT | CALGARY

JANUARY 2020

FOR MORE INFO & TO RSVP

FEBRUARY 2020

01.30.2020 | Victoria Reception
Hosted by Bud Patel & Brentwood 

Staff Members
SHAUGHNESSY BALLROOM | 
FAIRMONT EMPRESS | VICTORIA

02.28.2020 to 03.01.2020 | Brentonian Connect Weekend
Hosted by Brentwood 

Students & Staff
BRENTWOOD COLLEGE SCHOOL CAMPUS

www.brentwood.bc.ca/alumni/events

APRIL 2020
04.25.2019 | Regatta Alumni Event
Hosted by Brentwood Faculty & Staff

BRENTWOOD COLLEGE SCHOOL CAMPUS

11.28.2019 | Vancouver Reception
Hosted by Bud Patel with Mike & Maggie 

Flynn
GEORGIAN ROOM | THE VANCOUVER CLUB | 
VANCOUVER

NOVEMBER 2019

10.10.2019 | Edmonton Mixer
Hosted by the Wheaton Family 

(Will ‘07, Donald ‘09, Andrew ‘10) 

& Amy Weinberg ‘05
POLAR PARK BREWING CO | EDMONTON

10.22.2019 | Seattle Alumni & Admissions 
Mixer
Hosted by Mark Collinson ‘00, Crystal 

Harvey ‘93 and Amy Weinberg ‘05
COLLEGE CLUB SEATTLE | SEATTLE

JUNE 2020
06.26.2020 to 06.28.2020 | Alumni Reunion Weekend
Hosted by Brentwood Faculty & Staff

BRENTWOOD COLLEGE SCHOOL CAMPUS

MORE REGIONAL EVENT DATES COMING SOON

STAY TUNED TO OUR WEBSITE FOR UPDATES ON SPRING 2020 EVENTS IN CALIFORNIA, ONTARIO, ASIA AND MORE!
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2018-19 Final Interhouse 

Competition Results

1 | Ellis / Mack 287

2 | Privett / Hope 240

3 | Rogers / Allard 238 

4 | Whittall / Alex 220

interhouse COMPETITION

celebrating
PHILANTHROPY
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I have the privilege of visiting the 

Brentwood campus and meeting 

students frequently, allowing me to 

see the School through the lens of 

a Governor, a current parent, and an 

alumnus. I’ve been an Old Brentonian 

since 1982 and have been fortunate 

enough to see my oldest daughter, 

Hanna, join me after her graduation in 

2017. Following closely behind her will 

be my twins, Will and Grace, who are 

currently entering Grade 12, and as the 

new school year commences, I’ll see 

my youngest son, Cameron, cross the 

Brentwood gates as a new grade 10 

student. Having all four of my children 

follow in my footsteps and share the 

grit and joy of boarding school life is a 

never-ending source of entertainment 

in our household. We have each 

enjoyed the experience in unique and 

individual ways. 
 

Last year, my family was part of the 10% 

student population that have an OB parent, 

grandparent, aunt or uncle connection.  
 

The Brentwood campus and community 

have changed in so many positive ways 

over the years that it is impossible to 

describe them all. Philanthropy has 

been key to much of this change. Some 

of our most significant achievements 

in the past year, thanks to our many 

generous supporters, resulted in 

the successful September 22, 2018 

opening of the Eldon and Anne Foote 

Athletic Centre, the January 2019 

completion of our all-season practice 

field and the demolition of the old 

classroom/cafeteria block which will 

make room for the future development 

of a new waterfront education, rowing 

and administration centre. 
 

Along with the physical updates, 

we have seen the creation of 

the increasingly popular alumni 

communications platform Brentonian 

Connect, with over 2000 Old 

Brentonians and senior students 

re-connecting with old classmates, 

expanding professional connections and 

giving back through career mentoring. 
 

This year we have seen an increase in 

the number of donors to Brentwood 

as 475 individuals made contributions 

to the school. This is a record number 

of donors in recent years. Thank you 

to everyone who has helped impact 

Brentwood student lives through this 

support. 26 of these donors have made 

commitments on multi-year pledges to 

build the Eldon & Anne Foote Athletic 

Centre and we thank them for this. 
 

In addition, annual giving raised 

$651,000 this year, just surpassing 

our goal. This has helped students 

participate in school tours, grown the 

boat funds and many named bursary 

funds, the Head’s discretionary fund, 

purchased items for residences and 

more. Thank you for making it possible 

to give financial aid to one in four of 

our students. You, our donors, literally 

transform lives through your giving. 

Student bursaries must continue to 

grow through expanded funding so 

that financial support continues to be 

available for deserving current and 

future students. 
 

B4B or Brentwood For Brentonians, is 

a terrific initiative this year which will 

grow financial support for children of 

alumni families. As of June 2019, 40 

Old Brentonians have enthusiastically 

joined in with their three year monthly 

commitment to B4B that sees funds 

directed to the Old Brentonians Trust, 

an endowed fund that generates 

student bursaries for OB families with 

financial need who are seeking a 

Brentwood experience for a member 

of their family. This year we have 

an interhouse giving participation 

challenge so stay tuned! 
 

Without the generous philanthropic 

commitments, both large and small, 

from current and past parents, alumni, 

faculty and staff and my fellow 

governors, we would not be enjoying 

the vibrant school we have today. With 

that said, we have so much more to 

accomplish as we focus on continuous 

improvement in all we do at Brentwood. 
 

I respectfully encourage everyone 

to join me in supporting the 2019/20 

Student Impact Fund.

  

message from the

Governor, Chair Advancement Committee
Brentwood Board of Governors

John McNeill  Whittall, ‘82 
GOVERNOR, CHAIR 

ADVANCEMENT COMMITTEE

The Brentwood College Foundation 

and its trustees have a focus on 

creating and growing capital that 

will generate a strong annual stream 

of support for our school. These 

endowed funds enable the purchase 

of equipment, support educational 

travel opportunities and more but 

the greatest use for these funds is to 

support students requiring financial aid 

to attend Brentwood. 
 

Individuals, families and grad classes 

have all seen this as a cause worthy of 

their support and continue to commit 

funds to grow financial support for 

students. As an example, the Grad 

Class of 2019 raised $13,000 during the 

school year and many of their parents 

added to this to build a $90,000 

named and endowed fund that will 

grow and generate annual support 

for future Brentonians. This is one of 

over 20 named funds of very different 

amounts that are geared to provide 

student financial aid. 
 

As the Brentwood College 

Foundation’s primary mission is to 

generate increasing support to the 

School – for today and far into the 

future – we are renewing our focus on 

planned or legacy giving. You will note, 

elsewhere in this magazine, comments 

of an Old Brentonian as to her thoughts 

on naming 

Brentwood as 

a beneficiary in 

her will. Thank 

you for this, 

Laurie. 
 

We are aware 

that over 35 

individuals 

have named 

Brentwood as 

a beneficiary in 

their wills. We 

are both grateful 

and humbled. At 

the same time, 

we invite others who might consider 

this form of support for Brentwood to 

do the same. It is easy. And a modest 

alteration in your will can change a 

student’s life. Forever. Your commitment 

WILL make a difference. Please contact 

Chris Spicer, Brentwood Director of 

Advancement to discuss this. 
 

In our Brentonian report last year, 

Foundation assets were over 

$17,000,000. I am pleased to report 

that, as at June 2019, these assets have 

grown to $19,000,000 and that we 

are well on our way to reaching our oft 

noted target of $20,000,000 by 2020. 

This is far from a final target, however. 

In order to keep a diverse student 

body, we must have a Brentwood that 

is financially 

accessible. 

Growth of our 

endowment 

will cement this 

objective. 
 

As noted above, 

with over 20 

named funds in 

our Brentwood 

College 

Foundation, 

there may be 

one of these you 

would like to 

support. Please 

see the school website for a listing of 

named funds that could attract your 

support. 
 

De Manu In Manum 

 
 

 

Kip Woodward Senior, ’74 
CHAIR, 

BRENTWOOD COLLEGE FOUNDATION

We are in for the Long Haul,
Focused on the Future
Message from the Chair

“Brentwood is a place of endless 

opportunities. Our school enables 

students to seize opportunities and 

develop themselves across the tripartite 

program. With support from Brentwood’s 

financial aid program, I was given the 

opportunity to take full advantage of 

everything Brentwood has to offer. I have 

created lifetime bonds with people who 

will be a part of my future. I will never 

forget the people that made this 

place so special ”

Jacob B. ‘19 

Assistant Head Prefect - Athletics
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Back Row – L – R

Sophie Habkirk ’21 (Father, Craig Habkirk ‘86 & Uncle, Scott Habkirk ‘88)
Rhys Norman ‘20 (Mother, Blythe Baillie ‘77)
Grady Robson ‘19 (Aunt, Sherra (Robson) Collett ‘94)
Anthony Else ‘21 (Father, Anthony Else ‘86, Aunt, Hilary Else ‘95 & Uncle, Derek Else 
‘00)
Jamaal Kennedy ‘21 (Mother, Nicole Kennedy ‘93, Great Uncle, Brian Duncan ‘65 & 
Great Great Uncle, Austin Duncan(d) ‘36)
Olin Dalhstrom ‘21 (Mother, Joey (Synder) Dahlstrom ‘91, & Aunt, Carolyn (Synder) 
Pollock ‘89)
Andrew Garnett ‘20 (Father, John Garnett ‘82)
William McNeill ‘20  (Father, John McNeill ‘82 & Uncle, Mark McNeill ‘79)
Bob Bryden ‘20 (Mother, Sam Ross ‘87 & Uncle, Drew Ross ‘84)
Caden Koontz ‘19  (Great Grandfather, Ralph Davis(d) ‘28 & Great Uncle, Alec 
Ballachey(d) ‘29)
Liam Phillip ‘19 (Mother, Stefanie (Deunert) Philipp ‘87, Father, Jeff Philipp ‘85, Uncle, 
Leslie Philipp ‘83 & Aunt, Lois Philipp ‘82)
Jack Pirie ‘20 (Karen (Middleton) Pirie ‘81)
Alex Scarrow ‘20 (Father, Peter Scarrow ‘69)
Maurtis Freybe ‘20 (Mother, Juliette (Stronck) Freybe ‘92)
Isaac Keen ‘20 (Father, Colin Kee(d) ‘89 & Uncle, Rob Keen ‘90)
Dylan David ‘19 (Father, Nigel David ‘97, Aunt, Chantal David ‘01, Uncle, Julian David 
‘02, Great Aunt, Laurie (Foote) Evans ‘73, Great Uncle, Dean Foote ‘73, & Great Uncle, 
Robert Foote ‘71)
Sonny Assaly ‘20 (Father, Blair Assaly ‘85)
Benjamin Abro ‘19 (Mother, Jennie Weeks ‘91)
Gregor Blackburn ‘22 (Mother, Natasha (Dixon) Blackburn ‘91, Uncle, Gregor Dixon 
‘90, Uncle, Robert Dixon ‘94 & Uncle, Sean Dixon ‘97)
Jackson Phillip ‘20 (Father, Leslie Philipp ‘83, Uncle, Jeff Philipp ‘85 & Aunt Lois 
Philipp ‘82)

Middle Row - L - R

Phoebe Habkirk ‘19 (Father, Craig Habkirk ‘86 & Uncle, Scott Habkirk ‘88)
Lily Furney ‘20 (Father, James Furney ‘85)
Elise Whist ‘20 (Father, Jarl Whist ‘80, Uncle, Joel Whist ‘82, Aunt, Elise Whist ‘83, &  
Uncle Martin Whist ‘85)
Cole Whist ‘19 (Father, Joel Whist ‘82, Uncle, Jarl Whist ‘80, Aunt, Elise Whist ‘83 & 
Uncle Martin Whist ‘85)
Indiana Whist ‘21 (Father, Joel Whist ‘82, Uncle, Jarl Whist ‘80, Aunt, Elise Whist ‘83 & 
Uncle Martin Whist ‘85)
Bridget Burton ‘23 (Father, David Burton ‘93)
Holly Burton ‘21 (Father, David Burton ‘93)
Cate Cochrane ‘21 (Uncle, Ted Cochrane ‘91)
Sofia Rota ‘20 (Uncle, Cameron Naqvi ‘91)
Shayna McNeill ‘20 (Uncle, John McNeill ‘82 & Uncle, Mark McNeill ‘79)
Jacqueline Holmes ‘19 (Father, Michael Holmes ’78, Mother, Tanya Horn ’85, 
Grandfather, William Holmes(d) ’39, Great Uncle, Philip Holmes(d) ’41, Great Uncle, 

Edgar Holmes(d) ’47, Uncle, Peter Holmes ’79, Uncle Blair Horn ’79 & Uncle Graham 
Horn ‘80)
Pio Lorente ‘20 (Uncle, Miguel Ludlow ’04)
Cameron Purdy ‘20 (Father, Hamish Purdy ’85, Great Aunt, Jessica (Purdy) Rozitis ’88, 
Great Grandfather, Forrest Rogers(d) ’30)
Noel Pettit ‘21 (Father, John Pettit ‘88 & Uncle, Michael Pettit ‘90)
Evan Donegani ‘19 (Father, Michael Donegani ‘76)
Brayden Glazier ‘19 (Father, Richard Glazier ‘81)
Ty Dahlstrom ‘23 (Mother, Joey (Synder) Dahlstrom ‘91, & Aunt, Carolyn (Synder) 
Pollock ‘89)

Front Row - L - R

Mazie MacCosham ‘20 (Father, Spence MacCosham ’88, Mother Jessie (Chisholm) 
MacCosham ’88 & Uncle Greg MacCosham ‘87)
Sydney McLennan ‘20 (Father, Rob McLennan ‘84, Uncle, Michael McLennan ‘80 & 
Uncle, Neal McLennan ‘88)
Kennedy McDiarmid ‘21 (Father, Charles McDiarmid ‘71 & Uncle, Bruce McDiarmid ‘75)
Grace McNeill ‘20 (Father, John McNeill ‘82 & Uncle, Mark McNeill ‘79)
Atisha Roach Lloyd ‘20 (Father, Hamish Lloyd ‘87 & Aunt, Jennifer Lloyd ‘91)
Iysus Da Silva ‘20 (Mother, Catherine Beaudin ‘89 & Uncle, Earnest Beaudin ‘88)
Keeva O’Brien ‘20 (Father, Kevin O’Brien ’86 & Uncle, Graham O’Brien ’89)
Davis Pettit ‘23 (Father, John Pettit ‘88 & Uncle, Michael Pettit ‘90)

Missing from the photo

Hallie Baker ‘20 (Stepfather, Allan Wood(d) ‘76)
Callum Blake-Currier ‘20 (Mother, Katherine Blake ’92 & Uncle, Jeffrey Blake ’91)
Elliot Furney ‘19 (Father, James Furney ‘85)
Rosie Koontz ‘22 (Great Grandfather, Ralph Davis(d) ‘28 & Great Uncle, Alec 
Ballachey(d) ‘29)
Jocelyn Lenarcic ‘22 (Mother, Crystal Harvey ’93)
Eme Lorente ‘19 (Uncle, Miguel Ludlow ’04)
Felix McCormick ‘21 (Mother, Kierstin De West ‘91 & Uncle, Gavin De West ‘89)
Maeve O’Brien ‘22 (Father, Kevin O’Brien ’86 & Uncle, Graham O’Brien ’89)
Graeme Robertson ‘20 (Father, Chris Robertson ‘86)
Gemma Selby ‘21 (Mother, Sharon (Addison) Selby ‘87 & Aunt, Lucy Addison ‘90)
Ella Stone ‘23 (Father, Brant Stone ‘93, Aunt, Megan Stone ‘97, & Great Great Uncle, 
Donald Macrae ‘29)
Matthias Streblow ‘20 (Mother, Shari MacDonald-Streblow ‘87 & Uncle, Todd 
MacDonald(d) ‘83)
Adi Whist ‘20 (Father, Martin Whist ‘85, Uncle, Jarl Whist ‘80, Uncle, Joel Whist ‘82 & 
Aunt, Elise Whist ‘83)
Lily Cochrane ‘23 (Uncle, Ted Cochrane ‘91)
Cooper Haz ‘19 (Grandfather, Murray Bayles ‘72, & Great Uncle, Graham Bayles ‘78)
Cade Metzler ‘21 (Uncle, Adam Joubert ‘04)
Joshua Yanowitz ‘19 (Aunt, Beatrice Bate ‘85)
Ferrari Hann ‘20 (Uncle, Reg Stewart ‘72)

2018/2019 Brentwood Legacy Students

Legacy Student: a current student that has direct relatives who are Old Brentonians

At the beginning of the 2018-19 school year, the Class of 2019 

set a goal to establish an endowed bursary fund in our class 

name, that would provide financial assistance to a student 

each year in perpetuity.

Under the supervision of Ms. Alanna Martin, the grad class 

was busy fundraising for the 2019 Class Fund all year. Snow-

ball, Candy Grams and Purdy’s orders, a water-pong tourna-

ment, and selling pizza at the regatta were a few of the major 

fundraisers.

The final event for this group was the organization of the 

Senior Class Dinner & Dance. The Grad Council prides itself 

on creating lasting memories for the students and staff at the 

School. Not only did the class do this, but we managed to 

raise $13,000 for the class fund. Well done Class of 2019!

I am even more proud to say that, with the help of parent 

donations, we collectively raised $83,000 towards the Grad 

Class of 2019 Bursary Fund. The Class of 2019 invites further 

participation in building this fund to $100,000. This legacy 

is our parting gift of thanks to Brentwood and is our link to 

future Brentonians.

For information on how you can support the 2019 Grad Class 

Bursary Endowment or any other Brentwood giving initiative, 

please contact Tracy Arden, Manager, Student Impact Fund 

at tracy.arden@brentwood.ca.  
 

Nadia Kendall ‘19 
CLASS PRESIDENT

2019 Grad Class Bursary Fund

Volunteering at Brentwood
Thank you to all of our volunteers who stepped up to help at 

the 49th Brentwood Regatta, made wreaths or helped out at 

the Snowball Dinner and Theatre, decorated for the festive 

season, chaperoned on school trips, worked behind the 

scenes at the musical, welcomed and hosted students over 

school breaks or decorated the Conference Centre to make a 

special night for the Grad Class of 2019.
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2019-2020 Student Impact Fund

RENOVATIONS TO 
BOARDING HOUSES

PRO-D FOR STAFF AND 
FACULTY

NEW 
CLASSROOM 
FURNITURE

BURSARIES FOR WORTHY STUDENTS

This year we are introducing the “Student 

Impact Fund,” formerly known as Annual 

Giving.
 

We are going to put the “fun” into 

fundraising and have a house competition! 

How does it work? Every person who 

donates to the Student Impact Fund will 

receive one point for the boarding house 

they are affiliated with (regardless of the 

gift size). For example, if your son was 

affiliated with Rogers House, then you 

would receive one point for Rogers House.
 

As you know, every gift that the School 

receives directly benefits our students! 
 

Since the early 1920s, there have always 

been boarding houses and with that some 

healthy house competition. The tradition 

of house assignments has remained 

the same — students are assigned to a 

boarding house whether they are day or 

boarding starting in Grade 9.
 

The boarding house becomes home 

to these students during their time at 

Brentwood and the relationships they 

forge in their houses last a lifetime.
 

Over the years, boarding houses have 

come and gone! Today, Brentwood has 

eight boarding houses, four girls and four 

boys, each has a partner house; these are 

as follows:
 

Allard House/Rogers House

Alexandra House/Whittall House

Hope House/Privett House

Mackenzie House/Ellis House
 

We invite the Brentwood family, staff, 

current parents, Old Brentonians, past 

parents and friends of Brentwood to take 

part in this competition! Please note that 

this does not have any impact on the 

student house competition.
 

How it works - one house point is awarded 

per donor. The winning house will get the 

bragging rights and be showcased in the 

2020 Brentonian magazine.
 

Our focus this year is to increase the 

number of donors — which will ultimately 

help the students of today and tomorrow. 

I hope that you will join us in this fun 

initiative that runs until June 30, 2020. For 

more information, please visit our website 

at https://www.brentwood.bc.ca/giving/

donate-now/
 
Tracy Arden
 MANAGER, STUDENT IMPACT FUND

2018-2019 Annual Giving
The funds raised during the 2018/2019 Annual Giving campaign will 

cover the following projects to name a few.

On May 25th, 2019, thirty of the Brentwood family took part 

in our inaugural, “Unwined in the Cowichan Valley” event. We 

hopped on a Brentwood bus and started the day at Enrico 

Winery for a wine tasting, then made our way to the Genoa 

Bay Cafe (co-owned by Diana Madsen, a Brentwood parent) 

where we enjoyed fresh seafood appies and a glass of bub-

bly. Our final stop for the day was Hudson’s on First (owned 

by Andrea Flemming OB ‘00) where we wrapped up the event 

with a delicious dinner and dessert platter. A portion of each 

ticket purchased supported the Grad Class of 2019 Endow-

ment Fund — raising $1,500. We look forward to hosting more 

of these events and invite you to check for details to follow 

https://www.brentwood.bc.ca/giving/advancement-events 

IN THE COWICHAN VALLEY
unwined

EQUIPMENT FOR 
THE ROWING PROGRAM
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5 Anonymous

Brentonians’ Circle  
($10,000.00 + )
Bruce and Jeannie Alexander

Gordon Allan and family

Sheila and Kirk Bailey

Scott and Felicity Bailey

Art and Carole Barber

Barnes Family

Ernie and Jean Beaudin

Ray and Christine Beaulieu

John and Barbara Beddome

Stephen and Kathy Bellringer

Soomyung Bhang and Geunyoung 

Song

Owen Billes

Shannon and Andrew Boddy

Jo and Shirley Briggs

John and Marg Briggs, Colin (1992) 

and Shaun (1993) Briggs

Brian and Liz Brown

John E. Buck (1932)

Florence V Burden Foundation

Tamara Vrooman and Gregg Burkinshaw

Ik Sung Byeun and Eun Suk Shin

Cable Family

Bill Callin

Candy Family

Stephanie Carlson

John and Jennifer Carr

Brent and Clare Carson

R. Paul Castner

Alan Chan

Peter and Diane Chan

Chao-Jung and Hsiao-Ming Chang

Ollive and Hannah Cheng

John M. Chen-Wing

Leon Cheung

Miley and Gwen Clyne

Russ and Ellen Cmolik

Drew and Jodi Craig

John and Wanda Croft

Don Danard

John (1984) and Sandra Davis

Anne-Marie Decore

Giada Dobrzensky del Drago

Dejan and Vida Dordevich

Paul and Cathy Douglas

Sandy (Sheckter, 1985) and Gabriel 

Eckenstein

Kasane Edmunds (2015)

Marius (1977) and Andrea Felix

Harry and Sandy Ford

Craig and Cindy Francis

Delia Jampel and John Frank

Robin and Jessie French

Curtis Garland

Rita Gausman

Marie Genest

Grant (1981) and Beth (Newton,1983) 

Gillies

Adam Gray (1992)

John and Supattra Guiney

Steven Hammerschlag and Debra 

Reynolds

David (1980) and Brette Hampton

Ellen Hansen

Isobel and Sandy Hardie 

Linda Hardy

Hatch Family

Don and Natalie Hatton

Dan (2004) and Nikki Hincks

Gary and Su Yuan Ho

Stephen Ho and Susan Lee

Mike (1978) Holmes and family

John Holt (1982)

Kathryn Holt

Hunter Family Foundation 

Jane and Mark Jackson

Bill and Jessica Jesse

John C. Kerr Family Foundation

Bette Johns

Clayton and Kate Johnston

Brian and Janine Jones

John and Maria Kavanagh

 K. Kartushyn and P. Keele

Keirle Family 

Yong Ho and Mi Jeong Kim

Dennis King and Jackie Brumfield

E.W. Kneeland

Kevin and Doris Kuo

Sarah LaBonte

Cori Simms and Gary Last

Polly Lau and John Wherry

Judy and Nathan Laufer in honour of 

Andrew Laufer

Silken Laumann

Brent Lee

Leighton Family

Dan (1985) and Cheri Lethin

Craig Lightheart (1973)

Hank Lin and Jessie Hsu

Kevin and Ann Love

Bob and Barbara Lynch

Rob and Lesley Mackay

John Mackie and Kate Ecker

Michelle MacLaren (1982)

Sayuri Maeda

Imtiaz and Shahinool Manji

Kaleim (1999) and Elizabeth Manji 

Rezwan Manji (2002)

Kenna Creer Manos

Kyle Marsh (1978)

Dale (1978) and Colleen Martin

Jo Ann Martin

Peter Mathieson

Steven and Vickie Mavromihalis

Ian (1947) and Pat Maxwell-Smith

Anthony and Susan Mazzarella

Harvey McDougall

Liam McGowan

Bill and Ruth McIntosh

Robert McLennan

Bertha McVicar 

Bruce Milne

Dennis and Kathy Molnar

Bill (1965) and Barbara Morkill

Mike (1977) and Karen Murkowski

Joan Neil

Nielsen Family

Adaobi and Ayoola Olatunbosun

Oldland Family 

Hyung Sun Park and Mi Sook Lim

Grant and Tara Paulson

Brian and Jo Anne Pavlis

Laurie (Rutherford) Pederson (1973)

Dan and Gail Philippson

Mairi Pigeon

Frances Plaunt

Christopher and Tara Poseley

Your Generosity
Cumulative gifts are recognized below. On behalf of all who study or work on this magnificent campus, we acknowlege 
the remarkable generosity of those who have advanced our school. Thank you!

Wayfinders - Double Torch - 
($2,000,000.00 +)
David Aisenstat (1974)

Art and Mary Jane Crooks

Eldon and Anne Foote Fund - 

Edmonton Community Foundation

George (1964) and Karen Killy

Patrick and Beryl Campbell 

Charitable Trust

Wayfinders - ($1,000,000.00 +)
Allard Foundation Ltd. & Highbury 

Foundation

Pip (1941) and Catherine Holmes 

Millie Livingston

Woody and Sherrill MacLaren

Duncan and Verda McNeill

Founders’ Council ($500,000.00 +)
Audain Foundation for the Visual Arts

Alan and Kitty Brownlee

Tom Heathcott and Linda Southern 

Heathcott

Jin Liu and Lucy Ye

David W.G. Mackenzie (1969)

Mark (1979) and Suzanne McNeill

Tony Novak

Bruce Saville and Kennedy (2003) 

Saville

Leaders’ Council ($250,000.00+)
Atholl and Deirdre Cropper  

Charles Dickey and Sheila 

Wyckoff-Dickey

Fred and Heather Gallagher

Juniper Foundation

Michael and Donna Kanovsky

Peter and Julienne Kuttel

Eric Lin and Mei-Ling Lin Shu

Sheng Dong Liu and Li Mei Jiang

Shoji and Akiko Maeda

Doug and Karen McNeill

Ron and Karen McNeil

Andrew and Lynn Purdey

Zhidong Wang and Ye Ji

John Watson

Peter and Alice Wong, parents of Ivan 

(1997), Rex (1998) and Ann (2002)

Calvin Xin

1 Anonymous

Governors’ Council - 
($100,000.00 + )
David Asper (1977)

Turyk-Bingham Family

Daniel and Jenny Bester

Ken (1969) and Bonny Black

Gary and Catherine Briggs

John and Trish Cosulich

Linda Dutcyvich Family

Vern and Sherri Fauth

Jack Gallagher Education Fund at the 

Calgary Foundation

Marty and Dennine Giles

Erin (Smith, 1987) and David Hardy

Nicola and Andrew Hersant

David Hollands and Carol Prantner

Estate of Sandor Horvath 

Gary and Jutta Hughes

Jarvis Family

Dale and Bronwen Lapointe

Betty Li

Verne and Betty Lyons

Lauchlin Lyons (1981)

Rod (1980) and Marilyn MacDonald

John and Lynn Madigan

Judson (1985) & Diane Macor

Kyosuke and Junko Maeda

Bill and Gail McCormick

Chip and Molly Meredith

Ramsay H. Milne Family 

Clyde and Lynne Ogilvie 

Stef (Deunert, 1987) and Jeff (1985) 

Philipp

J. Ward Phillips Family

John L. Queen

Diana Rahme

Colin P. Rutherford

Ian and Marguerite Sisett

Mrs. Gordon T. Southam

Patrick Stewart

Turk-Bingham Family

Maury and Barbara Van Vliet

Vancity

Vancouver Foundation

Dick (1940) and Lyn Whittall

Darcy Will

Gerry and Elaine Wood

Woodward Family

John, Kris and Tim (1997) Yewchuk

Shung-Hsiung & Chih-Cheh Yu Family

5 Anonymous

Head’s Circle - ($50,000.00 + )
John and Celia Allpress

Robert and Heather Brink

Kathey Bryan (1982)

Ruth and Roly Bull

Jae-Sik Cha and Eun Ju Kim

Robin Chan (1995) and Renee Chan 

(2002)

Alison (Williams, 1977) and Steve 

Denure

Martin Duffy (1989)

Lynn and Rhys Eyton

Ken Fok and Fanny Siu

Estate of The Honorable Alastair W. 

Gillespie, P.C., O.C.

Brock Harris (1993)

Doug and Sharyn Higginson

Jim and Stacey Hildebrandt

Blair Horn (1979)

Rosegarten - Horowitz Fund

Andrew (1991) and Lara Housser

Hull Family

Brian (1967) and Jill Kenning

George Kidd (1936)

Sara and Edward Kozel

Paul Lacterman (1971)

Brian Lee (1996)

Geon Lee and Hye Young Choi

Mike Maxwell-Smith (1979)

Leona McKillop

McLernon Family and Colliers 

International

John (1982) and Marie McNeill

Earle and Janice O’Born

Peter and Linda Oluk

Jack and Jane Pau

Andrea and Gerry Pennells

Pirie Foundation

Ed Pitoniak and Kate Barber

John (1932) and Barbara Poole Family

Norman Redcliffe

Gerald Risk (1986)

Forrest Rogers Family

Jennifer Sheldon

Gwenny So

Kevin Stashin and Silvana Quintieri 

Stashin

Mike and Barb Stone

Ralph Jr. and Catherine Thrall

Katherine and Raymond Tong

Victoria Foundation

Cedric Walker (1924)

Jack and Bev Wallace

Jayson Woodbridge and Helen 

Mawson

4 Anonymous

Patrons’ Circle - ($25,000.00 + )
Howard Addison

Kris and Sharlene Anderson

Mike and Karen Bergin

Trevor and Amanda Boquist

Jean and Gil Bunch

Dwayne and Adeen Bunning

Bruce Carlson (1964)

Chris and Monica Chan

Yan and Agata Chan

Tai-Liang and Hsiu Hsia Chen

Judy Davis

Donna and Bob Decker

Jack Edson

Sheri Edson

Craig and Jane Ewashko

Bill, Helen, John (1979) and Michael 

(1982) Fitzpatrick Fund

Norm and Pat Francis

Genge Family

Trevor, Judy and Nick (2018) Hill

John Hockin and Leith Barry

Yuquo Kawasaki

Dianne and  Irving Kipnes Foundation

Dick Koetsier (1984)

Betty and Leo Krysa

John Krysa (1976)

Kiichi and Etsuko Kurosu

Trish Labuda

Bert and Matty Lang

Frank and Louisa Lee

Hae June Lim and Youn Sook Kim

Paul Liu and Shining Chen

Mclean Foundation 

Bruce McPhee

Ted and Judy Mills

David and Gretchen Mitchell

Doug and Vanessa (2002) Morcom

Jeff Murton and Kathryn Adrian

Keishi and Yoshiko Okuma

Lillian and Leroy Page Foundation

Soonchun Park and Kyungmi Kim

Rick and Velisha Paskuski

Bud and Wendy Patel

John (1944) and Margaret Pitts

Bill and Marian Ross

David Schneider Family

Peter and Indré Semogas

Robert and Mari Siceloff 

Andries and Twiny Smit

Kathy Staples (1982)

Dick and Hope Stroble

Tim (1981) and Suzy (Ostensoe, 1983) 

Tokarsky

Tammie (Morrison, 1979) and Tony 

Toriglia

Eddie Tsai (1985)

Rene and Karin Van Haren

Nancy Van Laeken

Simon Vermegen

Peter and Sue Wagener

Samara Walbohm (1989) and Joe 

Shlesinger

Peeter and Mary Wesik

Biff and Dianne Wheeler

Stuart and Corinne Wolfe

Wilmer Family

Maw J. Yang

Je-Uk Yeon and Jung-Ae Lee

Diane and Peter Zell

Weimin Zhang

WHY I GIVE 

In May of 2013, our family did what many consider the unthinkable 

and moved from Canada to Saudi Arabia. A year later, we were 

faced with the need to send our son back to Canada for high 

school, due to the very limited options available in Saudi.

Our son, Mide, Privett ‘18, met representatives from various 

Canadian schools at the Boarding School Fair hosted by the 

company we’re affiliated with. He decided for Brentwood after 

speaking with Clayton Johnston, who we later met, and fell in love 

with Brentwood, without even visiting the esteemed oceanfront 

campus. The support Brentwood gave through the admission and 

acceptance process was phenomenal.

No school or establishment is perfect, because there simply is 

no utopia on earth, but Brentwood does a great job of supporting, not only the student, but the entire family, 

throughout the high school journey. It was a no-brainer, when our daughter, Didi, Hope ‘20, was ready for high 

school, to choose Brentwood. The opportunities made available to students at Brentwood to explore, develop, and 

get on the road to becoming the best they can be (thanks to the one-of-a-kind tripartite approach to education) is 

simply mind boggling.

It has been amazing to watch our children embark on vibrant and exciting journeys in the world of athletics, arts and 

academics. They are organized in the varied aspects of boarding life, and able to meet the demanding deliverables, even 

in the so-called “mundane things” of life, like household chores. This is an indication that the Brentwood system works!

A significant financial commitment is involved in sending children to Brentwood (or any private school anywhere in 

the world) but as a family, it is important to us to show our appreciation and support by giving. This is our way of 

acknowledging the enabling environment that has been created for students to blossom and thrive, in and beyond 

the Brentwood bubble.

Preserving Brentwood College School for coming generations is what one can hope is achieved by participating in 

annual giving initiatives

Ada & Ayo Olatunbosun
Olamide, Privett ‘19, House Captain & Oladimeji, Hope ‘20, Head Prefect

Ada, Ayo, Mide (‘18), Didi (‘20)
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Cara Gordon Potter

Raffin Family 

Harry and Anne Range

Ratzke Family

Raymond James Canada Foundation

Christopher Redcliffe (2003)

Lloyd and Treacy Reddington

Ed and Betsy Richardson

Blake and Nicky Richardson

Dave Rinning and Margaret Morgan

Ashley and Cheryl Robbins

Charles Ruigrok and Jacqueline Pater

Chris Schmelzle

Bryan (1967) and Patti Scott-Moncrieff

Dong-Pyo Seo and Hyung Soon Park

Sheila Serup (1977)

Kyung-Rok Seung

Emily Koetsier Seville (1979)

Mary Margaret and David Shaw

Linda Side and Jim Munro

Kevin Skinner (1977)

Richard (1974) and Shannon Tanner

Colin Tassin

Thomas and Anna Tsui

Jill and Terry Ukrainec

Asahi and Yuiko Uno

Geoff Vale

Dwaine Van Eeuwen (1973)

Chris Van Vliet (1981)

Robert van Wiltenburg

Sanjay and Masako Varma

Tina, Vik and Tara Vasvani

Grant Weaver (1965)

Dr. Kuo-liang Wei

Fred and Judith Welsh

Betty White

In Memory of Dick Whittall (1940)

Edna Widenmaier

Bill and Marion Wiese

Janet Will

Jean-Marie and Lisa Wilson

John and Leslie Wilson

Ashley and Melinda Witts

Courtenay Wolfe (1990)

Benjamin Wong

Te Heng Wu

Trish and Steve Yatauro

Paul and Priscilla Yip

Yasuo and Hiromi Yoneya

James and Holly Yoon

Young Family

Philip Yuen and Shirley Chen

10 Anonymous

Torch Society - ($5,000.00 + )
George and Avril Abakhan

Bruce Abel (1982)

Don and Lois Abel

Joan Anderson

Robert Angle and Muriel Guillaume-Angle

Jenica Ashlie

Blair (1985) and Assaly Family

John and Kim Barakso

Doug Bate (1968)

Beverley Bauche

Steve Bejanski

Mike Best

Rosanne and Brad Blaisdell

Murray, Kathryn and Carra Bowes

Jim and Jenny Broere

Michael Brown (2002)

David (1993) and Danielle Burton

In Memory of of Richard Bennett 

Buxton 1947

Brian (1980) and Leslie Carr

Rhonda and Kirk Caza

Todd and Suzanne Chuckry

Fred, Karen and Ashley Ciambrelli

Eric Clarke

Jason Classon (1993)

Joseph and Frances Cohen

Rod and Fusako Constable

Corkal Family

Steve and Sheila Cowie

Shelley and Paul Crawford

Morgan Crooks (1994)

Joey (Snyder) Dahlstrom (1991) and Per 

Dahlstrom

Wade Davis

Gord and Sally Deck

Robert Dixon (1994)

John and Ann Dufton

David Dutcyvich

Odd and Gisela Edstrand

Bruce and Susan Edwards

Murray and Carol (McPhee, 1978) 

Erickson

John Eymann

Haig and Mary Farris

Laura Ferreira & Stephen Titus

Ze and Laura Figueirinhas

Gottfried and Anke Fischer

Patty Fischer

Claus and Petra Flemming

John and Sherry Floren

Ruth Flynn

Scott Frandsen (1998) and RBC

Terry and Kate Freeman

Rita Fung

Will Gaherty

GFS Gordon Food Service

Catherine Gibbons and Rebecca (1999) 

Kinkead

Andrew Gillespie (1942)

Nicholas and Julia Glass

Andrew Golding

Andrea and Jens Grabowski

Jim Greer (1939)

Grimmer Family

William and Lois Harn

Geoff and Keltie Harris

Dr. Edward Harvey and Dr. Lorna 

Marsden

Stephen Hayne (1979)

Tom and Ann Hennessy

Ira Hess-Weller

Norman Hildes-Heim

Tina Hittenberger and Lauren Selman 

(2003)

Fraser Hodge and Wendy Baker

Dave Holland and Lynn Shaw

Richard and Susan Holmes - In honour 

of: Holmes Family

Doug Homer-Dixon (1944)

Thomas and Fiona Honeybone

Michael Hummel

Michael and Donna Hutchison

Byoung-Chul Hyun and Hye Jung Won

Bill and Marley Illerbrun

Bryce Jenner

Yun Keoun Jeong and Oak Lan Kim

Carol Denny and David Jiles

Sarah Hall and Derek Jonson

John and Heather Kahan

Ron Kelly and Margot Hillman

Jim and Janet Kennedy

Jong-Won Kim

Tae Sik Kim

Woong-Seub and Hwang Yeun Kim

Joanie King

Larry and Lisa Konopski

Walter and Karen Kosteckyj

Marina Kushnir

Jennifer Law and William Lancashire

Bill and Denny Lang

Karen and Perry LaVallee

Julian Lees and Yuen Ming Hsu

Lijia Li and Ximing Jiao

Eduardo (1981) and Sheila Libin

Raymond Loch

Virginia and Parker MacCarthy

Greg and Marilyn Mack

Robert and Carol Manning 

Brent Marykuca and Stella Du

Scott Matheson (1979)

Ross and Donna Mathewson

Yoshihito and Michico Matsuda

Ean and Pat Maxwell

Heather McBride

Don McBride (1977)

Graeme and Patty McCauley

Lara and Bob McDonald

Judy McKinney

Vern and Sandra McShane

Karen Flavelle and Jamie McTavish

Tony Medina

Paul and Suzanne Merriman

Ted and Judy Mills

Stanley A. Milner

Ivan and Arunya Mindlin

Jim and Jean Moore

David and Carol Morrison

Erwin and Manuela Mueller

Stephanie Mulvey and Chris Browne

Rob and Lucy Murdoch

Dan O’Brien

John O’Brien-Bell

Harold and Diana Oliver

Joan and Dave Park

Jerry Parks and Bonny O’Connor

Lorna Paterson

N.S. Pawliuk & Son Contracting Ltd.

Daniel and Trudy Pekarsky

Jim Perry

Bruce and Heather Phillips

Jim and Celia Pickles

Robert Pierce (1992)

Nick Prowse

Jill Purdy

Roger and Gwynneth Purnell

Estate of Brent Rawlinson

Raz-Guzmán Family

Michael and Susan Reynolds

Rebecca (Day, 1980) and Bill Reynolds

Jonathan Rhodes (2001)

Bill and Helen Roach

Rick and Jennifer Rodrigues

Leslie and Susie Rudd

Robert and Shirley Salvail

Sheila Sandys-Wunsch

Peter Scarrow (1969) and Leonora Arca

Gary and Mary Schultz

Rosa and Klaus Schultz

Rob Scott and Mary Allen

Scragg Family

Howard and Linda Shannon

Derek Sharpe (1975)

Dan and Marnie Silbergeld

Debbie Sit

Sally Smith

Simon Snellgrove

Tad and Jeanne Sommerville

Nancy (Liden, 1976) and Stephen 

Sorensen

Don and Joan Stanley

Rob and Suzy Stephen

Judy Stewart

Skip (1967) and Judy Stothert

Rob and Shauna Strasdin

Charlie and Kwang Soon Suh

Ed and Shirley Szerze

Neil and Rose Tanner

Ralph A. Thrall (1981)

Tides Canada Foundation

Tim Topper and Mary Martin

Vivian (Stillwell) Torres (1985)

Chien-Hua Tsai and Lin Mei Yun Tsai

Ming Tsai

Richard and Barbara Tsoi

David Uncles (2004) and Family

United Way of the Lower Mainland

Martin Van Keken

Neil and Miriam Vos

Hans Walbohm

Sheila Wappel-McLean

John and Sarah Whittle

Alan and Brenda Williams

Mike and Julie Williams

Carol Woodward

Andrew Wrenshall and Sonja Jovanovic

9 Anonymous

WHY I GIVE 

It is difficult to put into words all that the Brentwood experience has been for our two boys. 

Raising them in a small town on beautiful Vancouver Island was just a stepping stone to their time at Brentwood and 

all it had to offer. Students receive so much in their informal and formal education and we know they appreciate the 

foundations that Brentwood provided them for success in their future educational opportunities, their careers and their 

adult lives.

I see Brentwood as a chain of links that circles the globe. The links are composed of so many different elements; 

academics, leadership, opportunity, family, diversity, friendship, spirit and character to name a few. Our boys were given 

the opportunity to make lifelong friends and learn from fellow students from around the world, and that in turn, opened 

their world.

Choosing to give is rewarded with the satisfaction that we are furthering the aims of Brentwood and helping future 

students receive a well-rounded education and help create diverse minds. We naturally want other young people to reap the same rewards of a Brentwood 

education. Giving is also a great way to stay in touch and continue to be part of the Brentwood family and legacy.

Bruce and Inga Anderson
Rory ‘15 and Maxton ‘19

Advancement & Alumni Update
Brentwood gratefully acknowledges every donor who has re-

sponded to the call for support of last year’s Annual Giving cam-

paign. We reached our Annual Giving goal of $650,000 and beat it! 

The Grad Class of 2019 was busy with fundraising during their 

Grade 12 year and raised $13,000 which they donated to the School 

to become part of the money raised to meet the goal of $100,000 to 

establish the Grad Class of 2019 Endowment Fund.

The “B4B” - Brentwood for Brentonians - initiative was launched in 

September, 2018 with a commitment from four Old Brentonians each 

to donate $10,000 per year for three years for a matching campaign. 

The goal was to engage 50 Old Brentonians who were either lapsed 

or for new donors to donate $25/month for three years. In the first 

year, their donation would be matched, second year 1.5 matched 

and in the third year double matched. To date, we have 40 Old Bren-

tonians on board with this initiative. We welcome Old Brentonians to 

join us. The key accomplishments last year, from an Advancement 

perspective, were the opening of the new Foote Athletic Centre on 

September 22nd, 2018 and the new turf training field opened De-

cember, 2018. These continue to be meccas for student activity.

Spanning approximately 50 countries worldwide, proud and loyal 

alumni represent what makes the Brentwood experience unique. 

In early March, during the Brentonian Connect Weekend for alumni 

and students, three alumni were honoured with Old Brentonian 

Awards for outstanding achievements, both in their careers and for 

service to community. Please visit this link for details www.brent-

wood.bc.ca/alumni/old-brentonian-awards. As newly minted alum, 

we invite the Class of 2019 to attend this year’s awards at the 2020 

Brentonian Connect Weekend.

Meanwhile, Brentonian Connect, a digital platform launched in Feb-

ruary, 2017 for our alumni community, has now reached over 2,100 

active users – including over 1,800 alumni and 300 students who 

have signed up either to reconnect with classmates or to contact 

fellow alum by geographic region or profession for networking and 

mentoring purposes. A new alumni-student mentorship initiative 

was launched as part of the new Career-Life Education Course for 

Grade 10 students. Close to 90 Grade 10 students made mentorship 

connections with Brentwood alumni through the use of the Bren-

tonian Connect platform. In addition, our Grade 11 and 12 students 

also signed up on the platform and learned how to use this tool 

which enables them to reach out to older alumni for opportunities 

and advice on anything from post-secondary schools, to internships, 

to future career paths. Brentonian Connect continues to be a true 

value add for our alumni and students. Access is right at your finger-

tips: www.brentonianconnect.com

There are 20+ events annually that bring alumni together on cam-

pus and around the world. If you aren’t currently receiving email in-

vitations and the quarterly alumni e-newsletter, then we do not have 

your email address – please get in touch with the School at any time 

to ensure we have your current information. 

The Old Brentonians Executive welcomes the Class of 2019 into 

the extended Brentwood Family. This tremendous network has one 

thing in common – we are all Brentonians.
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Juliette (Stronck, 1992) Freybe   

Geoff Friderichs (2008)   

Natalia and Clayton Fritz   

Leigh Fusick   

Blake and Robin Gage   

Ryan Gallagher (2003)   

Fred and Heather Gallagher   

Jim Ganley and Jill Napier   

Eric and Karen Gauvin   

Brian Genge (1970)   

Gordon Getejanc (1994)   

Estate of The Honorable Alastair W. 

Gillespie    

Grant (1981) and Beth (Newton,1983) Gillies   

Betty-Anne and Grant Gillund   

Eric Thor Gillund (1990)   

Reagan Glazier (2008)   

Andrew and Gillian Golding   

Frank and Marie Gordon   

Gouthro Family   

John and Kathy Grabher   

Andrea and Jens Grabowski   

Graham Family   

Adam Gray (1992)   

Christopher Gray   

Grimmer Family   

John and Supattra Guiney   

Wayne Guy and Constantina Tsetsos   

Dean Hachamovitch and Joan Morse 

Hachamovitch   

Richard and Debra Hadden   

Sarah Hall   

Ellen Hansen   

Erin (Smith, 1987) and David Hardy   

Brock Harris (1993)   

Cynthia Harris (1996)   

Harris & Company LLP   

Holly Harrison   

Crystal Harvey (1993)   

Wendy Haslam   

Takao and Mika Hatori   

Brian Hawksworth (1971)   

Tom Heathcott and Linda Southern 

Heathcott   

Karen Hedquist and Terry Marshall   

Nicole Heighington (1988)   

Nola (Gregson, 1973) and Tim Hendrie   

Tom and Ann Hennessy   

Marco Hernandez   

Pilar Hernandez (1994)   

Tom Herschmiller (1996)   

Jessica Hicks (1996)   

Jim and Stacey Hildebrandt   

Daniel and Lisa Hill   

Dan (1979) and Emma Hindle   

Reesa Hinks   

John Hockin and Leith Barry   

David Hollands and Carol Prantner   

Cathy and David Holmes   

Richard and Susan Holmes - In honour of: 

Holmes Family   

Mike (1978) Holmes and family   

John Holt (1982)   

Thomas and Fiona Honeybone   

Blair Horn (1979)   

Hans Horn and Bettina Fauvet   

Tanya Horn (1985)   

Gordon and Fiona Horth   

Andrew (1991) and Lara Housser   

Jamie Howard (1985)   

David Hudock (1977)   

Gordon Hurlburt (1972)   

Igbinosa Family   

Carlos Erding Islas and Corina Fitznar   

Isak Jaama and Mushtaq Samater   

Jack Gallagher Education Fund at the 

Calgary Foundation   

Anne Jackson   

Jarvis Family   

Bryce Jenner   

Bill and Jessica Jesse   

Surj and Colleen Johel   

Clayton and Kate Johnston   

Annual Giving 2018-2019
Thank you to our 2018-19 donors! Listed below are the names of all those who have contributed to Brentwood in the period 

from July 2018 to June 2019. Thank you for including Brentwood in your charitable giving this year. We are truly grateful.

Greg Abakhan (1989)   

Bronwyn Abbott (2002)   

Oldland Family   

Amer Alansari and Christian Nakad   

Jackie Allen (1994)   

Jeff Allester (1972)   

John and Celia Allpress   

Oliver (1996) and Robyn Amiel   

Choong-Geun Lee and Sunsook Baek   

Robert Angle and Muriel 

Guillaume-Angle   

Tracy and Glenn Arden   

Don Armitage and Lorraine Blake   

Michelle Ashby   

Jenica Ashlie   

Neil and Tamara Aubuchon   

Scott and Felicity Bailey   

Brian Baird (1988)   

Natalie Balcom   

Glenn Ball   

John and Kim Barakso   

Rod Barchuk and Deborah Roy   

Brenda Barootes (1978)   

Tanya and Blake Barrett   

Jesse Bartlett   

Murray Bayles (1972)   

Owen and Polly Baylis   

Jessica Beausoleil   

Andrew and Mariette Bell   

Peter Benmore (1977)   

Gordon and Teresa Benoit   

Soomyung Bhang and Geunyoung Song   

Kara Biryukova   

Ramkumar and Sarita Bishnoi   

Ken (1969) and Bonny Black   

Sara Blair (1990)   

Rosanne and Brad Blaisdell   

Natalie Boardman   

Shannon and Andrew Boddy   

John Boehme and Kanne Arbour-Boehme

Maraina Lightly and Vahid Bossi   

Brachet Family   

John Braithwaite   

Brenwood College 1972 1st VII

Gary and Catherine Briggs   

Trevor Briggs (2016)   

Dane Broere (2014)   

Kit Browning (2009)   

Jean Bunch   

Tamara Vrooman and Gregg Burkinshaw   

David and Jane Burkmar   

Tom Burley (1973)   

Graham and Judy Burns   

Erich Burth   

David (1993) and Danielle Burton   

Katrina Flores (2014)   

Andrew Butler (2009)   

In Memory of of Richard Bennett Buxton 

1947   

Cheryl Cameron   

Candy Family   

An Cao   

Bruce Carlson (1964)   

Susanna Carmichael   

Chad Kanovsky (2006)   

Yan and Agata Chan   

Keirstead Family   

John M. Chen-Wing   

Nick Chesterley (2006)   

Hyun-jun Cho (1999)   

Fred, Karen and Ashley Ciambrelli   

Adam Cocks (2004)   

Michael and Jennifer Cole   

James Cole and Jamie Mason   

Mark Collinson (2000)   

Paul Collis and Karen Handford   

Andrea (McDonald) Common (1975)   

Cooke Family   

Andre Coquillard (2009)   

Corkal Family   

Chris Corkal (2009)   

Cornelius Family   

Kathryn Coull   

Steve and Sheila Cowie   

Gillian Coy   

John and Wanda Croft   

Claire Crooks (1991)   

Art and Mary Jane Crooks   

Hew (1986) and Kate Crooks   

Morgan Crooks (1994)   

Atholl and Deirdre Cropper   

Tegwyn Curtis (2017)   

Joey (Snyder) Dahlstrom (1991) and Per 

Dahlstrom   

Nigel (1997) and Danielle David   

Jennifer Davies   

Mario and Marianna DeSandoli   

Carey and Albert Desloges   

Howard Dixon   

Robert Dixon (1994)   

Sean Dixon (1997)   

Giada Dobrzensky del Drago   

Doman Family   

John Drost (1980)   

Ian Drost (1948)   

Martin Duffy (1989)   

Linda Dutcyvich Family   

Eldon and Anne Foote Fund - Edmonton 

Community Foundation   

John Edson (2018)   

Sheri Edson   

Bruce and Susan Edwards   

Edwardson Family   

Peggy and Richard Elmes   

Ericson Family   

Erika Franchesca De Asis Chan (2019)   

Craig and Jane Ewashko   

Lynn and Rhys Eyton   

John Ryan and Ni Fang   

Qingsheng Fang and Lishan Lin   

Haig and Mary Farris   

Marius (1977) and Andrea Felix   

Benjamin Felix (2006)   

Lee Ferreira (1998)   

Laura Ferreira and Stephen Titus   

Jose and Laura Figueirinhas   

Paul and Marnie Fleming   

Petra and Claus Flemming   

Andrea Flemming (2000)   

Manuel F. Flores and Gabriela Gonzalez   

P.E. and Jos Frangou   

WHY I GIVE 
Zoe has always been a self-starter, eager to take on challen-

ges that she found interesting. When Zoe asked if she could 

attend Brentwood for her Grade 11 year, I was somewhat hesi-

tant, but I knew through family friends’ experiences, that it 

would be a great place for her.
 

Her desire to make the move to Brentwood, and willing-

ness to embrace new things, is what sold me on the idea. 

Every time I visit the Brentwood campus, I am reminded of 

what a special place it was for Zoe and her schoolmates. 

For me, it is so much more than the stunning location and 

fantastic facilities. It warms my heart to see students from 

around the world, and all walks of life, immersed in an 

educational environment so rich in human resources. Of 

course, those resources extend beyond the classrooms 

and into the arts, athletics, and community programs. 
 

In Zoe’s case, an introduction to rowing through the regular 

athletics stream and subsequent progression has proven to 

be nothing short of amazing. Early on I could sense a spark, 

and there were conversations about potential scholarships to 

University.
 

One year later, she was able to secure a full four-year athletic scholarship to a Division I school in the U.S. In addition 

to her scholarship, Zoe also received a $40,000 USD academic scholarship to the University of Minnesota (UMN). 

I think that speaks to the balanced nature of the Brentwood curriculum. It shows that academic, athletic, and arts 

excellence are not mutually exclusive at Brentwood.
 

Her accomplishments are a result of hard work, sacrifice, and planning. All of this was made possible by the coaches, 

support staff, and teammates on the rowing team. The rowing program really is a reflection of the school itself. From 

planning, logistics, and coaching, the rowers witness what it takes to be a successful team. The hard work, attention 

to detail, trust, and accountability, are things that will serve these young adults well for the rest of their lives.
 

In my opinion, her story is the essence of what Brentwood is about. The School shows students what excellence 

looks like, and then provides them with the resources needed to pursue their dreams.
 

In Zoe’s case, some of those dreams were incubated at Brentwood, a place where students learn about realiz-

ing their true potential...and hopefully, that “grit and joy” is something they can apply throughout their lives. 
 

One last thing, and this isn’t really Zoe’s story, but I would like to share it - on Zoe’s first day at Brentwood, I recall 

sitting in the foyer, admiring the almost idyllic educational environment. I was so excited for Zoe, but I felt some 

sadness that economic factors keep many students from having the Brentwood experience.
 

Zoe and I have a pact, that we will always be grateful for her Brentwood education, and that we will do our best to 

donate what we can to support student bursaries

 

Harvey McDougall
Parent of Zoe McDougall ‘19

WHY I GIVE 
I never really imagined that I would be able to afford my kids the opportunity to attend Brentwood. I told myself 

it wouldn’t be necessary if we had a solid family unit at home. But as time passes, and the kids start approaching 

high school age, you start reflecting on the experience you had during those years at Brentwood, and can’t help 

but think, I would love to provide that for my kids somehow. 

My attitude about it has evolved over the years, as has the 

School. The student body and the number of sports and 

activities continues to grow. What hasn’t changed though 

is the high concentration of highly qualified, positive adult 

role models that exists on the campus. This is what really 

benefited me, my uncles, aunt, cousins, siblings and now 

my sons. I am contributing to the B4B initiative so that 

other Brentonians can get some help passing the torch 

down to the next generation

Nigel David
OB 1997

Harvey and Zoe (‘19)
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Christopher Rumball and Ruth Nicholson   

Debbie and Peter Sage   

David Sander (2000)   

Baljit Singh Sandhu   

Peter Scarrow (1969) and Leonora Arca   

Betsy and Bill Schmitt   

Brad Schock (1978)   

Susan Schroeder   

Gary and Mary Schultz   

Michael Scott-Harston (1972)   

Tanis Secerbegovic (1993)   

Timothy and Jacqueline Sehmer   

David and Diana Sells   

Tom and Shona Shadlock   

Barb (Dyson, 1978) Sharpe   

David Shaw   

David Sheffield   

Branlin (2004) and Ashley Shockey   

Nolan Sisett (1994)   

Ryan Skardal   

Phil and Maraina Smith   

Ted Smith   

James Smith (1988)   

Larry and Lynn Smith   

Sally Smith   

Tad and Jeanne Sommerville   

Kyoungrak Son and Younju Na   

Don Southern and Tanya Olsen   

Timothy Spencer (1962)   

Chris Spicer   

Vyacheslav and Elena Starukhina   

Alan Stebing   

Tim and Lily Stewart   

Mike and Barb Stone   

Rob and Shauna Strasdin   

Liam and Marilou Sullivan   

Fang Sun   

Bill and Najat Tarrabain   

TD Commercial Banking   

Astrid Theriau   

Margaret Thompson     

Vladislav Titenkov and Anna Cheskidova   

Donna Toews and Garth Petts   

Melanie Toporowski   

Tammie (Morrison, 1979) and Tony Toriglia 

Vivian (Stillwell) Torres (1985)   

Eddie Tsai (1985)   

Gordon Tuck and Jennifer Pelton   

Graeme Turvey   

Jill and Terry Ukrainec   

Geoff Vale   

Vern and Sandra Van Leuven   

Trevor and Shannon Van Oostrom   

Chris Van Vliet (1981)   

Vancouver Foundation   

Sanjay and Masako Varma   

Simon Vermegen   

Victoria Foundation   

John Von and Mo Chi Cheung   

Lisa-Marie Vowk   

Samara Walbohm (1989) and Joe Shlesinger   

Jack and Bev Wallace   

Trent and Emma Walsh   

Jin Bane Wang and Wendy Pan   

Jing Yu Wang and Carina Zhou   

Zhidong Wang and Ye Ji   

Harold Wardrop and Sharon Hall   

Tim (1984) and Jody Waring   

Louis Watson (1969)   

Bob and Susan Weinberg   

Amy Weinberg (2005)   

Welbergen Family   

Wiz (Bittorf, 1979) Wensel   

Kierstin De West (1991)   

Donald (2008) and Angela Wheaton   

Wheaton Family Foundation   

Martin (1985) and Amy Whist   

In Memory of Dick Whittall (1940)   

John and Sarah Whittle   

Edna Widenmaier   

David Wilkinson (1971)   

Craig Wilkinson (1983)   

Darcy Will   

Karen Willson   

Tyler Wish (1998)   

Mark Wismer and Ulrika Drevniok   

Ashley and Melinda Witts   

Sandra Wolfe   

Sarah Wolinsky   

Benjamin Wong (2016)   

Peter and Alice Wong, parents of Ivan 

(1997), Rex (1998) and Ann (2002)   

Kip Woodward (1974)   

Joe Woolls   

Connie and Mike Worth   

Wilmer Family   

Andrew Wrenshall and Sonja Jovanovic   

Darian Wrenshall (2015)   

Richard Xie and Coco Gao   

Trish and Steve Yatauro   

James and Holly Yoon   

Bill and Maureen Young   

Young Family   

Kevin Yu & Sandy Li    

Scott and Tori Zehner   

Zhang / Ma  Family   

Yong Zhong and  Dawn Wang   

Zollmann Family 

Berle Zwaan and Diane Howe   

32 Anonymous   

  5-9 years of consecutive giving

  10-14 years of consecutive giving

  15-19 years of consecutive giving

  20+ years of consecutive giving

Patrick Johnston (2006)   

Annette Juch   

Julie Kadar   

Scott Kameron (1995)   

Hoover Kan and Helena Kwok   

Nancy and Brian Kapuscinski   

Corneille Karekezi   

In memory of Colin Keen (1989)   

Steve and Kristen King   

Barbara and Paul Kleinschmidt   

Arthur and Mariola Kloc in memory of Raphael Kloc   

Mitsuhiro and Yoshiko Kondo   

Arden Koontz and Teddy Kellam   

Megan Kuo (2020)  

Holley Kushniryk (1980)   

Labelle and Loch Family   

Sarah LaBonte  (2018)  

Paul Lacterman (1971)   

David and Lanna Lalonde   

Doug and Nicole Lambert   

Douglas Langer (1975)   

Drew Langer   

Cathy Lapointe (1994)   

James Larsen (1999)   

Melinda and Chris Lavigne   

Giselle Lawrence   

Michel and Debra LeBlanc   

Brent Lee   

Brian Lee (1996)   

Sarah Lee   

Julian Lees and Yuen Ming Hsu   

Dan (1985) and Cheri Lethin   I   

Tie Lin   

Ming Ling and Juhong Xu   

Peter Litherland (1987)   

Pola Litsky   

Jin Liu and Lucy Ye   

Millie Livingston   

Raymond Loch   

Bonnie Loewen   

Paul Long   

Jacqueline Long   

John and Julie Luna   

Virginia and Parker MacCarthy   

Christopher MacDonald and Alexandra Farrugia   

Streblow/ Macdonald Family   

David W.G. Mackenzie (1969)   

John Mackie and Kate Ecker   

Michelle MacLaren (1982)   

Judson (1985) & Diane Macor   

David and Arlene MacPherson   

Madeline MacPherson (2015)   

Gord Pace and Diana Madsen   

Eileen Mais   

Walter and Irmgard Mandl   

Kaleim (1999) and Elizabeth Manji   

Rezwan Manji (2002)   

Sarah Manney (2014)   

Kenna Creer Manos   

Kittiwat and Siriwan Manosuthi   

Marsh Family   

Reeve and Judy Martin   

Dale (1978) and Colleen Martin   

Howard and Heather Martin   

Brent Marykuca and Stella Du   

Grant Massina   

Scott Matheson (1979)   

Dorothy and Steve Mathews-Dana   

Steven and Vickie Mavromihalis   

Joan and Brian May   

Dave and Lisa McCarthy   

Lara and Bob McDonald   

Harvey McDougall   

Liz McDougall   

Ryan (1993) and Kirsten McElgunn   

Connor McGuigan (2010)   

Scott and Rebecca McKay   

Jane McKillop   

Irene McLeay   

McLernon Family and Colliers International   

Doug and Karen McNeill   

John (1982) and Marie McNeill   

Ian McPherson and Michele Fry   

Karl and Celia Meade   

Rosana Melgarejo Gonzalez   

Alejandro Mendez Campos and Tere Esnal Martin   

Michael Miller   

Alex  Milligan (2006)   

Sean Milligan (2002)   

Ted and Judy Mills   

Rielly Milne (2014)   

Morgan Milward   

Bill (1965) and Barbara Morkill   

Erwin and Manuela Mueller   

Stephanie Mulvey and Chris Browne   

Connie Munro   

Rob and Lucy Murdoch   

Scott Murray   

Julie Murray   

Jaya Murthy (1993)   

Cheryl Murtland   

Stuart and Tammy Nam   

Phil Newns   

Nielsen Family   

Kamolkiat and Valaiporn Niramai   

Dan Norman and Laura Richardson   

Kevin (1986) and Xenia O’Brien   

Catharine O’Brien-Bell (1977)   

Mateo Ocejo (1993)   

Clyde and Lynne Ogilvie   

Adaobi and Ayoola Olatunbosun   

Christopher Oldland and Elin Stilwell   

Koji Onishi   

Michelle  Pace   

Alex and Allison Palmer   

Dennis and Ashlyn Parolin   

Kirby and Susie Pasloske   

Bud and Wendy Patel   

Jason and Stacy Paton   

Randy and Alison Patton   

Brian and Jo Anne Pavlis   

John and Sarah Pawlovich   

Laurie (Rutherford) Pederson (1973)   

Andrea and Gerry Pennells   

Tatiana Petrov   

John Pettit (1988)   

Adriane Pettit   

Stef (Deunert, 1987) and Jeff (1985) Philipp   

Cole Philipp (2015)   

Nick Philippson (2009)   

Bruce and Heather Phillips   

Tyler Pickford (2015)   

Neal and Karen (Middleton, 1981) Pirie   

Pirie Foundation   

Christopher and Tara Poseley   

Cara Gordon Potter   

Dia Proden   

Heather Prouty   

John Pulos (1984)   

Andrew and Lynn Purdey   

Jill Purdy   

Roger and Gwynneth Purnell   

Christopher Putterill and Roberta Wagenstein   

Christopher Redcliffe (2003)   

Craig Redl   

Rebecca (Day, 1980) and Bill Reynolds   

Jonathan Rhodes (2001)   

Steven and Dawn Richards   

Mike Richmond (1969)   

Doug Ridenour   

Nick Ridenour (2013)   

Gerald Risk  (1986)  

Jacopo Rocca and Francesco Saleri   

Rick and Jennifer Rodrigues   

Aidan Rolf (2013)  

Melanie and Jim Ross   

Bill and Marian Ross   

Sam Ross (1987) and Patrick Bryden   

Vivian Rota   

Georgina and Christian Roy   

Jessica (Purdy) Rozitis (1988)   

WHY I GIVE 
When I was growing up, the mantra in the household was “it 

is better to give than receive”. Perhaps this came from the 

fact that we were not wealthy in any material sense, far from 

it, so there was not much receiving going on.

It was later in my life, that I understood how much my par-

ents actually sacrificed, in order that all three of their children 

were given the means to go on to post-secondary schools 

when most of the neighbourhood kids did not.

What I have also come to realize is that giving, whether of 

one’s time to a community as a volunteer, or doing service or 

providing financial assistance also brings a wealth of good 

emotions to the giver.

As someone who has experienced how a monetary leg up 

can transform one’s life, I contribute to Brentwood’s bursary 

fund to do my bit to get students into this wonderful commun-

ity of learners. It is not an enormous amount, but I have the 

satisfaction of knowing that when pooled with other dona-

tions, somebody’s life can potentially change for the better.

Deserving young people who want to experience the agony and ecstasy of this remarkable school are given the 

keys to unlock their potential in an environment that encourages them to do their best. I also give because I am 

very grateful to be able to spend my time “working” at such an inspiring place. There is not a day that goes by that 

I am not thankful that I saw the ad in the Globe and Mail back in 1990 — an ad that had my name written all over it.

I am able to indulge in two passions: the teaching of English and Theatre, on a gloriously beautiful campus with 

colleagues that support each other and teens that sometimes drive one round the bend but mostly, make me 

smile, and frankly, feel grateful. As the playwright Thornton Wilder expressed, “We can only be said to be alive in 

those moments when our hearts are conscious of our treasures.” So I will recast the old family mantra, into the 

words that ”make me conscious” of the treasure that is Brentwood: “ …for it is in giving that we receive.”

Edna Widenmaier
Director of Arts
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Never Too Old To Learn – 

Never Too Late To Give.

No truer words than 

these, when it comes 

to our fine school, 

Brentwood College 

School. When asked to 

write a short reflection 

of why I chose to leave 

a legacy with the School 

that has meant so much 

to me these many, many 

years – the answer is 

simple – Time.

  

As we all have experienced our 

life journeys upon our graduation 

from Brentwood - for some, years 

ago and for others just this year 

- the memories of our school 

years become richer and more 

enduring. A function of time. For 

me, along with my fellow ‘historic’ 

class of 1973 - the very first year 

of female students at the School 

- Brentwood has played such a 

pivotal role in my perspective of 

history. 

Oh, how I loved listening to 

David McKenzie’s war stories. 

Drama. Yes the Silver Fox was 

bigger than life: my dear friend 

Gil Bunch filled the room with his 

voice and passion for life, 

encouraging us to become the 

best we could be, here at Brent-

wood and beyond. Ivor Ford, 

Tony Carr, our Nick Prowse. We 

first girls had no idea we were 

making history/herstory, but we 

felt welcomed and supported. 

We just wanted to finish our 

grade twelve and graduate. 

As the spring came, the realiza-

tion for me, sadly, was that soon 

I would be leaving this wonderful 

campus and the very essence 

of community. This sense of 

community is what I feel these 

46 years later. Brentwood has 

grown and matured as I have, but 

always when I return I feel that 

same sense of pride in not just 

my school past, but a delight in 

what is coming at our school. 

The current Board of Governors 

supports our superb Head of 

School, Mr Patel, as they 

collaborate in building visions of 

that future. This is where I chose 

to leave my legacy. My friends, 

it is NEVER too late to learn and 

NEVER too late to give. Will you 

join me? 

Editor’s Note: To date, over 35 

individuals have confirmed that 

they have directed a future 

legacy gift to Brentwood. Please 

contact Chris Spicer, Director of 

Advancement if this is of interest 

to you. chris.spicer@brentwood.ca 

NEVER TOO LATE TO MAKE

a difference
Laurie Pederson, ‘73

Annual Giving: By the Numbers
The 2018-19 Annual giving campaign has seen tremendous support from many members of the Brentwood community. Every donor has 

influenced the experience for the students of today and those of tomorrow. We thank all of you for helping to make this Annual Giving 

campaign such a success!

Annual Fund Giving 
BEATS OUR GOAL!!WE DID IT!

$651,894
Contributed in 2018-2019 

(as of June 30, 2019)

It’s all about participation . . .
2016-2017 - 400 donors
2017-2018 - 455 donors

2018-2019 Annual
Giving Facts

Total Number of Donors:

479
Monthly Donors:

167
Online Donors:

192
Board of Governors Support:

100%
Old Brentonians

$88,144
135 donors

Parents of Alumni

$115,153
83 donors

WHERE 
Did you Direct Your 

Annual Giving this Year?

Total to Foundation:

$290,431

Total to Association:

$361,463
Foundation 

Permanent Endowed Funds

Association
For Today’s Needs

Current Parents

$230,517
144 donors

Other Affiliate Groups

$218,080
117 donors
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Alexander Culberson, 

Ellis ‘19, graduated 

this spring with Triple 

Colours, as President of 

the Student Activities 

Council, Captain of the 

Golf Team, member of 

the 1st XI soccer team, 

and having also won 

both a Dogwood District 

Scholarship for more than 

300 hours of Community 

Service, and the Callin 

Family Award for being 

a “loyal, enthusiastic, 

buoyant citizen”.

Alexander enjoyed the rigours, 

challenges and opportunities that 

five years at Brentwood offered 

and leaves to study engineering 

at Dalhousie University in Halifax. 

By all accounts, he had a suc-

cessful and rewarding career as 

a Brentwood Lifer. We first got 

to know Alex in the titular role of 

Aladdin in the Grade 8 musical 

and his magic has continued 

ever since.

However, all of the above misses 

an underlying story. Alex’s family 

live just seven minutes away 

from the School in Sentinel 

Ridge and from the beginning of 

life in Grade 8, the Culbersons 

embraced the School ethos of 

the Brentwood family. For the 

past five years, Gissela and Ray 

opened their home to countless 

Brentwood students. Gissela’s 

warmth and Peruvian heritage 

created a feeling at their home 

that many of our Spanish-speak-

ing students rejoiced in and were 

comforted by.

Alexander was one of Mrs 

Wendy Patel’s first “babies” and 

during that year he had some 

birthday “sleepovers” which 

included both children from 

Brentwood and those from his 

past school, Queen of Angels.

In Grades 9, 10 & 11 there were 

a number of breaks, midterm 

holidays, and “Red Saturdays” - 

Saturdays with no classes. The 

result was that Alexander be-

friended two boys from Mexico 

City: Fernando spent a total of 30 

days at the house and Frederico, 

25. They became part of the 

family with Fernando assembling 

a BBQ and running machine as 

Frederico assisted in the garden. 

They were also introduced to 

Saturday mornings of English 

Premier League Football and “big 

boys breakfast”. Alexander is an 

Arsenal fan and Ray’s team is 

Watford. Big boys breakfasts are 

comprised of eggs, bacon, fried 

bread, mushrooms, tomatoes, 

sausages and baked beans!

Grade 10 became the “German” 

year with Alexander befriending 

Lucas, Jan and Conrad which 

resulted in the German Bundesliga 

being introduced to Saturday 

morning’s football viewing. In 

addition, the boys cooked German 

pancakes - a traditional that has 

continued on at the Culberson 

home.

AND SO THE JOURNEY ENDS

the Culbersons

During Grade 10 Alexander built 

his own computer with the aid 

of the Brentwood IT department 

and so the boys spent time on 

the double screens particularly 

on FIFA and many other computer 

games. During this time sleep-

overs had gravitated to weekend 

gatherings with ten or more Brent-

wood students at the house.

Grade 11 heralded the first real 

party in the basement with 20 stu-

dents attending. Sunday morning 

was a sight to behold in Alexan-

der’s room with two boys in his bed 

and seven more strewn over the 

floor. The mix of children became 

more eclectic including Hadi, Rod-

rigo, Haden and Lucas who were 

from Saudi Arabia, Mexico, the USA 

and Germany. In addition two girls 

were “adopted” by the family, with 

Aranza from Mexico and Fabianna 

from Saudi spending many week-

ends in the house over the follow-

ing two years.

In Alex’s Grade 12 year,  the 

School dropped Red Saturdays 

but the flow of children continued. 

The Premier League, big boys 

breakfasts, long sleep-ins and 

trips to Victoria were the popular 

draws. The house hosted two 

parties in the final year for some 

twenty of Alexander’s friends 

which, by all accounts, went on 

until four in the morning.

One highlight of Grade 12 was 

the visit by Adriana over a long 

weekend. She offered to help 

when Ray was redecorating the 

garage. Ultimately, she reveled in 

the task and pushed Ray aside as 

she could do a better job! It was a 

truly enlightening weekend.

Over the course of the 5 years, it is 

believed some 52 children stayed 

in the house and enjoyed trips to 

Victoria, the cinema in Langford, a 

restaurant on Yates Street, Vic-

toria, swimming in the quarry in 

Cobble Hill, and visits to Duncan. 

For Ray and Gissela, one of the 

joys of the visits has been the 

daily gathering around the dinner 

table with laughter and discussion. 

Many aspects of the school were 

uncovered!

As a result of these friendships 

Alexander has been to Mexico and 

Germany and returns to Hamburg 

this summer. Gissela has made 

firm friends with a number of 

parents in Mexico, Germany and 

Saudi with three of those families 

also having stayed at the house.

Whilst Alexander was a day stu-

dent, the regular flow of children 

to the house has provided a 

rich backdrop to his journey at 

Brentwood. Gissela and Ray have 

found the whole experience richly 

rewarding and are saddened that 

they face a large home and lots of 

silence!

No doubt the parents of the visit-

ing children have appreciated the 

love and attention that these local 

parents, one of a number, gave to 

their children.

Alex (OB 2019), Gissela and Ray Culberson
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B R E N T W O O D  F O R  B R E N TO N I A N S

Past
The Old Brentonians Trust was established by alumni who are driven to keep the Brentwood experience 

accessible to the sons and daughters of their fellow Brentonians. You may know that many Brentwood students 
receive bursary support each year to assist with the cost of tuition.  A key source of funding for children of 

alumni is provided by the Old Brentonians Trust.

Present
In the last year, the Old Brentonians Trust has grown from $392,392 to $591,710. 

We thank the 42 Old Brentonian donors who have been contributors to this growth.

A special thank you to our four matching donors who provided outstanding leadership in supporting this initiative.

John McNeill - ‘82, Eddie Tasi - ‘85, Samara Walbohm - ‘89, Brock Harris - ‘93

Additional “B4B” Supporters

Howard Dixon, Ian Drost (d) - ‘48, William Morkill - ‘65, Jeff Allester - ‘72, Kelly Nielsen - ‘76, Chris Van Vliet - ‘81
John Holt - ‘82, Joel Whist - ‘82, John Pulos - ‘84, Timothy Waring - ‘84, Tanya Horn - ‘85, Jamie Howard - ‘85

John Pettit - ‘88, Jessica Rozitis - ‘88, Peter Andress - ‘89, Sara Blair - ‘90, 
Katherine Blake - ‘92, Jaya Murthy - ‘93, Tanis Secerbegovic - ‘93, Sean Dixon - ‘97, James Larsen - ‘99, 

Dani Trueman - ‘99, Nigel David - ‘97, Tyler Wish - ‘98, Brownwyn Abbott - ‘02, Sean-Frances Milligan - ‘02, 
Christopher Redcliffe - ‘03, Chad Kanovsky - ‘06, Alexander Milligan - ‘06, Donald Wheaton - ‘08, Anon - ‘10, 

Dane Broere - ‘14, Christine Burton - ‘14, Cole Philipp - ‘15, Darian Wrenshall - ‘15

Future 
To continue to grow this vital fund that supports the Brentwood family. 

One more way to impact a life. Forever.

Goal
Our goal is to have 50 first time or lapsed Old Brentonian donors make a commitment of $25/month 

for three years to the School. The first year this gift will be matched 1x1, year two will be a 1.5x match and in year 
three it will be a 2x match. All money raised will be directed to the Old Brentonian Trust.

For more information about how you can help with the B4B matching gift campaign, please visit https://www.brentwood.
bc.ca/giving/giving-programs/ or email Tracy Arden, Manager of the Student Fund tracy.arden@brentwood.bc.ca

“ B  4  B ”
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“We have a 
responsibility to live 

our lives with honesty 
and integrity”

WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY DOING 
PROFESSIONALLY OR OTHERWISE? 
I am officially a retired teacher living in the Philippines, having taught 

in Canada, Kuwait, and Russia. Presently, I own a fitness, health, and 

wellness research education company with my primary role as the 

Education Coordinator.

WHAT ACHIEVEMENT(S) ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
I have a number of athletic milestones, but the achievements I am most 

proud of are: 1) Graduating from Brentwood, 2) Graduating from the 

University of British Columbia, and 3) Graduating from San Diego State 

University. My most enjoyable and fulfilling time was with San Diego State 

University where I earned a masters degree in Curriculum Development 

and Leadership in Education.

WHAT ARE YOU MOST PASSIONATE ABOUT?
My mission is to pursue continuous quality improvement for myself. 

My passion now is curriculum development for teacher education and 

delivering community fitness and health programmes.

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE QUOTE OR MANTRA?
Forget about “thinking outside of the box.” Think “there is no box.” My 

mantra: we have a responsibility to live our lives with honesty and integrity.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?
Obtaining further certifications for teaching specialized fitness 

programmes while also developing workshops on leadership 

development for teachers and businesses.

WHO OR WHAT HAS HAD THE BIGGEST 
INFLUENCE ON YOUR LIFE TO DATE?
Lessons we learn through our life experiences (influenced by the life 

choices we make) are probably the most impacting on all of us. 

People who have had great significance in my life include my grandfather, 

Brentwood’s T. Gil Bunch, and Dr. Maurice Young (OB 1930 and former 

Brentwood Governor) who was like a father to me. The integrity and 

wisdom these three men modelled for me in my youth, are still very 

potent for me today.

As my housemaster, John Queen was very stalwart for me, always giving 

fatherly advice and guidance, as I was on my own and putting myself 

through Brentwood (with the help of a Brentwood Bursary).

WHAT WAS THE LAST NEW THING YOU TRIED?
Reading new and different books written by high achievers.

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD MEMORY:
1. Lifting and moving Alex housemother Ann Holden’s volkswagen car 

when we thought it was John Garvey’s volkswagen, then having to stand 

up during assembly to take responsibility for the prank.

2. My graduation day.

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD TEACHER(S):
I don’t like to say “favourite” teachers as they all played a significant role 

for me. I have to say that I was closest to Gil Bunch, though he was not a 

subject teacher for me.

WHY?
Gil basically took me under his wing, particularly when I learned that I 

might not be able to attend Brentwood in Grade 12. I remember when I 

was in his office studying for Grade 11 final exams and he was at his desk 

marking papers. I looked up and asked him, “Sir, is there any way that 

I might be able to apply for a bursary or financial assistance to attend 

Brentwood for Grade 12?” He put down his pen, stacked his papers and 

moved them aside, then looked up at me. His exact words were, “Joe we 

did not know how to approach you, thinking you might regard it as charity. 

But yes, we would like to offer you a bursary.” I remember responding, 

“Mr. Bunch, I don’t care what it takes or what I have to do, I want to be 

here next year.” I will never forget that moment of transaction in his office.

WHERE DO YOU HOPE TO BE 10 YEARS FROM NOW?
Carrying on with my learning, my teaching, and with the legacy I inherited 

from Brentwood.

JOSEPH 
MORGAN

ALUMNI Q&A

WHITTALL ‘73
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GREGORY 
ABAKHAN

ALUMNI Q&A

ELLIS ‘89

WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY DOING 
PROFESSIONALLY OR OTHERWISE?
I work on the water as a Seafarer; a Mariner.

WHAT ACHIEVEMENT(S) ARE YOU 
MOST PROUD OF?
Obtaining my CL 60 GT Transport Canada 

Certification as a Ships Master (Captain).

 

WHAT ARE YOU MOST PASSIONATE ABOUT?
Sharing amazing experiences in nature with a 

diverse array of people from around the world.

“We get one shot at this and once is enough...

if we do it right.”

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?
I was recently contracted as Naturalist-Lead, 

Onboard Engineer & Captain for a discrete 

expedition cruise company servicing the 

archipelago, inlets and fjords of Desolation 

Sound in British Columbia. My aspirations are 

to work on a CCG Hovercraft, guiding ships 

through polar regions and providing support 

for global research expeditions.

WHO OR WHAT HAS HAD THE BIGGEST 
INFLUENCE ON YOUR LIFE TO DATE?
Without a doubt, my daughter. Our relationship 

is the gift that keeps on giving.

WHAT WAS THE LAST NEW 
THING YOU TRIED?
Working the summer season in the 

archipelago of Desolation Sound, home of 

Canada’s warmest waters. And I just bought 

my first “free diving” kit!

 

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD MEMORY:
Hangin’ with the Ellis clan in early June out 

front on the ‘Altar’ listening to Jimi Hendrix 

(with Band of Gypsys) singing “Who Knows.” 

That tune was wailing from the speakers 

perched on the windows of Dorm 17.

 

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD 
TEACHER(S) & WHY?
My rowing coaches John Queen & John 

Allpress for instilling a work ethic in me and 

the values of tenacity and perseverance in 

the face of adversity.

My Biology 11 teacher & Ellis Housemaster, 

Dave McCarthy for his easy-going and 

friendly manner and the mentorship he’s 

provided to me throughout my life.

My field hockey coach and teacher of Law 

12, Western Civilization 12 and Geography 

12, Steve Wynne; for his humorous, fun, and 

inspiring approach to teaching and coaching.

WHERE DO YOU HOPE TO BE 
10 YEARS FROM NOW?
Above ground! Definitely, on the water 

with a smile you can see for a mile.

“We get one shot at this 
and one is enough . . .

if we do it right”
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WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY DOING 
PROFESSIONALLY OR OTHERWISE?
Building theatrical shows and immersive entertainment. 

I’m currently a Live Entertainment Producer for TSG 

Entertainment based in New York City. We sit at the 

intersection of Hollywood, Broadway and Technology. As 

producers, we serve as the CEO of any new production. In 

terms of projects, we are currently wrapping up the limited 

run of our immersive, gamified experience in NY, LA and 

Austin based on the world of Alita: Battle Angel (the latest 

James Cameron/Robert Rodriguez movie). We also have an 

interactive show running in Chicago - Djembe the Show! - 

taking audiences on a global journey through time, where 

everyone gets their own Djembe to play along! 

WHAT ACHIEVEMENT(S) ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
Most recently, I ran Strategy for American Ballet Theatre. 

While at ABT, I led the company-wide website redesign 

project, led the creation of a strategic plan, launched new 

businesses, and helped with union negotiations. Before 

graduate school, I worked at Goldman Sachs in private equity 

investments and product management, across both Hong 

Kong and New York. There, my best memory was leading 

and managing the production of a 32-hour global investor 

symposium held consecutively and simultaneously across 

five different cities and broadcast live around the world. 

Artistically, I have been most proud of creating and founding 

an annual Cabaret at Harvard Business School, as well as 

having my first producing and lighting designer credits off-

Broadway! 

 

WHAT ARE YOU MOST PASSIONATE ABOUT?
(If you couldn’t tell already!) I’m most passionate about 

building, designing and running theatrical productions. I am 

passionate about the live entertainment industry and building 

new models for commercial success. 

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE QUOTE OR MANTRA?
Keep calm and fade to black.
 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?
We have a number of live theatrical and immersive 

productions in the pipeline that we are working to develop, 

including one based on a recent movie musical and a 

franchise based on legacy and vintage bands. Apart from 

work, producing a wedding... 

WHO OR WHAT HAS HAD THE BIGGEST 
INFLUENCE ON YOUR LIFE TO DATE?
My life partner, fiance and best friend, Raphael, has 

deeply changed my life for the better. 

 

WHAT WAS THE LAST NEW THING YOU TRIED?
Dungeons & Dragons with theatre & improv friends

 

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD MEMORY:
Quotes in the (tech) booth, inventing our own game of 

extreme duck-duck-goose and grad pranking by turning 

the plaza into a maze.

 

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD TEACHER(S):
Don Armitage - for letting us loose in the Bunch, Tony 

Crossley - for earthquakes pranks, RJ - for electro-zapping, 

Collis - for Nerd Olympics, Pennells - for our obsession with 

David Attenborough, Maisy - for never raising rude children.

 

WHERE DO YOU HOPE TO BE 10 YEARS FROM NOW?
I hope that Raphael and I will have built our own successful 

theatrical production company and also a wonderful family 

together. 

OPHELIA 
CHUA

ALUMNI Q&A

ALEX ‘08

“Keep calm
and fade to

black”
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“There’s no such
thing as bad weather,

just bad clothes –
so let’s go outside!”

WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY DOING 
PROFESSIONALLY OR OTHERWISE?
I live in London, England and I’m enjoying a busy 

maternity leave after having my third little boy. On 

the professional front, I’ve been working at Sotheby’s 

auction house in London for the past 15 years, where 

I specialise in antique silver and manage the Silver & 

Decorative Arts departments. 

WHAT ACHIEVEMENT(S) ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
Moving to London after graduating from Queen’s 

University was a big step for me. I’m proud of my 

22-year-old self for taking the risk and completing 

a Master’s degree in Fine & Decorative Art from 

Sotheby’s Institute the following year. Professionally, I’m 

proud of overseeing the sale of an object in 2010 that 

set a new world record for any piece of English silver 

sold at auction, and more recently for achieving a new 

world record price for any piece of silver. 

WHAT ARE YOU MOST PASSIONATE ABOUT?
I’m passionate about a lot of things, but at the moment 

I’m very focused on outdoor spaces and finding 

opportunities for my children to play in nature. Raising 

children in a big city offers a very different landscape to 

that of my childhood on Vancouver Island, so I’m keen 

for my children to connect with nature each day and to 

develop an early and everlasting appreciation for the 

environment. 

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE QUOTE OR MANTRA?
Continuing with the theme above, lately, it’s been the 

Swedish maxim ‘There is no such thing as bad weather, 

just bad clothes’ - so let’s go outside! 

 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?
My husband and I are currently fixing up a 17th century 

thatched cottage in the Cotswolds so hopefully, we’ll 

be escaping there soon for some downtime. The tiny 

village consists only of a bakery, a pub and a scattering 

of cottages, so I shouldn’t be too hard to find! 

WHO OR WHAT HAS HAD THE BIGGEST 
INFLUENCE ON YOUR LIFE TO DATE?
My parents, to whom I am endlessly grateful. Their 

love and support have provided me with the skills and 

values to navigate through pretty much anything in life, 

including the loss of my Dad two years ago, my most 

difficult challenge yet. 

WHAT WAS THE LAST NEW THING YOU TRIED?
A matcha latte with coconut milk. 

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD MEMORY:
I have so many happy memories from my time at 

Brentwood, it’s difficult to choose - maybe the 70’s 

themed grad party that my parents kindly (and crazily) 

hosted at our home in Lantzville! 

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD TEACHER(S):
Nick Prowse and Rob MacLean 

WHY?
I love History and Art History, and they both inspired 

me to think critically, look closely and to ask questions. 

WHERE DO YOU HOPE TO BE 10 YEARS FROM NOW?
Ideally somewhere near the mountains or ocean but I 

don’t really mind where I am as long as I’m surrounded 

by family and friends - they make everything amazing!

CYNTHIA 
HARRIS

ALUMNI Q&A

MACK ‘96
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WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY DOING 
PROFESSIONALLY OR OTHERWISE?
For the last seven years, I have been working as an environmental 

scientist in the private sector since graduating from the University 

of Victoria. I’m currently a Project Manager at Sartori Environmental 

Inc., based out of North Vancouver, BC.

WHAT ACHIEVEMENT(S) ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
Having spent much too long in school, getting into the workforce 

within my dream field of Applied Biology was huge for me. 

Graduating from a very focused program and moving into 

self-directed training on legislation and wildlife with regard to 

construction projects was a greatly fulfilling experience. Learning 

about bird identification, techniques and bird calls has also been 

very interesting and gratifying. I happened to find a rare migratory 

songbird in the mountains outside of Pemberton in Southwestern 

BC. It was an Olive-Sided Flycatcher which has a distinctive call that 

sounds like “Quick, Three Beers.” Needless to say, it’s my favourite.

WHAT ARE YOU MOST PASSIONATE ABOUT?
Outreach for important environmental causes. I work with a number 

of volunteer groups such as Shoreline Cleanup, Pacific Salmon 

Foundation and several Streamkeepers groups within Metro 

Vancouver, regularly volunteering with their salmon release and 

information sessions. Community events are a pillar in the transfer 

of knowledge between those working in the environmental industry 

and the general public, especially when it comes to inclusion of our 

younger generation to establish a deeper connection to the sensitive 

ecosystems within our urban environments.

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE QUOTE OR MANTRA?
It’s pretty bleak but I seem to say, “if you die, you die” a lot. The 

intention is to not let the “what if’s” stop you from making the moves 

you want or need to make.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?
I’ve been taking on larger hikes in the summer months. I’m most 

looking forward to hiking the North Shore Mountain’s “Knee 

Knacker” race route this Spring, the entirety of the Garibaldi 

Provincial Park between Squamish and Whistler and ultimately a 

multi-day hiking trip to Nepal in 2019-20.

WHO OR WHAT HAS HAD THE BIGGEST INFLUENCE ON YOUR 
LIFE TO DATE?
It’s pretty easy to say that my biggest influence in life has been my 

mother. Not only was she responsible for sending me to Brentwood 

(which I credit for bringing me to where I am today), but she has 

always been an important professional role model to me as a 

marketing executive and small business owner; she’s had great 

success in real estate as well.

WHAT WAS THE LAST NEW THING YOU TRIED?
All the beers at a new craft brewery in my town; but I swear I’m 

normally more adventurous than that!

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD MEMORY:
Bringing together a group of fellow 2006 grads for the Brentwood 

Regatta recently was fantastic. I really miss the annual Regatta 

and interhouse events and competitions that we experienced as 

students.

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD TEACHER(S):
The most impactful teachers I had at Brentwood would be the Felix’s, 

hands down. Marius taught me Geography and Andrea taught me 

Psychology; both experiences resulted in raised interest and focus in 

my studies at UVic.

WHY?
The Felix’s were my houseparents in Whittall throughout my years in 

Brentwood. They were incredibly helpful to me during my transitions 

in and out of Brentwood. Their son Ben was and continues to be a 

close friend and I wish them all the best in their retirement and move 

to Ottawa! 
 

WHERE DO YOU HOPE TO BE 10 YEARS FROM NOW?
Travelling with no end in sight.

MCKENZIE
LEE

ALUMNI Q&A

WHITTALL ‘o6

“Don’t let the what-ifs
stop you from making
the moves you need

to make”
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WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY DOING 
PROFESSIONALLY OR OTHERWISE?
I am currently doing my third year of university at Ashesi 

University in Ghana. I’m studying Business Administration, 

a four-year program. 

WHAT ACHIEVEMENT(S) ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
I earned a four-year full-ride MasterCard Foundation Scholarship 

to Ashesi University, of which I’m very proud. While at Brentwood, 

I also earned the H.O. Smith Bowl for Excellence in Ceramics.
 

WHAT ARE YOU MOST PASSIONATE ABOUT?
I’m passionate about studying economic structures of different 

countries and then completing my own economic analyses of 

these same countries. I also love athletics and try to make regular 

time for personal fitness; especially volleyball and strength & 

conditioning. 

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE QUOTE OR MANTRA?
‘All our dreams can come true if we have the courage to 

pursue them” – Walt Disney
 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?
After graduating from my post-secondary program next year, I 

plan to take a gap year and hopefully find a job related to my field 

of study; business management would be ideal for me. I dream 

of becoming a Chartered Accountant one day, but lately, I’ve also 

developed an interest in Economics. Eventually, I’d like to pursue a 

Master’s Degree, perhaps in Economics or a related program.

WHO OR WHAT HAS HAD THE BIGGEST 
INFLUENCE ON YOUR LIFE TO DATE?
My family has had the biggest influence on me throughout my life. 

They always encourage me to do better and to remain focused on 

achieving my dreams. They call me their hero and I definitely want 

to be their hero in all I do.

WHAT WAS THE LAST NEW THING YOU TRIED?
This past semester while at University, I joined a real estate club 

at my institution. I had never been involved in anything like this 

before; I’ve enjoyed learning about different and interesting 

aspects of real estate, which has ended up having a big influence 

on my future plans. I now see myself investing in real estate 

ventures as opposed to other business ventures in the future.

 

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD MEMORY:
Being part of Mackenzie house was the best thing ever. We were 

a great family and had absolutely amazing houseparents. The 

thing I loved most in Mack House was being on duty as a prefect 

with Mr. Robinson. I liked how he used to entertain the students 

with tea and snacks, while always finding time to help us with 

our assignments. The other house parents helped us too, but we 

didn’t get to have tea with them– that was a special thing 

Mr. Robinson always did for us.

 

FAVOURITE BRENTWOOD TEACHER(S):
So many! Mr. Garvey, Ms. Hedquist, Ms. Reynolds, Mr. Gage, 

Mr. Robinson and Ms. Murtland. 

 

WHY?
They were able to understand me and my background and they 

were always ready to help me with my academics. I did well 

because of their influence and commitment towards me. 

WHERE DO YOU HOPE TO BE 10 YEARS FROM NOW?
I see myself as a Chartered Accountant working in different 

countries. I also see myself working with non-profit organizations, 

trying to help people (mostly teenagers) who come from a diverse 

array of backgrounds and different walks of life. In short, I hope to 

help people all over the world, in achieving their dreams.

ZETHU 
SHEBANGU

ALUMNI Q&A

MACKENZIE ‘16

“All our dreams can come 
true if we have the courage 

to achieve them”
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Lucre Simon 
BA ARGENTINA CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY, 

BED VIU 

Originally from Argentina, Lucre obtained 

her undergraduate degree in legal trans-

lation from the Argentine Catholic University 

and most recently she graduated from the 

Bachelor of Education - Post Baccalaure-

ate Degree Program at Vancouver Island University. Lucre strives to develop 

dynamic lessons with real-life content to ensure learning is purposeful and 

engaging. She also understands students’ strengths and needs vary, and 

learning occurs in different ways. Lucre is also passionate about health and 

fitness and likes to weight train regularly, spend time with her family, hike and 

read. She is teaching Spanish at various grades.

welcome NEW FACULTY
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VALETE 

Vittorio (Vito) 
Pasquale 
B.A. (GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY) UVIC

B.ED. (SOCIAL STUDIES) UBC

Born and raised in Sudbury, Ontario he left 

his Italian immigrant upbringing to attend the 

University of Victoria where he graduated 

with a BA degree and played varsity basket-

ball for 5 yrs. Experiencing 3 national championships will attending. Mr. Pasquale 

spent a few years coaching at the college and university levels before returning 

to school at UBC and graduating with his B.Ed and settling into teaching high 

school the last 30 years. He has spent time at various schools in BC: Vancouver 

College, West Point Grey Academy of Vancouver and Shawnigan Lake School. He 

has been a committed social studies teacher at different grades from 9 to 12 and 

is looking forward to his next challenge at Brentwood College. Mr. Pasquale has 

recently moved to Mill Bay and is looking forward to making a lasting impression 

and connections with students..
Daryl Stevens 
B.ED, UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA

MA LEADERSHIP AND TRAINING, ROYAL 

ROADS UNIVERSITY 

Daryl brings to Brentwood an understand-

ing of Island life from his hometown of 

Campbell River, and a global perspective 

from his work at international schools in 

Saudi Arabia and Ukraine. He believes that children are sacred and deserve 

the best from the adults entrusted with their care. In support of his desire to 

use research-based understandings to inform his practice, Daryl is currently 

in his final year of an Education Doctorate, School Leadership in International 

Contexts, through the University of Western Ontario. His years as an educator 

in Canada and abroad include roles as a classroom teacher, sports coach, 

English Department Chair, district-level Literacy and Numeracy Coach, and 

mentor of Master’s candidates at Simon Fraser University. In his most recent 

role as Safety and Facilities Coordinator, he guided school administrators and 

community members through a district-wide revision and implementation of 

policies and procedures. 

After four years of living vicariously through his boys while they studied at 

Brentwood, Daryl is elated to be a member of the Brentwood faculty. He is also 

delighted to be back on the West Coast, where he and his wife and three sons 

like to soak up all of the outdoor activities the Island has to offer

.

Christina Cuk 
B.A., B.ED., M.A. (GENEVA) - SOCIAL STUDIES 

TEACHER 

Born near Zurich, Switzerland, Christina 

and her family emigrated to Vancouver, BC, 

when she was in elementary school. After 

completing highschool, Ms. Cuk studied at 

the University of British Columbia and the 

University of Vienna before completing a master’s degree at the Graduate School 

of International Studies in Geneva. Ms. Cuk worked as a United Nations research 

intern and as a political specialist for the American Embassy in Bern, Switzer-

land before embarking on a career in education. She has been a dedicated and 

enthusiastic social studies/history teacher for the past fifteen years, and most 

recently she was Department Head of Social Studies and Head of Grade 8 at 

Crofton House School in Vancouver, BC. 

Ms. Cuk is thrilled to be joining the Brentwood College School community in 

beautiful Mill Bay.

.

Erin Stevens 
B.SC (UBC), P.D.P.P (VICTORIA) 

Mrs. Stevens is an outdoor-loving island girl 

at her core, an international educator, and 

an active mother who works hard to keep up 

with her three sons on mountain bikes, skis, 

and fields and courts of all kinds. Raised 

in Campbell River, she returned there after 

university and travel to begin her teaching career.  She has a Bachelor’s degree 

in Vertebrate Physiology with a teaching concentration in Chemistry, and a 

teaching certificate from UVIC’s Post-Degree Professional Program. Her 23-year 

teaching career has been an exciting, eclectic mix of positions, which fits well 

with her pursuit of constant improvement through change. She has fulfilled a 

range of traditional and non-traditional educational roles including Middle and 

High School Math and Science Teacher, Intermediate Generalist, Private Math 

Consultant, Preschool Coordinator, Distributed Learning Facilitator, District 

Gifted Resource Teacher, On-Staff  Substitute / Special Projects, and Graduation 

Coordinator. Having spent 8 years living as an expat and teaching inter-

national students in Ukraine and Saudi Arabia, Erin hopes to continue building 

bridges between cultures at Brentwood. As a parent of two former Brentwood 

boarders, she knows that their child’s individuality is being fostered by loving 

mentors. She is excited to be part of the village of adults at Brentwood who 

guide and encourage students. .

This year we say goodbye to some of our out-

standing RFAs Kendra Thompson, Moya Bell and 

Evan Willow, wish Barb Kleinschmidt best of luck 

with her business, watch with dismay as Kayla 

Kulczycki leaves our facilities team, wish departing 

Grade 8 program leader Wendy Patel good luck 

with PJ, wonder what we will do in the absence of 

Grad Council Sponsor Alanna Martin after 16 years, 

dry our tears for departing 12 year Houseparent 

and 17 year faculty member Leslie Reid Carr, and, 

of course, bid adieu to our dynamic and long-serv-

ing duo of Andrea Felix and Deputy Head of 

School, Marius Felix. 

We wish Alanna, Leslie and Wendy all the best 

for their well-deserved retirements and hope to 

see them on campus often. The Felixs are off to 

Ottawa to be reunited with their children Tess and 

Ben and their grandchildren. More on them later!

We wish all of them the very best.

 Mrs Leslie Reid Carr
Spanish & French Teacher 1985-1988, 2002-2019

Alexandra Assistant Houseparent 1985-1988

Coach of Field Hockey, Volleyball, Tennis, Squash, 

S.A.C. 

Gwynneth & Allard Duty Staff 2002-2017

Allard Houseparent 2007-2019

 

Mrs Wendy Patel
Lead Teacher of the Grade 8 Program 2014-2019

 

Mrs Alanna Martin
Mathematics Teacher 2003-2011

Head of Field Hockey, Coach of Basketball,

Cross Training, Tennis & Weight Training 2003-

2019

Grad Council Sponsor &

Assistant Athletic Director 2011-2019 

Allard & Hope Duty Staff 2003-2019

 

Mrs Andrea Felix
Hilton House 1981-1983

Whittall House Duty Staff 2002-2015

Counselling, Health & Wellness, & SPARC 2002-

2019

Tennis Coach & Fitness Instructor 2002-2015

AP Psychology Teacher 2006-2015

 

Mr Marius Felix
Privett House Student 1974-77

Junior Faculty 1982-84

Whittall Houseparent 2001-2006

Rugby & Basketball Coach 2001-2019

Assistant Head of School 2006-2013

Deputy Head of School 2013-2019

VALETE 2019 - Kendra Thompson, Alanna Martin, Kayla Kulczycki, Wendy Patel, Leslie Reid Carr, Moyra Bell, Barb Kleinschmidt, 

Evan Willow, Andrea Felix, Marius Felix
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“
”

THE PROWSE WAY

Nick Prowse was of course an inspired teacher one of the finest ever encountered 

but he was something far more. He was a mentor in a time of few mentors.  A man 

who in speaking to the young invoked the mystic threads of duty and honour that 

have always bound one generation to the next.  As a historian he spun dreams of 

ancient worlds that challenged us to embrace the potential of the future. As a coach 

he sought excellence but heralded effort measuring his athletic charges not by their 

achievements alone but by the intensity of their devotion to task. The purity of their 

desire.  The power of their will in this way he taught us to be men.

Wade Davis ‘72

THE LEGENDARY

Nicholas Robin
Barrington Prowse

DECEMBER 7, 1936 – MARCH 9, 2019

Nick Prowse, 
M.A. CANTAB 

 
HOUSEPARENT,

SENIOR HISTORY TEACHER, 

1ST XV RUGBY COACH,

TENNIS COACH, 

DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC

COUNSELLING, 

SENIOR MASTER,

HUGH STEPHEN

AWARD WINNER
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It was with a great deal 

of sadness with which we 

received the news of the 

passing of the legendary 

Nick Prowse early this year.

A fixture at Brentwood for 35 years, he 

was an exceptional history and English 

teacher, inspirational rugby coach, Ellis 

Housemaster, Director of Academic 

Counselling, Editor of the Brentonian, 

Coordinator of Alumni Affairs and, near 

the end of his career, Senior Master. 

Generations of Old Brentonians were 

touched by his ability to get the most out 

of his students, he will be missed by the 

Brentwood family.

Joining the teacher staff in 1966, Nick 

was an illustrious Brentwood pioneer. 

Over the decades, in addition to being 

a master teacher of history and English, 

Nick served as a Housemaster of Ellis, 

Senior Academic Advisor and Director of 

Academic Counselling Services, coach 

of the 1st XV and Colts rugby (and of 

curling!). Editor of the Brentonian news-

letter, Coordinator of Alumni Affairs, and 

faculty member of the Search Commit-

tee for the Head of School. As a fitting 

culmination of his extraordinary career, 

Nick was named Senior Master in 2000. 

In 1998, his exceptional contribution to 

Brentwood, highlighted by his outstand-

ing academic leadership, was recog-

nized by the rarely presented Hugh R. 

Stephen Award. Nick was a Brentwood 

icon, a true guardian of the flame. Wade 

Davis described him on National Tele-

vision not only as a Master teacher, but 

as a dreamweaver. De Manu in Manum, 

Nick passed the torch to all members 

of the faculty on June 30, 2001. It was 

a landmark in the history of Brentwood 

College School.

Nick died peacefully in hospital on 9th 

March, aged 82. He will be sadly missed 

by his second wife Mariza and his three 

step-children: Mark, David and Jennifer, 

the children of his first wife Franda. He 

leaves behind family in Canada, two 

brothers in the UK and many other family 

and friends around the world.

Nick was born in London, England on 

December 7, 1936 son of the late Dr. and 

Mrs. C. Barrington Prowse of Lewes, 

Sussex. He was predeceased by his 

first wife Franda and his sister Virginia. 

Nicholas was educated at Gonville and 

Caius College, Cambridge University 

and The University of Sussex. Nicholas 

emigrated to Canada in 1960 and taught 

briefly at St. Michael’s University School, 

Victoria and Valemont Elementary 

Nick Prowse was a tremendous teacher. As an 

instructor myself, I’m in awe of his ability to get 

the details of European military history to stick in 

students’ memories: almost 20 years later, I can 

still recall many of the things that he taught me. He 

was likewise a generous mentor to many students. 

When I went away to study in England for my first 

year of university, he took the trouble of putting me 

in touch with his family members there, who were 

themselves wonderful, generous hosts. I am grateful 

that I had the chance to know Nick Prowse, and I 

know he’ll be remembered widely.

Keavy Martin ‘00

I can still hear Mr. Prowse’s voice as he elegantly 

summarized huge historical developments, 

occasionally digging into detail but never losing 

sight of the big picture. He really held me to 

account for producing the best possible work. This 

summer I will be leading a group of Florida State 

undergraduates on a tour of London for a course 

on the Moral Psychology of British history that is 

directly influenced and inspired by his teaching. 

Kudos, Mr. Prowse. You live on in the minds of the 

next generation. 

Paul Conway ‘00

School (1960 - 1966). Nick then taught 

at Brentwood College School in Mill 

Bay, BC for thirty-five years (1966 - 2001) 

where he was, at various times, house 

parent, senior history teacher, 1st XV 

rugby coach, tennis coach, Director 

of Academic Counselling and Senior 

Master.

Upon his retirement he was awarded 

the prestigious Hugh Stephen Award for 

outstanding service to the school. He 

was one of the key figures in the growth 

and development of Brentwood after it 

was re-founded in 1961. Outside of the 

school, he was active in local rugby

circles and in the 1970’s served as sec-

retary of the Vancouver Island Rugby 

Union and on the British Columbia 

Rugby Union as Coaching Coordinator 

for the province. He was also an original 

member of the Canadian Rugby Union 

Coaching Committee, which pro-

duced Canada’s first coaching manu-

als for the sport. He brought passion 

and commitment to his teaching and 

his coaching. Even though he placed 

great demands on his students and 

had very high expectations of them, 

all his courses were immensely 

popular. Upon retirement, he took up 

dragon boat racing and volunteered 

for several local organizations in both 

Victoria and the Cowichan Valley.

He will be deeply missed by all 

those with whom he came in 

contact, especially members of his 

history classes and rugby teams.

Should you wish to support the 

Nicholas Prowse Bursary please 

contact chris.spicer@brentwood.ca

Nick with the girls tennis team 1975

Lynn Eyton, former Chair of Board of Governors with Nicholas (Nick) Prowse and his wife Franda, 

as he receives the Hugh R. Stephen award, 1998
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It was September 1981, and I was not interested 

in returning to Brentwood for Grade 12. My Dad 

had hoped that I would arrive at the decision on 

my own.... and I did, at the last possible moment, 

somewhat reluctantly, on the last flight out of 

Calgary..... waiting up for me was Nick Prowse... 

I arrived at Brentwood at 11pm, “Michael” he said, 

“We need to talk”.... over the next 2 hours, Coach 

Prowse took the time to blueprint what he saw as 

my future potential, the milestones I would have to 

hit and the success I would enjoy, IF, I would follow 

his unsolicited advice..... It was the first time that 

someone other than family, reached out and reached 

in, to my life. Nick Prowse was not only my rugby 

coach he was a mentor. I would encourage anyone 

to make a difference in the life of a young person.... 

Reach out and Reach in to their life. It will not only 

make a difference, but you will also probably get a 

Prowse wink and a nod from above! 

Michael McDonough ‘82

Playing rugby for Nick was an experience one never 

forgets...whether you were practicing in the rain up 

on B Field or playing a game on the main field Nick’s 

voice could be heard everywhere! I can still hear his 

voice while writing this note. Nick brought passion to 

everything he did, that was who he was and he never 

wavered from that. With that passion he brought out, 

or pulled or yarded out whatever was needed to get 

his subjects to get themselves to the “next level”. 

Sometimes it wasn’t a smooth transition to get to the 

next level but his heart and intentions were always in 

the right place. When looking back I hope those that 

had Nick in their lives appreciate all that he gave us, 

I know I do. Thank you Nick.  

Tim Waring ‘84

When I first met him, he told me he taught my dad as 

well. He shared a memory of my dad on the rugby 

field. Mr Prowse was teaching us rugby that day and 

in the process dislocated his finger without even 

flinching in pain. He was also my History teacher and 

one of my few “A” classes. He kept me so interested 

it was an easy class for me. My favorite teacher of all 

time, I will miss him.

Chris Cade ‘99

With Head of School Bud Patel

With Lara McDonald Nick Prowse 1973

On the Rugby Pitch 1993

Nick graced us with his presence at our son’s 

graduation dinner at the Aerie on the night that he 

was being acknowledged by Brentwood. He couldn’t 

stay long but he made an appearance. He was a 

wonderful mentor for both Mark and Stephen, our 

sons. Thank you Nick for investing in our boys.

Merleen Hodgson 

Parent of Mark ‘97 & Stephen ‘01

  1 

N I C K  R E M E M B E R E D

Nick with his wife Mariza and Marius Felix
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I’m working as a PhD student 

at the University of Aberdeen 

in Scotland, with my project 

focused on a very un- 

Scottish animal - the Bornean 

Orangutan. I’m happy to say 

that studying at Brentwood 

played a big role in opening 

up the field of science.

When I was very young, science was 

portrayed as a grown-up, impenetrable 

kind of subject, which only old people 

who had done lots of exams could 

do. I was happy to find that science is 

really about applying your thinking to a 

real-world problem; that makes sense 

to someone with no experience in your 

subject. Some of the most effective 

researchers I know aren’t professors 

or working in labs, but people who can 

think in pragmatic and creative terms 

and are passionate about their work.

Biology class with Mr Pennells at Brent-

wood was great because we actually 

talked about the subject - “What does 

this do? Why is it there on the body? 

What’s the point in evolving something 

like this?” I learned that biology requires 

thought that doesn’t necessarily origin-

ate from a textbook, and that natural 

processes are really just a long, slow 

and inelegant series of mistakes. 

Untangling this beautiful mess is what 

biology, especially my field of ecology, 

is about. I’m an ecologist because there 

is nothing more precious to me than the 

interactions between animals and their 

environment, refined through evolution 

across unfathomable reaches of time. 

I want to learn more about the inter-

connections between animals and their 

landscape and to develop the tools to 

protect them into the future.

I work in Sabah, the northernmost Ma-

laysian province on the island of Borneo. 

In a nutshell, I fly drones over large 

areas of forest to map out the habitat of 

orangutans and learn how human activ-

ity is affecting this species. Orangutans 

make nests in the treetops every night, 

creating a bed, roughly the size of a 

dinner table, woven from branches and 

leaves, sometimes luxuriously equipped 

with a leaf umbrella! By learning where 

they make their nests, we can under-

stand what kind of forest they prefer, 

where they forage for food, and their 

movement patterns across large areas.

I study orangutans for a lot of reasons; 

they are highly intelligent and share a 

huge amount of knowledge between 

generations about where to eat, when 

fruit comes into season and how to eat 

branches of toxic tree species without 

becoming sick. They are also beauti-

fully expressive and at times hilarious 

when playing with each other. I work 

with these animals mainly because they 

are an ‘umbrella species’, which means 

the habitat that is suitable for them can 

also provide a refuge for a huge range 

of other animals. So, if we focus our 

conservation efforts at maintaining the 

forest in good enough condition for or-

angutans, we will protect a huge number 

of species. Considering Borneo is one 

of the most biodiverse places on our 

whole planet, this makes it a worthwhile 

conservation strategy.

One important part of my work is learn-

ing how orangutans are coping with 

palm oil cultivation, which has resulted in 

the loss of more than 70% of the island’s 

rainforest. We’re developing ways to 

make the industry more sustainable by 

not logging more forest, and trying to 

conservation
conversation
Sol Milne ‘10
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link up patches of forest using strips of 

forest known as ‘dispersal corridors’ so 

that animals can travel between these 

patches in areas where it has become 

fragmented. The forest that has already 

been logged is gone, but we can focus 

our efforts on restoring as much as we 

can, and making sure what remains is 

protected by law. My work focuses on 

how orangutans use forest that has 

already been degraded, so we can 

understand what aspects of forest are 

still useful for them.

As an ecologist, I travel through the forest 

and make my own observations, whether 

it’s from the lens of a drone high above 

the forest canopy, or from deep within its 

confines, following GPS coordinates along 

trails to find orangutans in the wild. Field-

work, however, is the best and sometimes 

the worst part of the job, and every time 

we go to the forest, inevitably something 

goes wrong. I’ve had bridges collapse right 

beneath me as we drove across, been 

chased out of the forest by elephants, and, 

ironically, also trapped in the forest by ele-

phants blocking our truck. I’ve been bitten 

by lizards, snakes, dogs, cats, monkeys, 

rats, spiders, scorpions and once an actual 

Jaguar. Ecology isn’t for everyone, but 

once you get involved and tumble through 

the inevitable plethora of accidents and 

fieldwork failures, you end up with some 

fun stories, and a few bruises.

Having worked in this part of the world 

for five years, as a research assistant 

and now as a PhD student, my per-

spective has shifted significantly since I 

began. I started with the understanding 

that humans and their environment were 

separate and that boundaries had to 

be maintained in order to allow other 

species to survive; when I saw images 

from my drone showing vast stretches 

of forest divided by the deep gashes of 

logging, this view was reinforced. I de-

veloped a misplaced ideal that humans 

must be kept out. When I flew the drone 

I saw the beautiful, old growth forest, 

mysterious and shrouded in mist, juxta-

posed against the secondary forest laid 

open and fragmented.

However, the more I worked in forests 

that had already been impacted by 

humans, the more apparent it became 

that there is still a huge number of ani-

mals within these areas that don’t seem 

like less valuable habitats. They are 

just home to a different community of 

species. The bird calls in secondary for-

ests were distinctly different, and when 

we went on night walks, we could see 

different animals; more cats and fewer 

monkeys. I realised that human-im-

pacted habitat isn’t worthless, but still 

extremely valuable, opening a new set 

of niches for different animals to exploit. 

A huge range of habitats exist between 

a forest that is pristine and that which is 

highly degraded, and every step across 

this spectrum is valuable in its own right.

On reflection, I realize I was more 

motivated by the prospect of working 

in some exotic, remote place, or with a 

charismatic animal, than by the notion of 

discovering something. It feels obvious 

now how full the world is of unanswered 

questions, so much so that your own 

insight is already fitted to some small 

gap in our knowledge , and if you’re 

interested in any aspect of scientific 

research, you can work to widen that 

niche and push our understanding 

forward. To anyone interested in getting 

involved in any facet of science, read up 

on the field that interests you and learn 

as much as you can about it. I was never 

a particularly sharp student, but there 

is an important distinction between 

how quickly you pick up a subject and 

how driven you are to take the time to 

understand it. Learning by the book is 

vital, and Brentwood is full of amazing 

people who take time to make sure you 

understand something (shoutout to Mrs. 

Herman for the hours you spent helping 

me understand molarity equations!). 

At the moment I’m analysing my data 

(which mostly consists of me getting 

increasingly angry at my computer until 

I get my head around the statistics) with 

the goal of communicating these find-

ings to policymakers, to ensure that the 

habitat requirements of orangutans are 

considered in future land-use decisions 

in this region. After this adventure, I’m 

heading to Myanmar to explore oppor-

tunities to use both flying and submer-

sible drones to find and remove lost 

fishing nets from coral reefs. There is a 

lot of work that needs to be done to pro-

tect our environment and using robots to 

study our surroundings is turning out to 

be a useful way to do this. 

My journey so far has been by no means 

conventional, and there have many 

steps back for each step forward, but 

it is part of the process (especially in 

conservation). I’m grateful for the time 

I had being close to nature in Mill Bay, 

and the appreciation it gave me for the 

environment just outside, giving me a 

chance to to develop my interest in ecol-

ogy in such a beautiful part of the world. 

I hope the current students are enjoying 

their time in such a great place and I’m 

looking forward to the next chance I get 

to come back!

A juvenile orangutan Oil palm is the main crop grown in Borneo and responsible for most of the 

deforestation & land use change. It’s not going anywhere however, so we’re 

researching how agriculture & wildlife can coexist.

An adult male orangutan moves 

between forest fragments on foot 

(photo by Teow Shu-Woan) 

The (slightly sweaty) Orangutan 

Nest Watch Team, finishing a long 

day of walking through the forest! 

(Pidiy, Alul, Wan & Azim)

Takeoff! Throwing the fixed wing 

drone to start the survey for or-

angutan nests. These drones can 

cover up 100 km in a single flight!
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Engage with Brentwood
FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Connect with Brentwood, parents and alumni, get the latest info, discuss our most recent updates
or simply show the world your love for Brentwood! We constantly update our media sites

and welcome comments and discussions with you. By subscribing to our videos on YouTube,
becoming a fan on Facebook or following our tweets on Twitter you can make sure

 that you hear the latest things first. If you would like to receive
The Torch, please contact marketing@brentwood.bc.ca.

@BrentwoodNews

@BrentwoodBoarding

/BrentwoodCollege

photos.brentwood.ca
on SmugMug

/BrentwoodCollegeSchool

/BrentwoodCollegeSchool

ideas worth spreading

Tyler Wish ‘98

Dawna Mueller, 

Parent of Ash ‘20 & Serena ‘22

Lulu Jama ‘19

By: Amelia H, Allard ‘20

IMPA CT
Brentwood Sharon Selby ‘87 with

daughter Gemma ‘21

Grant Dillard ‘19

TEDx’s motto is, ‘Ideas worth spreading’ and that is precisely what the 

students of Brentwood heard at our TEDx last fall. 

For those who have never had the pleasure of experiencing TED, it is 

series of talks organized by a non-profit organization which strives to 

share ideas on a variety of topics through a series of fascinating, albeit 

short, talks. 

In an effort to spread this amazing organization even further around 

our small globe, Brentwood independently organizes its own TEDx 

conference, known as TEDxBrentwoodCollegeSchool. This was our 

fifth consecutive year. On one Saturday morning of the year students 

excitedly miss classes, get all dressed up in our Western Business 

attire, and head down to our beautiful Bunch Theatre. 

Ten speakers, from students, to teachers, to alumni, and even including 

some non-Brentonian experts, all shared their passions with us in one 

incredible morning. The true power of these talks is not only the facts 

they present to us, although that is also impactful, but also the emotion 

of the speaker. With a theme as broad as ‘Impact’, it was evident that all 

the topics were chosen with authentic enthusiasm for the subject. Not 

only that, but also genuine expertise. This produced diversity within the 

topics that guaranteed no person in the audience was left uninterested. 

From student Grant Dillard’s ‘19 experiences with communication, and 

the importance thereof, to alumni Sharon Shelby’s talk on anxiety, we 

experienced tonal shift after tonal shift, with the only consistency being 

the promise of a well-researched and wonderfully-executed talk. Lulu 

Jama ‘19, our Head Prefect, spoke eloquently on the cultural benefits 

of a diverse society, saying that we should “Take advantage of the 

opportunity in front of us to have a conversation about where we all 

come from and how it all matters”, which resonated especially with us 

who have the incredible opportunity to live in such a diverse community. 

At the end of the day, whether it was a newfound outlook on climate 

change, or a deeper understanding of noise pollution and killer whales, 

every student left with having had, at the very least, a small epiphany. 

Abdullah Hammawa, Marquita Zollmann, Dawna Mueller, Sarah Wolinsky, Faculty, Sharon Selby ‘87, V Krishna Lakkineni

Lulu Jama ‘19, Grant Dillard ‘19, Emma Manziuk ‘19, Dr. Lauren McWhinnie, Michael Miller, Faculty, Tyler Wish ‘98
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making coffee for free. I didn’t even care, 

because I was so interested in learning 

everything going on around me. 

My first paid Hollywood job was on the 

Sony/Columbia Pictures lot, at Laura 

Ziskin Productions, as an assistant in 

story and screenplay development and 

production. I worked on Spider-Man 3 & 

4, Lee Daniels’ The Butler, The Academy 

Awards, the Stand Up to Cancer live 

telecasts and many other series and 

films that, sadly, have never been/never 

will be made, eventually working my way 

up to Director of Development. I also 

worked on Despicable Me, The Lorax 

and Hop as Director of Development for 

Illumination Entertainment, was a writer 

in residence at the Canadian Film Cen-

ter, and story edited for Telefilm Canada 

and Screenwest Australia, and had 

writing or story consulting jobs on a few 

Canadian series (Being Erica, Almost 

Heroes, King). 

As much as I loved the work itself, I 

wanted a change, and was happy to 

discover that my producer skillset - or-

ganizing, problem solving, relationship 

building and “getting things done,” were 

useful in the tech world.

In 2016, I made the leap to Silicon Valley 

and became a UX Program Manager at 

Google. A program 

manager is like a 

project manager, but 

more focused on 

setting up self-sus-

taining systems. 

I spent a couple 

of years working 

with the Geo team, 

facilitating the 

design, implemen-

tation and launch of 

new Google Maps 

features with teams 

of UX researchers, interaction and visual 

designers, writers and engineers. 

I currently work 

on the team that 

designs Google 

Search, Assistant, 

News and Doodles. 

I now focus on 

team infrastructure 

- building culture, 

community and 

connections with 

internal communi-

cations, events 

and summits for 

our global team 

of 500+. I spend a 

lot of my day writ-

ing about people, teams, new product 

features and feature launches, and work 

with videographers to share stories from 

around the organization. Basically, I use 

strategic storytelling to help connect the 

people on my team.

I didn’t always think 

of storytelling as 

a job skill, but it’s 

critical not only for 

my current role, but 

for everyone working 

in design. You need 

to be able to imagine 

the story of the person using the prod-

uct, empathize with challenges they may 

have, and figure out 

what changes you 

can make to improve 

their experience. 

You then have to sell 

your idea to engin-

eers and product 

managers by telling 

a compelling story. 

During my stud-

ies, many people 

questioned the 

value of liberal arts 

- but they teach you critical thinking, 

speaking, writing and storytelling skills. 

When you use historical facts or the true 

meaning of a poem to form an argument, 

you’re learning how to analyze and 

organize your ideas. When you master 

the proper structure of an essay, you’re 

learning how to persuade others. Being 

in a play 

helps you 

learn how to 

build a team 

and work 

together, as 

well as get 

comfortable 

speaking 

in front of 

people. Creating a photo essay teaches 

you to look at things from a different per-

spective and tell a story visually. Crafting 

a film requires that you build empathy for 

the subject and take people on a journey. 

These skills are not only critical to many 

jobs, but to job interviewing itself - how 

well you can build rapport with the inter-

viewer, tell the story of who you are, what 

brought you here, and what you can offer 

the team. 

They might even come in handy one day 

when your high school magazine asks 

you to write about your unconventional 

career path. 

“During my studies, many 

people questioned the value 

of liberal arts – but they teach you 

critical thinking, speaking, writing 

and storytelling skills. ”

High school me never would 

have believed that one day 

I’d work for one of the world’s 

largest tech companies.

But that’s the funny thing 

about career paths – they 

don’t always go the way you 

thought they would, but that’s 

not necessarily a bad thing. 

My favorite classes at Brentwood were 

English Lit with Mrs Widenmaier, and 

History with Mr Prowse. I went on to 

study Modern European history at Har-

vard, taking as many language and art 

history classes as I could. One of my first 

jobs out of university was as a manage-

ment consultant for KPMG, travelling up 

and down the US east coast, doing data 

analysis and IT change management. 

I loved travelling but was super bored 

with the work. 

When I got a year-long assignment in 

Manhattan, I knew I was at a turning 

point - in the city that had everything, 

I’d figure out what I’d really enjoy doing. 

I sought out unusual volunteer oppor-

tunities, including one working for Off 

Broadway theatre. They were dedicated 

to developing new playwrights, and 

needed someone to sift through their 

piles of submissions. Not only did I love 

theatre, but it turned out I had a knack 

for story, and was able to figure out what 

was missing and work with the writers to 

make their plays better. I was hooked, 

and decided I wanted to tell stories for 

a living. 

I moved to Los Angeles to attend the 

Peter Stark Producing Program at the 

University of Southern California. The 

two year master’s program was like 

getting an MBA in entertainment - as 

well as learning the art and mechanics of 

film, TV and new media. While in school, 

I did a number of unpaid internships at 

movie studios. I found it quite funny that 

I’d gone from working on Wall Street to 

creative direction
Sasha Mervyn ‘94

Photo by Tracey Tomtene

Sasha with Eileen Mais and Mariska Richters ‘96
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    50 YEARS OF SERVICE

  john queen

For 50 years John Queen has been a 

steady, gentlemanly presence on the 

Brentwood campus. He has dispensed 

knowledge and sage advice from the 

coach boat, in the classrooms, and of 

course, in his beloved Whittall House 

where he served for 3o years.

Upon his arrival in 1969, he 

started a science club, chess 

club and bell-ringing soci-

ety, and directed the Gilbert 

and Sullivan operetta The 

Pirates of Penzance thereby 

becoming the founder of 

Brentwood’s outstanding 

musical theatre tradition. He 

subsequently directed five 

more Gilbert and Sullivan operettas in conjunction with 

Mr. Robert Cooper, Director of Music. He also founded 

the Brentwood Regatta which has become a singular 

event in the school calendar. The Regatta will cele-

brate its semicentennial this spring.

John also served as Registrar in the early seventies 

and was responsible for the school’s academic time-

table from 1970-1975. In recognition of his major contri-

bution to the growth and development of Brentwood 

as well as his many years of dedicated service to the 

boys of Whittall, John was presented with the presti-

gious Hugh Stephen Award by the Board of Governors 

in 2007. John currently spends 3-4 days per week at 

Brentwood, tutoring physics to multiple students. Long 

may his welcome presence continue.

John retired from teaching in 2001. The following text 

is from the yearbook of that year:

“Who can imagine Whittall House without JLQ? Joining 

the faculty in 1969, John Queen has served as House-

master of Whittall since 1971. He 

may well be the longest serving 

Housemaster in Canada. 

Beyond the Whittall halls, John 

was the founding chair and 

mastermind of the Brentwood 

Regatta, a competition he nur-

tured from modest beginnings 

to the internationally presti-

gious event it has become.

On the water, John coached the 

Senior Boys’ Lightweight crews for almost three dec-

ades; Blair Horn, stroke of JLQ’s 1977 Lightweight crew, 

went on to stroke the Canadian Olympic Gold Medal 8+ 

in Los Angeles in 1984. In 1977, Rowing Canada recog-

nized JLQ’s outstanding achievements by awarding him 

the Canada Centennial Medal for coaches who have the 

equivalent standing as Olympic rowers. Housemaster, 

coach, Regatta Chair, teacher of physics, clockmaker 

extraordinaire, John is Brentwood’s Mr. Chips. He has 

served us all his days, as no other.”

Post Graduate Diploma (AERE 1964), 
Brentwood Career 1969 - Present

TOP: Mr. John Queen in 1974; 

LEFT: Mr. Queen on campus; 

RIGHT/ABOVE: Mr. Queen and the 1980 

Lightweight Squad

“Housemaster, coach, 

Regatta Chair, teacher of physics, 

clockmaker extraordinaire, John is 

Brentwood’s Mr. Chips. He has served 

us all his days, as no other.”

Brentonian Yearbook, 2001



Grade 8 Musical  |  T. Gil Bunch Theatre  |  Saturday, November 22, 2019

Concert for a Winter’s Eve   |  T. Gil Bunch Theatre  |  Thursday & Friday, December 5 & 6, 2019

School Musical  |  T. Gil Bunch Theatre  |  February 26 - 29, 2020

Charity Work Day  |  Saturday, March 28, 2020

Senior Play  |  T. Gil Bunch Theatre  |  April 15-18, 2020

50th Annual Brentwood International Rowing Regatta   |  Brentwood Campus  |  April 24-26, 2020

Evening of Dance   |  T. Gil Bunch Theatre  |  Friday, May 8, 2020

Concert for a Summer’s Eve   |  T. Gil Bunch Theatre  |  Friday, June 5, 2020

Closing Ceremonies   |  Brentwood Campus  |  Friday, June 19, 2020

Alumni Reunion Weekend   |  Brentwood Campus  |  June 26 - June 28, 2020

calendar of events 2019-2020

2020 BRENTWOOD REGATTA RECEPTION

Taking place during the 50th annual Regatta weekend!

We look forward to seeing you in the tent
Saturday, April 25th    Brentwood College School

www.brentwood.bc.ca/alumni—  E S T .  1 9 2 3  —



Return undeliverable Canadian 
addresses to 2735 Mt. Baker Road, 

Mill Bay, BC  V0R 2P1

1960s — The Legendary Nick Prowse


